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Zusammenfassung
Bei Single-Molecule Cut and Paste (SMC&P) handelt es sich um eine vielseitige Technolo-
gie der Rasterkraftmikroskopie, die eine kontrollierte Anordnung einzelner Biomoleküle zu
beliebigen Mustern erlaubt. SMC&P vereint die Nanometergenauigkeit des Rasterkraftmi-
kroskops mit der hohen Spezifität biomolekularer Bindungen und der Detektionssensivität
der Fluoreszenzmikroskopie. In dieser Arbeit wurde die Methode entscheidend weiterentwi-
ckelt und somit die experimentelle Grundlage zur Untersuchung künstlicher Enzymnetzwerke
geschaffen. Dabei kamen erstmals kovalente DNA-Protein-Konjugate im transportierten Mole-
kularkonstrukt zum Einsatz, was eine effiziente und zuverlässige Anordnung der funktionalen
biologischen Bausteine ermöglichte. Kraft- und Fluoreszenzsignal während des Transportpro-
zesses bestätigten, dass einzelne Moleküle mit hoher Genauigkeit positioniert werden konnten.
Untersucht wurde darüber hinaus, ob der Einbau modifizierter Pyrimidin-Basen die mecha-
nische Stabilität der häufig eingesetzten DNA-Hilfsstränge verbessert.
Der Einsatzsbereich von SMC&P konnte außerdem in der vorliegenden Arbeit um die Verbin-
dung mit nanophotonischen Oberflächenstrukturen erweitert werden. Diese Kombination bie-
tet einen leistungsfähigen Ansatz, um spezifisch angeordneter Enzyme im Hinblick auf deren
gekoppelte Aktivität experimentell zu untersuchen. Dabei wurden Nullmodenleiter benutzt -
zylindrische Nanoaperturen mit einem Durchmesser unterhalb der optischen Beugungsgrenze.
Sie reduzieren das optische Anregungsvolumen in der Fluoreszenzmikroskopie, wodurch Ein-
zelmoleküle auch bei weit höheren Konzentrationen aufgelöst werden können. Enzymatische
Untersuchungen sind somit selbst dann durchführbar, wenn fluoreszierende Reaktionspartner
in physiologischer Konzentration vorliegen. Um die Anwendung zu optimieren, wurde zu-
dem eine optische Weitfeldmethode entwickelt, mit der sich über Lichtabsorption die Spitze
des Rasterkraftmikroskops mit Nanometergenauigkeit bestimmen lässt. Genannte Methode in
Verbindung mit den Nullmodenleitern ermöglicht eine schnelle, nicht-invasive und zuverlässige
Ausrichtung des Rasterkraftmikroskops auf die Nanoaperturen.
In einem daran anknüpfenden Projekt wurde die Spezifität bisheriger biochemischer Ankersys-
teme verbessert. Dazu wurde eine monovalente Variante des Strep-Tactins eingeführt. Diese
basiert auf einer mutierten Version von Streptavidin, das anstelle von Biotin eine spezifische
Peptidsequenz, den Strep-tag II, binden kann. Die Interaktion des eingeführten Rezeptor-
Liganden-Systems wurde in dieser Arbeit charakterisiert. Dabei konnte gezeigt werden, dass
die Monovalenz und die damit einhergehende Stabilität des Komplexes die Ausbeuten in
kraftspektroskopischen Anwendungen entscheidend verbessert. Das vorgestellte System wur-
de zudem angewendet, um zusätzliche Aktivierungspfade der Myosin Light Chain Kinase aus
glatten Muskelzellen zu untersuchen. Dies erfolgte insbesondere in Hinblick auf eine Regulie-
rung der enzymatischen Aktivität durch externe Kraft. Trotz Selbstinhibierung der Kinase
ließ sich während kraftspektroskopischer Manipulation die Bindung des Substrats eindeutig
zeigen. Daraus lässt sich auf mechanoaktivierbare Zwischenzustände in der Entfaltung der
Kinasestruktur schließen.
In dieser Arbeit wurden zahlreiche methodische Verbesserungen erreicht, die die kontrollierte
Manipulation von Biomolekülen mit dem Rasterkraftmikroskop hinsichtlich Spezifität, Aus-
beute, Empfindlichkeit und Stabilität erhöhen. In Zukunft werden diese Fortschritte den Weg
für die Untersuchung enzymatischer Netzwerke ebnen und zum Verständnis der Mechanismen
in deren Signalverarbeitung beitragen.
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Abstract
Single-molecule cut and paste (SMC&P) represents a versatile technology based on atomic
force microscopy that allows controlled bottom-up arrangement of individual bio-molecules
to specifically designed patterns. In this thesis, the technique was further developed in order
to advance experimental means for a controlled creation of artificial enzymatic networks. The
procedure unifies nanoscale accuracy of scanning-probe microscopy, the high specificity of
biochemical conjugation and the sensitive read-out of fluorescence microscopy. Methodolog-
ical improvements were achieved by employing covalently conjugated DNA protein chimeras
within the transferred bio-molecular construct.These allowed efficient and reliable arrange-
ment of functional proteins. Recording force and fluorescence spectroscopy signals during the
deposition process proved the technique’s single-molecule control as well as its high spatial
accuracy. The established DNA tethering system was further investigated with respect to
mechanical stability upon incorporation of modified pyrimidine bases.
This work additionally presents the application of single-molecule cut and paste within
nanophotonic devices - a powerful methodological combination that provides the required
means for dynamic enzymatic studies of specifically arranged bio-molecules. In this thesis,
zero-mode waveguides were utilized - cylindrical nanoapertures with sub-diffraction diame-
ter that substantially enhance single-molecule resolution of optical microscopes. With their
increased optical sensitivity due to a drastically reduced excitation volume, they allow en-
zymatic studies with fluorescently labeled ligands even at physiological concentrations. An
optical widefield method was additionally developed to measure the position of the scanning
probe via its absorption profile with nanometer accuracy. It was applied in combination with
zero-mode waveguides providing a fast, non-invasive and reliable alignment of the atomic
force microscope with the nanoapertures.
In a further-going project, the specificity of the biochemical tethering system was addressed
and could be improved by introducing a monovalent Strep-Tactin handle - a mutated version of
Streptavidin that is optimized to bind a biotin-mimicking peptide sequence called Strep-tag II.
Its improved long-term stability provides high interaction yield and enhanced specificity dur-
ing force spectroscopy studies and could thus be thoroughly characterized. The newly devel-
oped system was applied to study the activation pathway of smooth muscle myosin light chain
kinase with focus on mechano-sensing and activation. Despite enzymatic auto-inhibition, sub-
strate binding events were identified during force application hinting at a mechano-activated
structural intermediate.
In this work, several methodological advancements were achieved that provide enhanced speci-
ficity, yield, control, sensitivity and stability in the controlled manipulation of bio-molecules
with the atomic force microscope. In the future, these advancements pave the way for inves-
tigating enzymatic networks and the means of signal transduction therein.
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1 Introduction
Life on our planet is astonishingly diverse. According to the principle of natural selection -
which refers to the permanent competition amongst all living species - a highly parallelized
optimization process took place during the last 3.5 billion years [1, 2]. It resulted in a stunning
variety of organisms which evolved distinctly different strategies that allow them to survive
even in exceptionally challenging conditions such as extreme temperature, non-physiological
pH and the lack of typical energy sources [3, 4]. The process of genetic variation from one
generation to another is based on random mutations in the genetic code that are passed on
during reproduction. Despite the mutations’ stochastic character, the evolutionary trial-and-
error process resulted in a level of adaption and optimization that may seem created with
a rational plan. Biological concepts have inspired many technological inventions of mankind
and artificial components are still copied from natural structures due to their high level of
efficiency.
Whereas macroscopic features (for example the outer appearance of an organism) have been
thoroughly investigated in the past and are hence widely understood, exactly the same prin-
ciple of optimization also exists on a much smaller scale which includes the individual com-
ponents of a cell and has not been entirely described so far. The nanoscale level comprises a
huge variety of macromolecules that are highly complex in shape and function. To understand
the fundamental principle and properties of these efficient molecules is one primary goal of
modern nano-biotechnology.
Surprisingly, living organisms are composed of a very small number of different atoms: 96.5 %
of the world’s biomass consists of the four elements H, C, N and O. Also the cell contains only
a few different types of macromolecules - nucleic acids, lipids, proteins and polysaccharides
[5]. Since all living organisms obey these common principles of nature, they show enormous
similarity of basic functions. One prominent example is the heredity of genetic information
via deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) that all known species have in common. Despite this al-
leged simplicity, the individual macromolecules in a cell are distinctly diverse and highly
specialized to their respective functions in the organism. Especially proteins comprise com-
plex cellular micromachines that are able to fulfill sophisticated tasks due to their optimized
design. For example, they can serve as mechanical motors [6], sensors [7, 8], building blocks [9]
or important regulators in biochemical processes [10]. Being composed of a linear sequence of
amino acids - the proteins’ basic subunits - they form astonishingly diverse arrangements in
three-dimensional space making them capable of performing complex functions due to their
individual fold.
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However, cellular processes typically are not performed by individual proteins, they are gov-
erned by the collective interplay of all molecular components. Without higher level of control,
they individually self-assemble due to molecular forces and self-organize in order to per-
form biological processes. Molecular networks are therefore the basis of life. They operate far
from equilibrium and control the functioning of the living organism. Biological processes are
maintained by a multitude of reaction pathways and essential functions such as cell division
or metabolic regulation in biological systems depend on enzymatic signal transduction [11].
Whereas fundamental regulatory principles and individual reactions could be partly described
in the past, the overwhelming complexity of full biological systems such as a whole cell has
been proven to be challenging for experimental investigation. One promising approach for
the analysis of biological reaction systems are artificially created in vitro model networks.
Along the idea of understanding-by-building, they could allow investigations of fundamen-
tal network properties - but on a much smaller level of complexity. The description of basic
principles in these molecular interactions and signaling pathways is one of the main goals of
current biological research. There is a strong scientific urge to understand how the individual
components work together and thus form a functional living organism - be it a single cell or
a multicellular organism as the human body.
The key goals in this thesis are motivated by these open questions of modern biology. The
complexity of biological networks and the important role of signal transduction in these
reaction pathways were investigated. Especially two aspects were in research focus for the
presented work:
• How can mechanical coupling and spatial proximity of molecular compo-
nents alter their functional activity?
Due to the self-organized nature of cellular processes, many biological pathways de-
pend on the proximity of different cellular components. This colocalization can occur
stochastically by random diffusion of the involved molecules within the cell, but also
via specific, (semi-)permanent arrangement of them to larger complexes with increased
functionality. Spatial proximity has been shown to drastically increase efficiency of the
individual components. A deeper understanding of this mechanical coupling, however,
can only be obtained, if these network systems are investigated quantitatively and on
the single-molecule level. To this end, a bottom-up approach was chosen as the general
experimental strategy. First necessary steps in this direction were the improvement of
existing experimental processes for controlled spatial arrangement of molecular com-
ponents and the development of new methods for reliable read-out of their functional
activity on a single-molecule basis. In the long term, such methods should provide the
necessary means for creating enzyme networks by design. In the presented projects,
single-molecule cut and paste (SMC&P, 3.5) - a technique that is based on atomic force
microscopy (AFM, 3.1) - was further developed with respect to stable covalent pro-
tein transport (P1, 4.1.1). Additionally, a stabilization of the employed DNA-handles
via pyrimidine base modifications was investigated (P2, 4.1.2). Furthermore, the pow-
erful enhancement of fluorescent microscopes (3.2) via nanophotonic devices such as
zero-mode waveguides (ZMWs, 3.3) could successfully be combined with SMC&P (P3,
4.1.3). In the future, these experimental advancements should enable arrangement of in-
dividual functional proteins within the nano-cavities providing increased single-molecule
fluorescence resolution as needed for enzymatic turn-over studies at high ligand concen-
trations.
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• How is force as a stimulus processed by individual force-sensing molecules
and turned into an activation signal for biochemical pathways?
The fundamental interaction network of individual cellular components is typically
strictly regulated via sensory molecules and by complex feedback mechanisms in order
to allow controlled biological processes. A typical regulatory mechanism for example
is the allosteric modification of specific proteins that play a key role in certain bio-
chemical pathways: dependent on the binding of an effector molecule, conformational
changes take place in the regulated protein allowing for (or inhibiting) the binding of
the processed substrate. A second example of cellular regulation represents the post-
translational modification. It refers to a specific, covalent attachment of a chemical
side-group to the respective protein in order to turn on (or off) its functional activity.
Besides these chemical ways of regulation, also other forms of regulators are known
to play a role in triggering biochemical pathways, for example molecular force. Me-
chanical stress has been shown to induce conformational changes in certain molecules
[12, 13, 14] that modulate its binding and turn-over capability analog to binding of
an effector molecule in allosteric regulation. Although the regulatory effect of force has
been detected for several proteins, the morphological principles of molecular force
sensors are poorly understood so far. In this thesis, the development of improved ex-
perimental strategies for investigating force-regulated proteins on the single-molecule
level are presented. A newly developed optical localization method of AFM cantilevers
was introduced that allows non-invasive alignment of the AFM tip with nanometer sized
objects such as ZMWs (P4, 4.2.1). This combination of AFM and ZMWs could form a
stable experimental platform for single-molecule binding studies of fluorescent ligands
simultaneously to controlled force application. In a further-going project, a new stable
tethering system could be established and characterized (P5, 4.2.2). It is based on the
Strep-Tactin:Strep-tag II system and has been shown to increase yield and specificity
in force spectroscopy measurements by being monovalent. The high reliability of the
new tethering system could be employed in AFM-based force spectroscopy for the in-
vestigation of force-triggered activation pathways in smooth muscle myosin light chain
kinase (M1, 4.2.3). Binding studies of different ligands under applied mechanical stress
provide insight into structural changes in the unfolding of the kinase that likely hint at
an additional force-activation pathway.
Summing up the relevant methods in this study, the AFM (3.1) was used as an experimen-
tal technique for single-molecule force spectroscopy and for the controlled manipulations of
molecular components via the SMC&P approach (3.5). Furthermore, the mechanical control
of the AFM was combined with the high sensitivity of single-molecule fluorescence microscopy
(3.2). By the application of nanophotonic devices i.e. ZMWs, the utilized optical microscopy
could be further advanced with respect to single-molecule resolution (3.3). The presented
surface-bound applications were realized by specific chemical attachment of the specimen to
surface and AFM tip by using site-specific coupling systems (3.4).
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Structural Overview
The thesis is structured as follows: the following chapter starts with a broader introduc-
tion to protein folding (2.1) and gives an overview of relevant forces on the molecular scale
that determine biochemical reactions (2.2). Furthermore, the basic properties of two types of
macromolecules investigated in this work are highlighted: DNA (2.3) and kinases (2.4). In the
third chapter, the relevant methods of the presented studies are subsequently summarized:
AFM (3.1), fluorescence microscopy (3.2), ZMWs (3.3), chemical attachment strategies (3.4)
and the SMC&P technique (3.5). In the results part (4), findings of the investigated projects
(P1-P5, M1) are presented. Respective publications to the individual projects (P1-P5) are at-
tached - if available - in the appendix (A) to show the projects in more detail. The presented
results are finally summarized and concluded together with a short outlook for the respective
projects (5).
2 Biological Background
2.1 Structure and Function of Proteins
Proteins are complex bio-molecular machines that play a pivotal role in most biochemical
processes of the cell. Their size and complexity allows them to perform very diverse tasks
in the dynamic interaction network of a living organism and their correct function is thus
essential for all living tissue. Since the function of a protein is distinctly dictated by its
structure, structural properties and characteristic motifs such as different types of folds and
loops are of utmost importance for their specific role in the cell. As a consequence, a protein’s
structure has typically been highly adapted during evolution and is therefore often widely
conserved now in an optimized conformation that enables its specific cellular function. Even
small changes in the protein’s composition can completely alter its three-dimensional shape
and thus influence its functional properties. Due to this strong connection of structure and
function in bio-molecules, structural composition has been thoroughly investigated in the past
and structural biology still represents a wide and active research field. In the following, the
basic principles of protein architecture are shortly outlined and the different levels of folding
are described in more detail.
Primary Structure
All natural proteins are composed of a set of only 22 amino acids that are covalently conjugated
to a long unbranched chain (fig. 2.1)[5]. They join together via strong covalent peptide bonds
between two essential chemical groups that all amino acids have in common: an (L-α-)amino
group as well as an acidic carboxyl group. The diversity of the amino acids is given by a
variable side-chain: its chemical group mainly dominates essential properties such as charge
or polarity. The order of different amino acids is characteristic to a particular protein and
its chemical, physical and structural properties are mainly conferred by the individual side-
chains of this linear sequence [15]. This so called primary structure of a protein is directly
encoded in the genetic code of the DNA and is synthesized in a series of cellular processes
during transcription (DNA to mRNA) and translation (mRNA to protein). The ends of the
polypeptide strand are named after its respective terminal chemical group: C-Terminus for
a carboxyl and N-terminus for a final amino group. Since the various interactions of the
side-chains with each other determine fold, shape and function of a protein, altering even a
single amino acid in its sequence via genetic mutation may result in very different, mostly
non-functional conformations of it [16].
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Figure 2.1: Primary structure of a protein. Proteins are composed of a set of 22 different amino
acids which form a linear protein-specific sequence. The C- and N-terminal end groups
(NH2, COOH) of each unit are covalently linked forming a stable peptide bond backbone
consisting of carbon and nitrogen atoms (inset). The different amino acids are chemically
equivalent except for an individual residue side-chain which is dominating its properties
such as polarity, size or charge. Hydrophilic and hydrophobic amino acids are color-coded
in this scheme.
Secondary Structure
The chemical properties of the residue side-chains along an amino acid sequence can be very
diverse: acidic, basic, polar or nonpolar. Whereas a charged or polar residue may form an in-
termolecular hydrogen bond, hydrophobic side-chains can exhibit van-der-Waals interactions.
Cysteine - as an exception - is the only amino acid being able to induce covalent disulfide
bonds within the molecule [5]. The interplay of all these interactions eventually determines
the unique conformation of the polypeptide and therefore its function. Whereas a protein’s
final structure is typically very diverse, some local patterns in its folding occur with high rep-
etition rate in various sequences. The identification and representation of these reappearing
structural motifs is called the secondary structure of a protein. Most prominent secondary
structure features are the α-helix and the β-sheet (fig. 2.2). Proteins often contain multiple
helices and sheets combined with other, less common patterns or flexible unstructured loops
[15].
• the α-helix resembles a right-handed coiled strand formed by multiple hydrogen bonds
between the carboxyl oxygen and the amine hydrogen of an amino acid four units
apart in the sequence (fig. 2.2a). The combination of weak, but numerous hydrogen
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bonds renders the characteristic helical structure remarkably stable and energetically
favorable. The interactions are formed by repeating backbone groups. Although the
individual side-chains are not directly involved in the helix formation, some amino acids
(such as methionine, alanine, leucine, glutamate and lysine) are more compatible with
the α-helix conformation than others (e.g. proline and glycine)[15].
• the β-sheet structure is a flat conformational pattern composed of peptide strands lying
adjacent to one another (fig. 2.2b). The folded motif is held together by hydrogen bonds
of the backbone groups between neighboring strands. The direction of the individual
strands can be either parallel or anti-parallel to each other, whereas the latter creates
the more stable arrangement of the crucial hydrogen bonds.
Besides those two, other, less stable secondary structure elements exist, e.g. different types of
helices and sheets, which in some cases may only play a role as an intermediate during the
folding process of proteins. Secondary structures are not limited to only proteins, but do also
occur in other bio-molecules such as nucleic acids [5].
Figure 2.2: Molecular composition of the two common motifs in protein secondary structure: the α-
helix and the β-sheet. a) Repetitive hydrogen bond interaction of the N-H group with
the C=O on a n+4 subsequent amino acid creates a very stable regular helical structure.
The amino acid side-chains are not directly involved in formation of secondary structure
elements but specific residues can facilitate or impair the process. For better illustration
of the helical path in the peptide backbone, only carbon and nitrogen atoms are depicted
on the right. b) A β-sheet is composed of either parallel or antiparallel peptide chains that
also repetitively connect via hydrogen bonds. The backbone arrangement for adjacent
sequences is illustrated for the antiparallel case [5].
Adapted by permission from John Wiley and Sons: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Education [5], copyright (2003)
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Tertiary Structure
The tertiary structure refers to the three-dimensional, stably folded conformation of the
polypeptide chain forming the functional protein (fig. 2.3). Although a protein’s shape may
seem irregular and random, a combination of various forces and bonds between the individual
side-chains stabilize its characteristic structure very specifically (see chapter 2.2). For most
proteins, the crude shape of the fold is mainly determined by its hydrophobic and hydrophilic
residues since they strongly avoid or seek the contact with the (aqueous) cellular medium and
thus are either buried in the structure or exposed [5]. Other interactions such as hydrogen,
covalent and van der Waals bonds also play an important role, but rather in terms of stabiliz-
ing this pre-folded structure [5]. Out of the countless possibilities of different conformations,
the tertiary structure is typically the state of lowest energy and can be maintained without
further energy input. Thermal fluctuations are, however, the main driving force in the pre-
ceding folding process of the polypeptide chain, testing various conformations to lower its free
energy as far as possible [15]. Some molecules are not capable to reach their characteristic
folding in this way and get trapped in intermediate states or form aggregates by interactions
within the crowded cytoplasm. In order to decrease this rate of misfolding and aggregation,
the cell provides assistance proteins, called chaperones, that additionally guide the folding
process. They are able to bind to the partially folded protein and thus support the favored
folding pathway [15].
In contrast to local motifs in the secondary structure, a satisfactory prediction of the tertiary
structure turns out to be a very challenging problem if only the amino acid sequence is known.
On the experimental level, however, several techniques such as X-ray crystallography, NMR,
polarisation interferometry or cryo-EM evolved to make the structure of molecules visible
[15]. Structural data in combination with increasingly robust bioinformatic tools can be used
to predict tertiary folds to some extent.
Tertiary structure Quaternary structureSecondary structure
α-helix
Figure 2.3: The different levels of protein structure illustrated on the hemoglobin tetramer. The ter-
tiary structure of the single polypeptide chains consist mainly of several secondary struc-
ture alpha-helices that are connected via unstructured linkers. Four subunits (of two differ-
ent types) arrange to a tetrahedral complex that forms the functional quaternary structure
of hemoglobin (pdb structure: 1BUW).
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Quaternary Structure
Many proteins can strongly interact with each other and are able to assemble to higher order
structures creating assemblies of multiple polypeptides. The conformational arrangement of
such macromolecular complexes that consist of more than one protein is defined as quaternary
structure (fig. 2.3 right). Whereas in some organizations all subunits are equal (called homo
oligomer), others combine the individual function of different bio-molecules (hetero oligomer)
to an improved molecular complex with enhanced functionality [16]. Typical compositions
of two, three, four or five molecules are called dimer, trimer, tetramer and pentamer. The
interplay of several subunits can raise regulation and activity dependence within the molecule
to a remarkably higher level, resulting in non-linear allosteric behavior and cooperativity
effects. Illustrative examples of multi-complex proteins with quaternary structure include
haemoglobin, DNA polymerase, ion channels and especially the ribosome [16]. Despite their
unique characteristic conformation, folded proteins still remain capable of small movements
and therefore adapt shape for interactions with other proteins or for their functional activity.
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2.2 Forces on the Molecular Level
Molecular forces form the physical basis for protein folding (intramolecular forces) but also
for the specific recognition of different molecular components (intermolecular forces)[17]. Es-
pecially four types of weak interactions dominate the world on this length scale: electrostatic
interactions, hydrogen bonds, van der Waals interactions and hydrophobic effects (fig. 2.4).
Although each attraction could individually not persist the turbulent forces of thermal mo-
tions (at room temperature), the cooperative action of numerous such interactions overcomes
this limit and forms the fundamental basis of molecular processes [5].
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Figure 2.4: Relevant forces on the bio-molecular level. Different types of interactions that play an
essential role in protein folding or biochemical recognition are schematically depicted:
electrostatic interactions, hydrogen bonds, van der Waals interactions and hydrophobic
effects. Furthermore, disulfide bonds as the only covalent type of intermolecular conjuga-
tions are additionally illustrated.
Adapted by permission from GetRevising: Proteins and Water, copyright (2016)
Electrostatic Interactions
According to Coulomb’s law, electrically charged particles exert an either repulsive or attrac-
tive force on each other dependent on the sign of the involved charges. Since many naturally
occurring side groups are permanently charged, e.g. for Arginine, Lysine, Aspartic acid or
Glutamic acid, electrostatic interactions can induce stable chemical connections or effectively
inhibit the binding of certain components [17]. Dependent on the pH of the surrounding
medium, different chemical groups may be charged, influencing the electrostatic interactions
[18]. Due to its 1
r2
dependence (where r is the relative distance of the two charges) electro-
static effects are remarkably long-ranging compared to others. Chemical compounds of op-
posite charge can form a so-called ionic bond by transferring an anion’s electron completely
to a cation. It is worth mentioning the difference to a covalent bond here, which is based on
the sharing of an electron between two chemical groups. Since in reality all ionic bonds are
to a certain degree covalent - there is never a complete share of one electron from another
- its ionic character should dominate in this bond formation [5]. Electrostatic forces can in
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general be much stronger than thermal fluctuations which becomes noticeable for example
in the high thermal stability of a sodium-chloride crystal (melting point = 801◦C) that is
mainly formed by ionic bonds. However, electrostatic interactions are drastically attenuated
upon addition of polar solvents (such as water), which can de-stabilize the ionic bonds below
thermal fluctuations and e.g. turn the salt crystal soluble in water at room temperature. In
cellular context the electric forces are typically mediated through a layer of ions surrounding
the charged residue and are therefore strongly damped in their effect [18].
Hydrogen Bonds
A hydrogen bond refers to a weak dipole-dipole attraction between a partially positive hy-
drogen and a highly electronegative atom such as nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur or fluorine. This
specific and non-covalent interaction is based on the hydrogen’s unique property of having
only one electron. In contrast to other atoms, it forms covalent bonds with its inner shell
[5]. As a consequence, if the covalent bonding partner exhibits strong electronegativity, the
single electron in the hydrogen shell is remarkably pulled towards this higher negative charge
and thus exposes the protonic nucleus. Whereas for other elements the nucleus is typically
still shielded by other inner electrons, covalent electron sharing of hydrogen induces an un-
covered positive charge - a polar group distal from the covalent binding partner. The actual
hydrogen bond is formed in the vicinity of another electronegative atom (typically not on the
same molecule) by electrostatic interaction of the partially exposed proton with the negative
charge of one of its electron lone pairs [17]. Hydrogen bonds are at least an order of magni-
tude weaker than covalent conjugation and are often not thermally stable. But even if they
are constantly broken and reformed, these weak bonds can have reasonable effects as e.g. in
water being the main reason for its typical properties. Each water molecule can establish two
additional hydrogen bonds towards the oxygen of neighboring water molecules (in addition to
the two intramolecular covalent interactions). The given directionality of the hydrogen bond
as a straight line of the three involved atoms results in an optimal arrangement of each water
molecule forming a tetrahedral net of interactions [19]. At room temperature, the hydrogen
bonds are not able to completely fix the water molecule (as in an ice crystal) but they are
responsible for water’s high boiling point and for its outstanding surface tension.
For proteins, hydrogen bonding dominates their secondary structures by interactions between
adjacent peptide backbones stretches (chapter 2.1). Due to the ubiquity of both, polar hydro-
gens and electronegative atoms (especially oxygen and nitrogen), bio-molecules can establish
numerous intramolecular bonds in parallel - often in a repetitive fashion - that add up in sta-
bilizing these typical structures [17]. Additionally, molecular binding recognition is in most
cases steered by the complementary arrangement of hydrogens and respective electronega-
tive atoms at the interaction surfaces. For example, the specificity in nucleic base pairing in
DNA and RNA is due to the elaborate arrangement of hydrogen bond partners. In aqueous
medium, strength and distance-range is typically reduced due to interactions with the polar
water molecules and variation in ionic concentration also influences bond formation [19].
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Van der Waals Interactions
Van der Waals forces represent a weak, short-ranged attraction between adjacent atoms based
on electrostatic dipole-dipole interaction [20]. Whereas it is clear that freely-rotating perma-
nent dipoles attract each other in close proximity by simply reorientating opposite charges,
also nonpolar atoms (without permanent dipole moment) sense attraction in the vicinity of
a dipole due to induced polarization [17]. Interestingly, even nonpolar atoms induce van der
Waals forces only due to interactions of instantaneous polarization - an effect only correctly
described by quantum mechanical theory: according to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle and
the finite ground-state energy of a system, electrons within an atom are in constant movement
on their respective orbital. These fluctuations cause variations in the negative charge center
and therefore create time-varying dipole moments in the molecule [5]. Fluctuations of the
positive nucleus are neglected here due to their typically smaller effect. Comparable to a per-
manent dipole, the short-lived instantaneous polarizations further polarize adjacent molecules,
resulting in an electrostatic attraction - also known as London force or dispersion force. Van
der Waals interaction refers to the three types of possible dipole interactions: dipole/dipole,
dipole/nonpolar, nonpolar/nonpolar. In general, these forces are attractive, non-directional
and act mainly on short molecular distances involving only next neighbor atoms. The Pauli
exclusion principle [21] - the quantum mechanical inhibition of overlapping electron orbitals
- acts as the repulsive antagonist of the attractive van der Waals forces preventing collapse
of the atoms.
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Figure 2.5: The empirical Lennard Jones potential as a mathematical approximation of interacting
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by van der Waals polarization results in a potential minimum at rm with depth ε.
Adapted by permission from LLC: Atoms in Motion, copyright (2016)
The empirical Lennard Jones potential (fig. 2.5)[22] is often used as an analytical approxima-
tion for the energy landscape of these competing effects resulting in an energetically favorable
minimal distance rm of two atoms:
VLJ = ε
((rm
r
)12
− 2
(rm
r
)6)
(2.1)
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where Pauli exclusion is represented by the r−12 power law expression and so typically on
a much shorter length scale than the van der Waals term (∼ r−6). ε refers to the depth of
the potential well. Higher polarizability of a specific atom decreases energy in the second
term. On the macromolecular level, the van der Waals adhesions are biologically tuned by the
topography of the interacting surfaces influencing contact area of two binding partners and
thus their mutual affinities.
Hydrophobic Effect
The hydrophobic effect describes the aggregative behavior of nonpolar molecules in aqueous
medium resulting in segregation and repulsion of these substances from water [17]. Sometimes
the existence of a hydrophobic force is deduced from this apparent attraction of nonpolar con-
stituents, but this expression may be misleading, since it actually originates from entropically
driven repulsion rather than from an active driving force [5]. The incapability of forming hy-
drogen bonds results in disruption of the surrounding bond network in the aqueous solution
and thus induces a shell around the hydrophobic molecule with restricted mobility of the wa-
ter molecules. In the process of thermal fluctuations, conformations that minimize this area
of reduced water mobility are preferred, accompanied by a loss of entropic freedom [23]. This
entropic contribution in the molecule’s free energy eventually drives it into a globular shape
or leads to segregation in order to reduce the interaction surface with the water (fig. 2.6).
Amphiphilic macromolecules - molecules consisting of both, hydrophilic and hydrophobic side
groups - consequently try to bury their apolar groups within the structure and to expose po-
lar side-chains to the aqueous surrounding, an important behavior in protein folding. Due to
their entropic origin, hydrophobic effects only exist in the presence of the polar surrounding
medium.
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Figure 2.6: The hydrophobic effect as a significant parameter in protein folding. Unfavorable interac-
tions of nonpolar side-chains in the protein sequence with surrounding water collectively
cause a strong driving force towards conformations with the hydrophobic residues buried
in the protein core.
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2.3 Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA)
The genetic information of all living organisms is stored in deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) - a
specific linear sequence of nucleobases encoding their respective hereditary material [5]. The
subunits of this macromolecule are called nucleotides consisting of a nitrogen-containing nu-
cleobase attached to a sugar residue (2-deoxyribose) and a phosphate group (fig. 2.7a). The
latter two are able to form phosphodiester bonds to the respective other group on further
nucleotides inducing a covalent backbone of alternating phosphates and sugars that stabilizes
the long flexible polymer. The actual storage of biological information relies on DNA’s unique
base sequence achieved by a four-letter alphabet of different nucleobases: adenine (A), cyto-
sine (C), guanine (G) and thymine (T) (fig. 2.7b). Two individual DNA strands are able to
join to a double stranded DNA (dsDNA), but only if consistent rules of specific base pairing
are respected (fig. 2.7c): adenine preferentially pairs with thymine via two hydrogen bonds,
whereas cytosine typically interacts with guanine by establishing three hydrogen bonds [24]
(fig. 2.7d). According to this pairing specificity, only complementary strands (with an anti-
sequence of each other) are able to form a dimer and to arrange in the DNA’s well-established
double-helix structure [25]. Due to the asymmetry of DNA’s terminal residue (sugar or phos-
phate), the two ends can be distinguished (as 3’ and 5’ terminal) and a direction of the strand
can be defined. DsDNA is hybridized in an anti-parallel fashion. As the different strands are
not covalently conjugated, an individual base pair is easily separated by mechanical force or
thermal fluctuations, but the collective binding of complementary sequences, however, can
provide reasonable structural stability. Diverse parameters such as sequence length, G-C con-
tent [26, 27], ionic surrounding [28], pH [29] or sequence-specific stacking effects [30, 31] can
significantly change hybridization strength. The thermal stability of dsDNA is described by
its melting temperature - the temperature at which 50% of the double strands are separated.
It is consequently dependent on the surrounding medium like its salt concentration or pH
value [32]. Theoretical values for the melting temperature can be derived as well, based on
sequence and properties of the solvent.
Since both strands contain in principle the same genetic information - just in a complementary
sequence - dsDNA can be duplicated after separation via subsequent complementation of
the single strands into two new sets of complete genetic material [5]. This DNA replication
mechanism is an essential process during cell division for the conservation of the whole genome
in all daughter cells of an organism. Although a significant fraction of DNA has no apparent
function, the genetic sequence encodes all proteins that can be expressed in an organism
and serves as the template for all important regulatory oligonucleotides [5]. During protein
expression, the genetic code is first deciphered in three-letter patterns, so-called codons (such
as CAG) and then translated into the subsequent amino acids of a protein’s primary structure.
The first step in this process is called transcription, short fragments of genetic information
on the DNA are copied via an RNA polymerase onto a separate strand of mobile nucleotides
- the messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA). RNA refers to a close relative of DNA that also
belongs to the molecular group of polynucleotides. Main differences are found in an additional
hydroxyl group in the backbone sugar residue (ribose instead of deoxyribose) and thymine is
only incorporated as an unmethylated form called uracil. During translation, the mRNA copy
of the gene is then decoded by the ribosome and a polypeptide sequence is created according
to the genetic sequence.
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Figure 2.7: The modular composition of the DNA double helix a) The basic building blocks form
the nucleotides consisting of a phosphate group, a five-carbon sugar and one of the four
different nucleobases (adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) or thymine (T)) b) The
sugar-phosphate groups covalently link to a stable backbone and thus form the basis of
single stranded DNA with specific nucleobase sequence. The two asymmetric endings of
the strand are named according to their terminal groups of either a 5’ phosphate or a 3’
hydroxyl. c) Two antiparallel sequences collectively hybridize to a double strand by the
hydrogen bonds between the individual matching bases - adenine pairs with thymine and
cytosine with guanine. d) The DNA double strand winds into a double helix structure.
The rules of exclusive base pairing result form different numbers of hydrogen bonds that
are established between the matching pairs. Whereas adenine is conjugated to thymine
via only two hydrogen bonds, guanine and cytosine are able to form three of them.
Adapted by permission from John Wiley and Sons: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Education [5], copyright (2003)
2.3.1 DNA Nanotechnology
Whereas protein binding properties are determined by a complex interplay of weak interac-
tions and are thus hard to describe by simple consistent laws, the fundamental mechanisms in
DNA double strand hybridization are thoroughly understood and strict binding rules could
be detected and formulated. Due to the remarkable simplicity of these rules, the thermal
and mechanical strength between two DNA sequences can be precisely predicted and existing
secondary structures (e.g. stem-loops) can already be identified by theory [33, 34]. Especially
the rapid methodological advances in DNA synthesis that enable cheap and fast production
of designed DNA oligomers [35] transferred this knowledge into high experimental control on
the nanoscale. This combination of well-understood specificity and synthetic availability of
polynucleotides turned DNA - and to a certain extend also RNA [36] - to the perfect building
material for artificial bio-molecular nano-structures. DNA nanotechnology [37] refers to this
young and vivid research field focusing on the controlled self-assembly of engineered bottom-
up structures based on exclusive base pairing [38, 39]. DNA’s actual key role in storage and
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transfer of genetic information is completely disregarded in such bio-engineering applications.
The field emerged from simple, but specific and tunable bio-molecule attachment via DNA
conjugation to complex systems with multi-branched macrostructures of irregular two- [38]
or three-dimensional [39] shape. Large lattices consisting of small self-assembling subunits
[40] could be realized and also functional dynamic systems were presented that show in-
ducible conformational changes [41]. In combination with conjugated proteins [42, 43], DNA
lattices present a promising approach for crystallographic applications in structural biology.
Dynamic drug carriers are investigated as possible candidates for controlled substance release
in nanomedicine [44] and DNA-mediated arrangement of molecular scale electronics shows
first successes in molecular computing [45, 46].
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2.4 Kinases
Cellular processes are orchestrated by a complex decentralized network of countless molecular
components that independently communicate with each other and exert regulative feedback
cascades. One biologically very relevant regulation mechanism is the post-translational mod-
ification - the enzymatic attachment of an additional chemical group to a protein after its
biosynthesis in the ribosome [47]. A wide range of modifications such as phosphorylation,
glycosylation, ubiquitination, nitrosylation, acylation, methylation, lipidation and proteolysis
can occur in the cell [48]. They typically alter the protein’s functional activity and thus con-
trol the widely branched signaling pathways of an organism. Kinases play a major role in this
regulation system by catalyzing the covalent conjugation of phosphate groups to specific sub-
strates (fig. 2.8). This so-called phosphorylation is one of the most common post-translational
modifications [49]. Protein phosphorylation has been shown to affect various aspects of cellular
function such as adhesion, differentiation, division, metabolism, migration, signaling, protein
regulation and many others [50, 51]. Since the phosphorylation reaction is energetically not
favorable, the phosphate group is only transferred if present in a high energy state such as in
adenosine triphosphate (ATP), whose gamma phosphate is typically removed and specifically
bound to a free hydroxyl residue [52]. Phosphorylation is one of the few post-translational
modifications that are reversible due to the kinase-antagonist phosphatase making it a perfect
candidate for specifically modulating and feedbacking cellular and extracellular processes [53].
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Figure 2.8: Schematic depiction of the protein phosphorylation process. The gamma phosphate of
an ATP molecule is transferred to the serine, threonine or tyrosine residue of a protein
by a specific kinase. Since protein phosphorylation is a reversible process, it often serves
as a biologically relevant regulation mechanism that distinctly modulates the function of
enzymes or receptors.
Due to their central role in biological pathways, a wide diversity of essential kinases arose
during evolution. A broad classification is given by the substrate they interact with, e.g. lipid
or carbohydrate kinases [54]. The most prominent group, however, represents the protein
kinase family which again can be subdivided by the type of phosphorylated amino acid residue:
serine, threonine, tyrosine or in rare cases histidine [55]. Protein kinases represent 2 % of the
human genome, but control almost one third of all expressed proteins in their enzymatic
activity [56]. Due to this profound effect on most biological pathways within a cell, highly
controlled regulation mechanisms of the kinases evolved as an essential property for correct
function within an organism. The general principles of these activation processes are addressed
by diverse experimental techniques and form a broad field in biophysical and biochemical
research.
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2.4.1 Myosin Light Chain Kinase
The smallest functional unit within a vertebrate striated muscle is the sarcomere (fig. 2.9), a
dynamic scaffold of two different protein fibers - the thin actin filaments and the thick myosin
II filaments - that slide past each other during muscle contraction [57]. The thick filaments
extend globular head domains, the myosin heads, that actively control muscle movements
by a cyclic process called cross-bridge cycle [58, 59]. It follows a routine of attachment to
the actin, subsequent conformational change in the myosin head and finally detachment [60].
During this process chemical energy stored in ATP is converted into mechanical movement
of the muscle.
Thin (actin) filament Thick (myosin) filament
Z-disc I-band A-band
Titin
P
Figure 2.9: Schematic structure of the sarcomere. The muscular subunit consists of a network of actin
and myosin filaments that are able to slide along each other during muscle contractions
or relaxations. The protruding myosin heads are able to bind the actin filaments and
to perform the ATP-consuming cross-bridge cycle resulting in muscular movement. The
sarcomere is divided into different sections such as the A-band, the I-band and the Z-disc.
The actin filaments of adjacent sarcomeres are connected and stabilized via α-actinin
connections at the Z-disc. The huge Titin protein (with a C-terminal kinase domain)
connects the center of the sarcomere and the Z-disc and goes along the myosin filaments
[60].
Adapted by permission from Nature Publishing Group: Nature Reviews Drug Discovery [60], copyright (2015)
The myosin light chain kinase (MLCK) exhibits a regulatory function in this controlled mech-
anism of muscle contraction by triggering ATPase activity in the myosin II heads [61, 62]. Only
after phosphorylation of a serine residue (Ser19) in myosin’s regulatory light chain (RLC), it is
able to perform the actin-activated cross-bridge cycle and thus to initiate muscular activity. In
contrast to other protein kinases, the serine/threonine kinase MLCK is very substrate-specific
and is in vivo exclusively restricted to the RLC of myosin II [63]. The kinase’s catalytic region
is highly conserved in its sequence for a broad variety of vertebrates [63]. This leads to com-
patible RLC phosphorylation even for a kinase from a different species. MLCK is also found
in some invertebrate animals - some with the capability of phosphorylating vertebrate RLC
and some not [64, 65]. For all types of muscle in the body - skeletal [66], smooth [67] and
cardiac [68] - distinguishable MLCK homologs can be found. Interestingly, smooth muscle
MLCK (smMLCK) is also ubiquitously expressed in mammalian non-muscle cells [69, 70] in
contrast to the other two homologs that are exclusively found in the respective muscle [71].
The role of the kinase can distinctly differ for different types of tissues. In skeletal muscle
cells for example, MLCK has only a modulatory function during muscle contraction [72]. The
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additional muscle protein troponin represents the main regulator of cross-bridge efficiency in
this case by blocking or revealing actin binding sites to the myosin upon calcium binding.
In smooth muscles, however, RLC phosphorylation is the essential pathway for regulating
contractions due to the lack of troponin in these cells. The central regulatory role of MLCK
in smooth muscles can also not be compensated by other kinases or alternative signaling
pathways as shown in knockout mice lacking functional MLCK [73, 74]. In non-muscle cells,
RLC phosphorylation of myosin II influences diverse cellular functions such as cell mobility,
contraction or proliferation [63].
MLCK activity is chemically regulated via calmodulin [75] - a 16.8 kDa protein with four
Ca2+ binding sites [76]. It was shown, that the kinase’s characteristic phosphate transfer is
only performed if being associated with Ca2+/calmodulin (fig. 2.10). Since calmodulin’s Ca2+-
occupancy is essential for binding to the MLCK, cellular kinase activity is typically modulated
by changing Ca2+ concentration rather than by the calmodulin itself [63]. A broad variety
of signaling pathways have been described that respond to an external stimulus via Ca2+
concentration by regulated influx either from the sarcoplasmic reticulum or from extracellular
space.
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Figure 2.10: Structural model of the Ca2+/calmodulin activation process illustrated for striated mus-
cle MLCK. Ca2+ (black spheres) occupies the four binding sites in calmodulin and ren-
ders it capable of forming a complex with the kinase. Due to MLCK’s autoinhibitory
sequence (yellow) at the catalytic core with RLC binding site (green), substrate phos-
phorylation cannot be performed without activation. Upon Ca2+/calmodulin binding to
the calmodulin binding site (red), the regulatory loop is released and the catalytic core
gets accessible for RLC phosporylation [77].
Adapted by permission from The American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology: Journal of Biological
Chemistry [77], copyright (2011)
The molecular activation process in the kinase is attributed to a highly conserved regula-
tory sequence adjacent to the calmodulin binding site [78]. It is located C-terminally to the
catalytic center, where ATP and RLC binding takes place [79]. Although MLCK’s tertiary
structure could not be determined so far [63, 80], the underlying principle in the activation
mechanism is strongly hypothesized to be a pseudo-substrate self-inhibition that is released
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upon calmodulin binding [81, 82]. The inhibitory sequence close to the catalytic center folds
back due to a sequence homology with the RLC sequence [83] and thus blocks substrate
binding via steric hindrance. Proteolytic studies convincingly confirm this idea by showing
that truncated MLCK constructs without regulatory segment (but still with functional cat-
alytic core) turn into a Ca2+/calmodulin independent kinase with steady activity in presence
of RLC [84, 85, 75]. Additionally, predictions based on structural homologies of closely re-
lated protein kinases with known three-dimensional shape such as twitchin kinase support
the stated autoinhibition mechanism [86, 87, 88]. Molecular biology approaches using point
mutations within the regulatory sequence also identified central amino acids responsible for
the inhibition process [89, 78, 90]. Calmodulin binding apparently alters the self-inhibited
conformation within the kinase in such a way that the pseudo-substrate is released from the
catalytic core and enzymatic activity is restored [82]. Steric blocking by the pseudo-substrate
sequence does not interfere with ATP binding since MLCK (skeletal and smooth muscle) is
fully accessible for it regardless of wether Ca2+/calmodulin is present or not [91, 80].
Additional regulation of the smMLCK is obtained by a serine phosphorylation site in the
Ca2+/calmodulin binding region that weakens the binding affinity of calmodulin (one order
of magnitude) and thereby influences MLCK accessibility for enzymatic activation [92, 93].
MLCK phosphorylation could be performed by three kinases: cAMP-dependent protein ki-
nase, protein kinase C and Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II with less substrate
specificity than MLCK [94, 95, 96]. If calmodulin is already bound to the MLCK, phospho-
rylation is inhibited for all three kinases [63]. Altogether, six phosphorylation sites could
be detected in smMLCK, but only the one in the regulatory segment exhibits an observed
modulatory influence on enzyme activity [97].
2.4.2 Titin Kinase
Titin is another essential protein in the sarcomere and is crucial for the resting stiffness of
a muscle cell [98, 99]. This giant elastic protein (3 MDa) consists of about 300 individual
protein domains with a total length of more than 1 µm [100, 101] and permanently connects
myosin and actin scaffolds without constantly exerting an active force to them [98, 102] (fig.
2.9). The role of titin is to limit a muscle’s maximal length by being increasingly stretched
with sarcomere extension. Beyond a given point, titin opposes any further lengthening by its
strong passive resistance [103]. By sensing strain in the muscle, titin acts as the molecular
ruler that prevents over-stretching in the sarcomere [104, 105].
Interestingly, titin additionally harbors a serine/threonine kinase domain in its C-terminal
region that is assumed to play a significant role in muscle contraction regulation [106]. Titin
kinase (TK) also belongs to the group of autoinhibited kinases, whose enzymatic activity is per
se suppressed. The autoinhibition is caused by its own C-terminus, a regulatory sequence that
blocks ATP binding and occupies the catalytic center with its tyrosine-containing segment
mimicking ligand recognition [107] (fig. 2.11).
Despite its striking homology to MLCK and other calmodulin-binding kinases which are ac-
tivated by Ca2+/calmodulin, such a relief of intramolecular autoinhibition was not found
in TK [108, 106]. It could be shown, however, that the kinase’s regulatory tail can be re-
moved by external force acting on its termini resulting in a partially unfolded conformation
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Figure 2.11: Force-induced activation of titin kinase. Mechanical force causes a conformational change
by partial unfolding of the autoinhibitory sequence (αR2 helix, red) and thus exposes
the ATP binding site and makes the catalytic core accessible (orange). Structural models
for the activated conformation are based on low-velocity force-probe molecular dynamics
simulations and pdb structure 2WEL [106].
Adapted by permission from The American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology: Journal of Biological
Chemistry [77], copyright (2011)
with open catalytic region and the ability to bind ATP [109]. Theoretical approaches such
as steered molecular dynamic simulations additionally support the experimental findings of
stepwise unfolding with enzymatically competent intermediate [110]. The conformation with
accessible ATP binding site induces tyrosine auto-phosphorylation and primes the kinase for
subsequent substrate turnover. These evidences of direct mechanical activation support ideas
of mechanosensory regulation in the muscle. Located at the sarcomere’s center, which is basi-
cally only deformed by active muscular contraction and not by external forces, TK is perfectly
situated for triggering stretch-induced signaling pathways [111, 106]. It has also been identi-
fied that a TK mutation in human cells results in myopathy based on a lack of load-dependent
muscle protein turnover [112]. Several biological force sensors are known today and are often
assumed to be key players in cellular signaling cascades by translating external mechanical
load into enzymatic signals by adapting their structural properties. Due to the lack of versa-
tile methods that are capable of analyzing them on the single-molecule level, they are often
still poorly understood on the molecular level.
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3 Methods
3.1 AFM-Based Force Spectroscopy
The atomic force microscope (AFM) refers to one of the methodical advancements of the
scanning tunneling microscope (STM)[113, 114] that was first presented by Binnig and Quate
in 1986 [115]. The method started as a means of imaging the topography of solid surfaces [116,
117, 118]. The common key element of these microscopy techniques is an ultra-sharp tip which
is brought in the vicinity of a sample in order to scan its surface. The technique is capable of
detecting very small changes in height and thus to gather its topographic information. Since
diffraction or aberration do not limit imaging quality as in other competitive methods [119],
these microscopes obtain resolutions even in the order of angstroms [120] - depending on the
applied technique and respective read-out signal. Some utilize the extremely height-dependent
tunneling efficiency of electrical current (STM) [114, 121] or of photons (PSTM)[122, 123]
between tip and surface, whereas the AFM measures actual mechanical forces acting on the
tip during the scanning procedure. For this, the tip is placed on a bendable cantilever in order
to measure its deflection during the surface scan. Several detection methods were developed
in the past [124], but the most common procedure is recording the reflection angle of an
(infra-red) laser beam from the back of the bent cantilever (fig. 3.1)[125]. For increasing its
reflection yield, it is typically coated with reflecting materials, for example gold. Via elaborate
arrangement of the AFM components, even small changes of the cantilever angle can result in
distinct displacements of the laser-beam on a position-sensitive photo-detector. For detection,
typically a segmented photo-diode is used [126] which means that laser-beam movements on
the segments are detected by a shift of relative photon numbers on them. This optical method
was first applied in the Hansma laboratory [127].
Besides high-resolution imaging, the ability to quantify mechanical forces between AFM probe
and sample was quickly applied in a different context: to perform force spectroscopy mea-
surements [128, 129]. Force spectroscopy [130] represents a broad research field with several
physical methods investigating the binding forces between or within single molecules. The re-
spective techniques are applied to investigate the mechanical properties of single bio-molecules
or the mechanical response of individual chemical bonds. Amongst other techniques, the field
includes optical tweezers [131, 132], magnetic tweezers [133, 134], bio-membranes [135, 136],
acoustic force spectroscopy [137] as well as the AFM. Those methods differ mainly in the
accessible force regime and the temporal resolution of data acquisition. Detectable forces in
AFM-based force spectroscopy lie in the pN-range [138] as they are mainly limited by the
thermal noise acting on the flexible cantilever, especially when operating at room tempera-
ture and in fluid medium. The AFM as a biophysical technique not only allows measurement
of biologically relevant forces between the tip and a sample but also provides the necessary
means to apply such forces on single molecules in a controlled and steered manner, allowing
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Figure 3.1: Principle of AFM-based force spectroscopy. Cantilever deflection is detected via the re-
flection of an infra-red laser beam onto a segmented photo-diode. Due to the geometry
of the system, even small changes in reflection angle result in a remarkable difference in
signal on the detector that is proportional to the applied force. By specific receptor-ligand
interactions, densely immobilized bio-molecules are controllably pulled with the cantilever
tip. Recorded force response during AFM retraction resolves unfolding of stressed pro-
teins or unbinding of the employed receptor-ligand duplex providing important structural
information about mechanical stability of the tethered complex.
mechanical manipulations of them on the nanometer scale [139]. Typical AFM-based single-
molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS) experiments consist of a cyclic approach of the tip to the
sample surface in order to pick up individual molecules adsorbed there (fig. 3.1). The neces-
sary attachment of the studied molecule to surface and tip may be either non-specifically by
collective forces acting on this scale (3.4.1) or by specific linkage via well-studied biochemi-
cal interactions. Chapter 3.4 reviews general principles and strategies of specific attachment
chemistry in AFM-based SMFS. The scope of AFM as a single-molecule manipulating tech-
nique is based on sub-nanometer spatial precision provided by piezo stages controlling the
movement of sample and tip.
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3.1.1 AFM Force Calibration
In SMFS, the high sensitivity of an AFM is used to measure characteristic forces applied to
a probed sample. To also extract quantitative values in these measurements and not only a
qualitative force response, precise knowledge of all mechanical AFM parameters is required.
In the following it is outlined how the recorded detector signals are eventually converted into
force-distance curves and which AFM constants particularly require preceding calibration
procedures for quantitative AFM performance.
Cantilever Spring Constant
Converting a cantilever’s bending angle into a finite force value requires accurate models of
its force response. Typically, the simple approximation of a Hookean spring is applied: for
small bending angles the force is linearly proportional to the deflection z.
F = k · z (3.1)
The spring constant k defines the proportionality in this relation. AFM cantilevers typically
differ crucially in their spring constants - even if they are simultaneously fabricated and thus
feature maximal similarity. This is because the fluctuations in cantilever thickness are typi-
cally not in the tolerances required for reliable cantilever stiffness [140]. Its high sensitivity is
mainly due to its cubic proportionality of the thickness. The lack of spring constant reliability
is additionally increased by complex non-rectangular cantilever shapes or post-process modi-
fications, e.g. evaporation of a metallic reflectivity layer as well as modifications by attached
molecules. Several calibration methods - each with its own advantages and disadvantages -
have been described to date [141, 142, 143, 144, 140], but not all of them turn out to be fast,
easily applicable and at the same time non-destructive [145]. In the following one of these
methods is described which meets these requirements and so can easily and reliably be applied
to different cantilever in a specific measurement. For this, the frequency dependent oscillation
amplitude of the cantilever induced by thermal fluctuations - also called power spectral den-
sity PSD(f) - is used [141, 140]. It represents the fourier-transformation of thermally driven
motions into frequency domain.
The system can be described by the Hamiltonian of a 1D harmonic oscillator [146]
H =
p2
2m
+
1
2
m · w20 · z2 (3.2)
where p is the momentum, m the oscillating mass, and w0 the resonance frequency of the
system. With the known relation of the resonance frequency in a simple Hookean spring
oscillator
w0 =
√
k
m
(3.3)
the Hamiltonian can be transformed to:
H =
p2
2m
+
1
2
k · z2 (3.4)
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Assuming the equipartition theorem
〈p2〉
2m
=
1
2
· k · 〈z2〉 = 1
2
· kBT ⇒ k =
kBT
〈z2〉
(3.5)
the spring constant k can be directly related to the 〈z2〉 by frequency space integration of the
PSD(f) using:
〈z2〉 =
∫
PSD(f)df ⇒ k = kBT∫
PSD(f)df
(3.6)
Butt and Jaschke pointed out [146], that for the optical lever read-out not the actual deflection
z is measured, but rather the inclination at the end of a cantilever dz/dx. With a relation of
cantilever inclination and deflection,
z(L) =
2L
3
· dz(L)
dx
(3.7)
where L is the length of the cantilever and x the coordinate direction along the cantilever,
they derive an additional correction factor of 43 which should be applied to a measured spring
constant k for correct description [146].
k∗ =
4
3
· kBT∫
PSD(f)df
(3.8)
Figure 3.2: Power spectral density for the deflection signal of an AFM cantilever in air and in liquid
[147].
Reused by permission from Nature Publishing Group: Scientific Reports from [147]
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Inverse Optical Lever Sensitivity
The inverse optical lever sensitivity (InvOLS) defines the ratio of cantilever deflection z to
the measured photodetector voltage ∆UDetector. Although this relation could be also derived
in principle by geometric considerations, typically this parameter is pre-calibrated in AFM
applications with optical lever detection. This is necessary, because even small fluctuations in
the light-path geometry - mainly due to variability of the cantilever - can effect this parameter
remarkably. In contact mode measurements, it is determined by the slope of detector signal
during cantilever indentation onto a hard surface.
InvOLS =
∆z
∆UDetector
(3.9)
∆z is read out with sub-nanometer precision via the capacitive sensors of the piezo stages
moving the tip towards the surface. For the presented contact calibration it should be regarded
that indenting a sample surface with finite elasticity might alter the measured linearity and
impair calibration, because the AFM tip deforms the sample for small forces. With increasing
indentation forces, however, this non-linear effects of elastic surface response vanish and a
sufficiently linear regime can be reached for useful calibration.
It was pointed out that the cantilever bending shape changes during surface contact as it is
attached on both ends compared to the situation for being freely vibrating with one end [146].
This is corrected by introduction of a minor correction factor χ to the detector signal (called
kappa-factor) accounting for this double attachment at the surface [148, 149]. Depending on
position and size of the laser spot relative to cantilever geometry, χ ranges between 1.00 and
1.09 [150].
Z-sensor Sensitivity
The movement of a cantilever towards sample surface is usually controlled by a piezoelectric
actuator due to its high spatial accuracy. Depending on the application, either sample or
AFM is moved. If the piezo is connected to the surface, the measured piezo displacement can
in principle be fully transferred into surface movements assuming correct alignment. For a
piezo system moving the AFM, however, this may not always be the case and displacement
of the piezo can distinctly differ from the actual cantilever movement. In order to correct for
this discrepancy, the following height calibration based on the interferometric principle can
be applied (fig. 3.3)[151].
It utilizes that laser reflections from cantilever and sample surface - if adjusted parallel -
interfere constructively or destructively depending on their respective distance. For enhancing
the interference signal, the amount of light reflected off the surface is typically increased
by defocusing the laser spot on the cantilever’s back and using a reflective surface coating.
Interference patterns represent distance changes between tip and sample in the order of a
laser wavelength. Distance ∆s of two subsequent interference maxima is given by
∆s = 2nz cos2 φ (3.10)
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Figure 3.3: Interferometric method of optical z-sensor sensitivity calibration. Light reflections from
surface and cantilever interfere on the photo-diode depending on their respective distance.
Using simple geometric relations, the periodicity of the interference maxima (inset) upon
changes in z-direction of either sample or cantilever can be used for proper calibration of
displacements along this axis.
Adapted from [151], with the permission of AIP Publishing
where n is the refractive index of the surrounding medium, z the distance between cantilever
and surface and φ the angle between axis of piezo movement and cantilever. A sine-fit of
the interference pattern - more than two maxima can be used here - provides the applied
piezo voltage ∆Uλ necessary for a tip displacement of exactly one laser wavelength ∆s = λ.
Thus, a setup-specific conversion parameter zsens can be derived that translates how much
tip movement is obtained for a certain piezo voltage.
zsens =
∆z
∆UPiezo
=
λ
2nUλ cos2 φ
(3.11)
3.1.2 Force Spectroscopy Data Acquisition
Non-Invasive Surface Approach
A closer look on the power spectral density PSD(f) reveals, that it is not only very sensitive
to the properties of the cantilever itself but also to the nature of the surrounding medium. This
becomes especially evident comparing PSD(f) of a cantilever close to a sample surface with
PSD(f) of a freely vibrating cantilever in solution. The damping alters with viscosity of the
medium in close proximity to a solid surface and so thermally induced cantilever fluctuations
change their frequencies. These small but measurable changes in the PSD(f) can be utilized
for a coarse approach of the tip to the sample - either manually or automatically by a motor
- avoiding actual physical contact between those two. Subsequent movements of the tip in
the actual measurement are performed by a highly sensitive feedback-regulated piezo whose
travel range would be too limited for this pre-approach.
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Constant Speed Mode
In force spectroscopy the tip is repeatedly brought into contact with a sample layer in order
to adsorb bio-molecules and stretch them upon subsequent retraction. The resulting plot -
referred to as a force curve - depicts applied force vs. cantilever-surface distance during this
procedure. A force curve typically divides into two regimes: a non-contact region, where the
thermal noise of the surrounding medium dominates the cantilever’s deflection (fluctuation
around a constant value set to zero) and the contact region. As soon as the tip touches the
solid surface, the cantilever gets linearly bent with increasing movement towards the surface
according to the model of a Hookean spring. Deviations from this linearity, especially for
small forces, contains information about the stiffness of the surface as mentioned in 3.1.1 and
can be used for imaging applications scanning its elasticity.
Adsorbed bio-molecules typically induce retaining forces on the tip during the retraction
process and become evident as signal deviations from the approach signal in the non-contact
region. A representative force curve of a stretched bio-molecule is depicted in figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Representative force-distance curve of AFM-based protein unfolding. Negative force values
indicate the indentation of the AFM into the sample surface. The contact point of the tip
with the surface (= zero force) is set as the origin in distance. If attached to a bio-molecule,
the tip senses a restraining force during retraction that non-linearly increases according to
a WLC model (green). Flexible linkers in the molecular construct are stretched first until
the force exceeds the mechanical stability of the protein and it unfolds. Due to a sudden
increase of stretchable linker due to the protein unfolding, the measured force drastically
drops during this event. Further retraction of the AFM tip increases the force in the
construct again according to the WLC model - but now with a different contour length
with the additional length contribution of the unfolded protein. The increase in contour
length is characteristic for the specific protein. The last rupture event is attributed to
the detachment of the tip form the pulled construct and is thus defined by the employed
receptor-ligand system (if such a system is used).
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Flexible parts in the construct are stretched first after aligning in force direction. The non-
linear slope in the force illustrates, that forced stretching of a bio-molecule does typically not
follow a simple linear model, but has to be described by more complex terms (3.1.3). Peaks
in the force-distance curve represent the separate unfolding of protein domains. Disruption
of the domain’s three-dimensional structure releases additional flexible linker which instantly
decreases tension on the cantilever resulting in a sudden force drop. The subsequent increase
in force differs in its slope from the former due to the additional contour length given by the
domain unfolding. Since thermal fluctuations constantly perturb bio-molecules, unfolding is
a stochastic process that leads to a distribution of unfolding forces and not to a deterministic
value [152].
Most bio-molecules unfold not only in a simple two-state fashion - from correctly folded
to unfolded - but rather in a complex sequence of subdomain unfoldings [129, 153]. Thus,
these manifold disruption patterns can bear a lot of structural information about the probed
construct: from subdivision into separate independent domains [154, 155] or unfolding in-
termediates [156, 157] to complex structural arrangements shielding specific inner parts of
the fold from the applied force [158, 159]. Unfolding forces typically follow a consistent force
hierarchy which means that it increases with every subsequent peak. Shielded domains, how-
ever, that are stretched dependent on the preceding unfolding of other subdomains, can cause
deviations in this hierarchical pattern of increasing forces. The last peak of a force-distance
curve is attributed to the final detachment of the protein from the cantilever.
3.1.3 Theoretical Models Describing Stretched Bio-Complexes
Receptor Ligand Interactions
In biology, the function of numerous key proteins is regulated via receptor-ligand interactions.
In this way, a broad range of biological processes such as signal transduction, enzymatic reac-
tions, gene replication and transcription are dominated by the specific binding of two associ-
ated bio-molecules. Whereas ultra-sensitive force probes are nowadays able to experimentally
investigate molecular bonds on the single-molecule level, the detailed understanding of un-
derlaying mechanisms becomes only feasible with theoretical models correctly describing the
binding process. In force spectroscopy, especially the following well-established model - first
introduced by Bell [160] and later refined by Evans [161] - forms the basis of data analysis in
order to characterize molecular dissociation upon externally applied force.
Without external force, the dissociation rate of a two-state molecular complex can be de-
scribed by the Van’t Hoff-Arrhenius law:
k0off = k0 exp
(
∆G
kBT
)
(3.12)
with ∆G the free energy difference between bound and unbound state, kBT the system’s
thermal energy and k0 its microscopic attempt frequency of dissociation. ∆G depends on
the energy landscape of the respective bond with characteristic interaction potential U I(x)
defining its free energy along the reaction coordinate x. An external force applied by an AFM
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with spring constant k adds an additional harmonic potential UH(x) to the energy landscape
of the system resulting in an overall potential given by:
U(x) = U I(x) + UH(x) = U I(x) +
1
2
k(x− vt)2 ≈ U I(x) + UH0 − kvxt (3.13)
where the last term represents a first-order Taylor-Approximation of the harmonic potential
UH assuming small x. The shown derivation assumes a constant-speed (v) force dependency
yielding:
F = kvt⇒ U(x) = UH0 − Fx (3.14)
With this expression for the free-energy U(x) of an artificially stressed bond, the off-rate’s
force dependency follows an exponential power-law:
koff (F ) = k
0
off exp
(
F∆x
kBT
)
(3.15)
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Figure 3.5: The two-state model of receptor-ligand bonds according to the Bell-Evans model. An en-
ergy barrier separates bound and unbound state and has to be overcome to dissociate
ligand and receptor. The model parameter ∆x is defined as the potential width and rep-
resents the distance between bound state and transition state. Force application tilts the
energy landscape of the bound duplex and its natural dissociation rate k0off decreases to
koff . ∆Gon represents the activation free energy to cross the transition state and ∆G is
the free-energy difference between bound and unbound state.
Adapted by permission from Nature Publishing Group: Nature Methods from [162]
as an further adaption from [161], Copyright (1997), with permission from Elsevier
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In a simple picture, the effect of applied force can be understood as a force-dependent tilt
of the energy landscape until thermal fluctuations eventually suffice to overcome the energy
barrier of dissociation (fig. 3.5). Since thermal energy typically contributes in force spec-
troscopy measurements, the rupture forces of the investigated unbinding event scatter over
a broad range [152]. Hence, a specific dissociation process can only be defined by a statisti-
cally obtained most probable rupture force and not by a single event. In the following, an
analytic derivation of the most probable rupture force 〈F 〉 is shortly presented in the case of
a constant-speed measurement [163].
p(F ) describes the probability that a molecular bond still holds for a certain external force
F and was derived on the basis of a simple first-order rate-equation:
p(F ) =
k0off
Ḟ
exp
(
F∆x
kBT
)
exp
(
− k0off
∫ F
0
df
1
ḟ
exp
(
f∆x
kBT
))
(3.16)
The parameter Ḟ = dFdt in this expression is also called loading rate and corresponds to the
velocity at which force is applied to the molecular complex. Differentiation of this probability
yields the Bell-Evans formula giving an analytical expression for the experimentally accessible
most probable rupture force 〈F 〉:
d
dF
p(F ) = 0⇒ 〈F 〉 = kBT
∆x
ln
(
Ḟ∆x
kBTk0off
)
(3.17)
For the shown derivation Ḟ was assumed to be constant throughout the measurement, which
is not necessarily the case: even in a constant-speed measurement the simple assumption
Ḟ = kv neglects the non-linear force response of the incorporated flexible polymer chain in
the construct [164] which turns the loading rate to be force-dependent. The application of
polymer elasticity models (as described in the next session), for example, has led to corrections
in Ḟ (F ) that describe such a force dependence - especially in the presence of flexible linkers
with monodisperse length llc and persistence length l
l
p [165].
Ḟ (F ) = v
(
1
k
+
2llcu(1 + uF )
3 + uF + 8(uF )
5
2
)−1
with u =
llp
kBT
(3.18)
In the past, several such polymer elasticity models were evolved and refined for theoretical
description of the bio-molecule’s non-linear force response [165, 166, 167]. These models are of
particular importance for subsequent data analysis and for investigating intrinsic molecular
parameters of the pulled construct. In the following, one prominent example for theoretical
description of bio-molecule stretching is given in more detail: the worm-like chain (WLC)
model.
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Worm-Like Chain Model
In the literature, several approaches were developed and advanced for characterizing the
mechanical response of a macromolecule. Most prominent examples are the freely jointed
chain (FJC) model [168], the freely rotating chain (FRC) model [169, 170] and the described
WLC model [171]. Since all of them simplify and thus approximate the investigated system,
their respective applicability is limited and depends on different experimental parameters -
most importantly the force regime of the investigated interaction. The WLC model is usually
applied for forces of up to several hundred piconewton without significant deviation from
experimental data and thus largely overlaps with the typical force regime of AFM-based force
spectroscopy. Since it is widely applied in AFM data analysis, the basic ideas of the WLC
model are presented in this section.
In the WLC model, the polymeric molecule is treated as a flexible rod with contour length
lc [172]. Due to its intrinsic flexibility, the rod gets bent by thermal fluctuations resulting
in an end-to-end distance that is on average smaller than lc. Its characteristic property of
mechanical stiffness is described by one model parameter called persistence length lp. It is
defined as the distance along the contour length at which orientational correlation within
the polymer vanishes. It can mathematically be modeled by an exponential power law of
orientational correlation between two tangential vectors (at positions s0 and s0 + ∆s ) along
the contour length:
〈~t(s0) · ~t(s0 + ∆s)〉 = exp
(
− ∆s
lp
)
(3.19)
At distance lp, tangential correlation drops to
1
e . Hence, orientation is more conserved for a
higher persistence length and thus refers to a stiffer molecule.
With force applied to the system, the conformation space of the polymer is reduced and results
in an entropic restoring force that increasing with end-to-end distance x. The mechanical
response during this process can analytically be derived based on an interpolation formula
[171, 173] resulting in:
FWLC(x) =
kBT
lp
(
1
4
(
1− xlc
)2 + xlc − 14
)
(3.20)
The persistence length is typically assumed to be a constant material parameter in the WLC
model. But due to polymer backbone stretches at high forces (above 200 pN [174]), this ap-
proximation does not generally hold for bio-molecules. Alterations of the intrinsic persistence
length in the system could experimentally be observed under force resulting in deviations
from applied models [175]. Based on quantum mechanical calculations, a correction was in-
troduced that regards this force dependency of lp(F ) [176]. It is based on a polynomial series
of (pre-determined) elastic constants γi that are characteristic to the respective material.
F (x) =
∞∑
i=0
γi
(
x
lc
− 1
)i
(3.21)
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3.2 Single-Molecule Fluorescence Microscopy
Since its discovery in the middle of the 19th century by Stokes [177], fluorescence microscopy
and its numerous refinements evolved to a key tool of biophysical studies. Especially the vari-
ous single-molecule-based approaches in this field are capable of resolving complex conforma-
tional dynamics of single bio-molecules and therefore reveal details about their physiological
activity. By fluorescently labeling a molecule - attaching a fluorophore to it - essential pa-
rameters are typically addressed. Changes in fluorescence properties, e.g. position, intensity,
lifetime, quantum yield or pH-dependence can be attributed to a tagged molecule and thus
information is gained about intermolecular interactions or conformation. In the following,
general photophysical principles are introduced (3.2.1) and typical microscopic approaches
(3.2.2 - 3.2.4) are presented.
3.2.1 General Principles of Fluorescence
Fluorescence refers to the effect of specific photon emission from a molecule after being excited
by energy absorption. Fluorophores - substances that are able to fluoresce - are for the most
part chemical compounds with a strongly delocalized π-electron system [178]. Due to their
characteristic chemical structure, the fluorophore’s energetic states are separated into several
distinct electronic states. They include a ground state (S0), which is preferentially populated
at room-temperature, as well as several excited states. Depending on their spin configuration
they can be classified as triplet states (T1, T2, ...) or as singlet states (S1, S2, ...). The ground
state S0 belongs to the class of singlets. Since a fluorophore typically consists of a high number
or atoms, many vibrational and rotational modes become accessible for the molecule which
again subdivides the main energetic states into numerous sub-states with comparable energy
[179]. The so-called Jablonski diagram offers a comprehensive illustration of the described
processes (fig. 3.6). It displays in a descriptive manner the fluorophore’s discrete energy states
and transitions between them - for example by photon absorption or emission.
If sufficient energy is transferred by photon absorption, the molecule’s electronic conformation
is excited from its ground state into one of the higher energy states (S0 −→ S1). The energy
E of a photon is given by Planck’s equation:
E =
hc
λ
(3.22)
where h is Planck’s constant, λ the wavelength and c the speed of light. Since the energy of
photon absorption must correspond to the energetic gap between ground and excited state,
only a certain spectrum of wavelengths is capable of exciting the system and therefore inducing
the fluorescence cycle. Excitation energies of organic dyes usually range from 1eV - 10eV [178].
Electronic transitions (∼ 10−15s) are instantaneous compared to typical time scales of nuclear
motions (∼ 10−12s). Excited state and ground state must therefore be highly compatible in
their vibrational and rotational modes - a mechanism called Frank-Condon-principle. As a
result, the molecule remains in its vibrational and rotational modes in the excited state im-
mediately after photon absorption (S0 −→ S∗1), which is for most molecules not the conforma-
tion of lowest energy. These energetically very unstable sub-states, however, are depopulated
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Figure 3.6: Discrete electronic states of a fluorophore and transitions between them illustrated by the
Jablonski diagram. After a dye is excited from ground state to a higher energy level (S0 −→
Si), vibrational modes are quickly depopulated by internal conversion. Relaxation back
to S0 can be either non-fluorescent, fluorescent or via the triplet state T1 for intersystem
crossing accompanied by phosphorescence [180].
Adapted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Methods [180], copyright (2005)
within picoseconds to a vibrational ground state (S∗1 −→ S1), before the excited state itself gets
depopulated to the overall ground state (S1 −→ S0) - a mechanism called internal conversion.
As a consequence, the first excited state in vibrational ground state (S1) is almost always
intermediately reached independent from initial excitation. From this state the molecule can
return into electronic ground state via different pathways [178]:
• The fluorophore transfers its energy to other surrounding molecules via physical contact
or molecular collisions - a non-radiative relaxation process typically creating ions or
radicals. In typical conditions the relaxation rates of this conversion are in the order of
106-109s−1, but dependent on the fluorophore’s structure and its molecular surrounding
it can also increase several orders of magnitude to a limit of about 1012s−1. The inverse
of the relaxation rate is called the state’s lifetime.
• Via intersystem crossing - a quantum-mechanically forbidden spin reversion of the sys-
tem - the molecule undergoes a transition into its first excitable triplet state T1, which
is typically energetically lower than the former singlet excitation. The subsequent re-
laxation to the singlet ground state (T1 −→ S0) is again accompanied by intersystem
crossing - which can be either radiative (called phosphorescence) or non-radiative. Due
to the inverse spin reversion, which is also forbidden, the triplet state appears to be
energetically very stable and so rate constants of its depopulation are rather slow in the
order of 106 - 10−4s−1.
• A photon with specific wavelength equivalent to the energy gap between excited and
ground state is emitted - a relaxation process called fluorescence with rates in the order
of 106-109s−1.
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For the relaxation the Frank-Condon principle holds as well, so the ground state typically
contains additional vibrational modes, which are depopulated immediately after relaxation via
internal conversion. An energetic comparison of excitation and relaxation process illustrates
that within one fluorescence cycle the emitted photons are red-shifted compared to the photons
of excitation due to the energy losses in the process of internal conversion (fig. 3.7). This
measurable wavelength difference is called Stokes shift and forms the basis of fluorescent
spectroscopy as it allows wavelength separation of fluorescent and scattered photons by the
microscope.
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Figure 3.7: Stokes shift between excitation and emission due to energy losses during internal conver-
sion. Wavelength of absorbed and emitted photons match the energies of the respective
transition illustrated by arrow colors. Since fluorescence photons are on average less ener-
getic than those needed for excitation, the emission spectrum is red-shifted [180].
Adapted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Methods [180], copyright (2005)
A fluorescent molecule can maximally emit one photon per cycle dependent on the chosen
relaxation pathway. A constant emission is therefore only achieved by steady excitation of
the fluorophore. For typical organic dyes, rates are in the range of 107s−1 dependent on
its absorption cross-section and the applied excitation intensity. If permanently excited, a
fluorophore typically runs through several thousands of these cycles with a certain fraction
of them resulting in photon emission. For molecules with a high quantum yield, fluorescent
relaxation pathways dominate non-fluorescent ones. Excited molecules are situated in a highly
energetic state and are thus very prone to irreversible reactions that destroy the fluorophore’s
capability to fluoresce. This stochastically appearing effect is termed photobleaching and
crucially affects the overall amount of emitted photons for a specific fluorophore.
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The main idea of most techniques in the broad field of fluorescence microscopy is to maximize
the signal-to-noise ratio as far as possible by different approaches. Whereas some methods use
elaborate filtering of the detection signal, others aim at a drastic reduction of background noise
- signal that does not originate from the excited fluorophore - by improving the microscope’s
detection or excitation volume. As a third approach, the temporal-spatial information of
different molecules can also be employed to reconstitute images with a resolution higher
than usually accessible via conventional microscopy techniques. In the following, two common
single-molecule microscopy techniques are presented (3.2.2, 3.2.3) and the basics of breaking
the spatial resolution limit of classical fluorescence is illustrated (3.2.4).
3.2.2 TIRF Microscopy
Total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy is a methodological refinement of
conventional optical widefield microscopy [181, 182, 183]. For these types of microscopes,
a broad sample area is illuminated which allows to detect the fluorescence of many differ-
ent molecules in parallel - assuming that their signals can be separated spatially [184, 185].
Whereas other widefield applications are rather limited in accessible fluorophore concentra-
tion if working with fluids due to significant fluorescence signal from background solution, the
TIRF microscope is able to circumvent this background excitation and drastically increases
signal-to-noise ratio in surface-bound applications (fig. 3.8).
Figure 3.8: Comparison of image quality between epi-fluorescence and TIRF microscopy. A) Fluo-
rescently labeled epidermal growth factor (EGF) within a CHO cell is excited via epi-
illumination. B) Changing to TIR-excitation remarkably restricts the visible fraction of
fluorophores to only those EGF molecules that are bound to the outer cell membrane close
to the sample surface. Background fluorescence from molecules inside the cell is strongly
reduced increasing signal-to-noise ratio [186].
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The excitation light is focused on the back-focal plane of the microscope’s objective as in
other widefield techniques, but in contrast to them the emitted non-divergent light travels at
a much higher incident angle through the sample’s glass coverslide (fig. 3.9). Dependent on
the refractive indices of the glass/sample interface, this incident angle can exceed a specific
critical angle Θc, above which the excitation light gets totally reflected instead of passing
through the sample according to Snell’s law. The wavelength is not altered in this process. At
the sample interface a thin evanescent excitation field is generated. With increasing distance
z to the surface, the intensity profile I(z) follows an exponential power-law with penetration
length dp, which is typically in the same range as the excitation wavelength:
I(z) = I0 exp
(
− z
dp
)
(3.23)
The penetration length is dependent on the refractive indices of the two materials (n1, n2) at
the interface, the excitation wavelength λex and its incident angle Θ. dp is defined by:
dp =
λex
4π
√
n21 sin
2(Θ)− n22
(3.24)
Figure 3.9: Schematic light path for objective-type TIRF microscopy. The fluorescence signal is col-
lected with the same objective as the microscope’s excitation comes from. The incident
angle of the light illumination is controlled by focusing the excitation laser off-axis on the
back focal plane. High numerical apertures are essential for this microscopy approach in
order to create incident angles above the critical total reflection angle Θc [186].
This strong reduction of the microscopy volume to the sample surface blocks the excitation
of the surrounding solution and thus improves the signal-to-noise ratio of the acquired sig-
nal. Besides other methods of TIRF illumination (e.g. prism-type TIRF microscopy), modern
objectives offer an adequate numerical aperture (NA > 1.4) for direct coupling of the excita-
tion laser into the same objective as used for data collection [185, 187]. The detection path
is analog to other fluorescence microscopes with filters isolating emission wavelengths and a
highly sensitive detection device for data recording.
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3.2.3 Confocal Microscopy
The confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM)[178, 188] represents a further optical method
of limited excitation volume in order to increase imaging resolution compared to conventional
widefield microscopy. For this type of microscopes, the excitation light is focused to a diffrac-
tion limited spot illuminating the specimen only very locally at this point (fig. 3.10). As only
one position is excited at a time, surface imaging is performed by a point-by-point scanning
process with subsequent reconstruction of the overall image. Since fluorescence is collected
with the same objective as the excitation is focused with, out-of-focus light can be effectively
blocked by a pinhole in the optically conjugated plane within the emission pathway. Improved
optical resolution of a confocal microscopy is based on this combination of limited excitation
height of the used light focus and the effective background depletion via the confocal pin-
hole. Increasing the spatial resolution by a smaller pinhole is accompanied by reduced signal
intensity and thus limits the confocal principle to a certain optimum. In order to maximize
imaging quality, sensitive detectors such as avalanche photodiodes (APD) are typically used
for signal recording.
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Figure 3.10: Lightpath of a confocal microscope. The illumination source is focused to a diffraction
limited laser spot serving as excitation volume. Fluorescence from outside this focus
point - which is already unlikely to be excited - is drastically blocked by the pinhole
confocally adjusted to the excitation path (dashed lines). The fluorescence signal is typ-
ically recorded via sensitive avalanche photodiodes. By scanning a sample pointwise in
horizontal direction, two-dimensional information is collected.
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3.2.4 Superresolution Techniques
Optical microscopes face a fundamental limit in resolving small objects - the diffraction of light
as first described by Abbe [189]. Due to the wavelike character of light, optical microscopes
can not discern different fluorescent objects that are closer to each other than d = λem2NA [190],
where NA is the numerical aperture of the microscope and λem the emitted wavelength of
the objects. For usual microscopes d ≈ λem2 is valid in good approximation, which results in
a resolution limit of about 250 nm for applications using visible light (fig. 3.11a). For more
than a century fluorescence spectroscopy was restricted to resolutions above the Abbe limit,
but two decades ago the field started to emerge in the field of superresolution microscopy
breaking this fundamental barrier. Some basic concepts of sub-diffraction optical microscopy
are given in the following.
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of resolving two close objects with conventional microscopy and in superres-
olution applications. a) Due to the diffraction of light, the emission profiles of two photon
emitters (red) substantially overlap for relative distances below Abbe limit and result in
a merged intensity profile (black) that renders them not discernible. b) Subsequent imag-
ing of the individual fluorophores, however, by having each of them in a non-fluorescent
off-state (t0, t1) allows subdiffractional localization of the fluorescent other molecule. The
positions are modeled by applying a two-dimensional Gaussian function to their emission
profile yielding an accuracy of (FWHM/N)
1
2 (N = number of collected photons, FWHM
= full width at half maximum). The individual localizations are finally summed up for
reconstructing the image with drastically improved resolution beyond diffraction limit
[191].
Even if the size of a single photon emitter is significantly below diffraction limit, its fluores-
cence profile will still form a point-spread-function (PSF) with a diameter of approximately
half its emission wavelength. Since the PSF is typically not a single-peaked distribution, but
rather a circular pattern of concentric maxima called Airy disks with a pronounced central
maximum, the PSF spread is typically approximated only by the diameter of this central Airy
disk. Although diffraction broadens the emission profile of an object, its actual position is still
represented by the PSF center. For an isolated PSF which is not overlapping with the PSFs
of other fluorophores, the center can thus be determined with remarkable precision by fitting
a two-dimensional peaked function to the overall emission profile - most commonly using a
2D-Gaussian distribution. With this method the position of a fluorophore can be extracted
significantly below diffraction limit: accuracies of even just a few nanometer can be obtained
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depending on the number of photons N that are detected of the specific emitter [192] (fig.
3.12). The spatial accuracy of a single object is typically given by an inverse square-root
power-law (∼ 1√
N
).
Figure 3.12: Illustration of how image quality of a single photon emitter increases with number N
of collected photons. Subsequent localization of the object by fitting its intensity profile
with a Gaussian function improves with ∼ 1√
N
[192].
Reprinted with permission from Elsevier: Biophysical Journal [192], copyright (2002)
For more fluorophores within a diffraction-limited volume, however, the described single-
emitter localization becomes impossible due to the overlap of the respective distributions
that can not be easily separated afterwards without additional knowledge. Since most sub-
cellular structures are not accessible with conventional microscopy techniques due to the
small length-scale of important features, the need to break this resolution barrier became
absolutely essential for biological studies. The basic idea for circumventing the diffraction
limit is a subsequent localization of temporarily separated subsets of fluorophores at a time
with only one emitting object per diffraction-limited area (fig. 3.11b). In these applications
the majority of fluorophores have to stay in a non-fluorescent state most of the time to achieve
single-molecule density within diffraction limit. Instead of separating the overlapping PSFs
spatially, they are isolated temporarily via switching-off all of the neighboring fluorophores
and localized individually below diffraction. Whereas almost all superresolution applications
are based on this principle, this rapidly emerging field can be separated into two major
categories:
• Deterministic superresolution: within a controlled area the fluorophores are switched
actively from fluorescent to non-fluorescent states and vice versa. Off-switching utilizes
stimulated emission - a mechanism that drives the fluorophore into its ground state (or
the stable non-fluorescent triplet state) after absorption of specific photon wavelengths.
Popular techniques of this type are stimulated emission depletion (STED)[193, 194]
and ground state depletion (GSD)[195, 196]. Although widefield applications (saturated
patterned excitation microscopy (SPEM)[197] or saturated structured illumination mi-
croscopy (SSIM)[198, 199]) have also been developed in the past, all of these techniques
are essentially based on confocal scanning microscopy. Instead of a simple diffraction-
limited laser focus, the excitation spot is overlaid with an additional laser pattern with
wavelengths that locally suppress the emitter’s fluorescence and so decrease the excita-
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tion volume to the area without overlap. Most typically a doughnut-shaped suppression
field is employed that permits fluorescence only in the very center of an initial confocal
laser spot. In widefield applications a sophisticated patterning of microscope illumina-
tion parallelizes this suppression. Lateral resolutions of less than 50 nm are achieved by
this superresolution type.
• Stochastic superresolution: the fluorophores switch stochastically between fluorescent
and non-fluorescent states, so that only a sparse fraction of active molecules is subse-
quently localized and combined to a high-resolution image of the sample in the end. For
these applications, the density of remaining fluorescent molecules must be less than one
molecule per diffraction limit on average to guarantee no overlapping PSFs. These tech-
niques are typically widefield applications and several variants of this approach evolved:
stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM)[200, 201, 202], photo-activation
localization microscopy (PALM)[203, 204], blink-microscopy [205, 206] or point accumu-
lation for imaging in nanoscale topography (PAINT)[207]. The fraction of fluorophores
in the non-fluorescent state is in most cases actively controlled e.g. chemically or pho-
tophysically. The resolution is in principle only limited by the number of photons that
are recorded from the individual emitters and is in the range of a few nanometer for
rather high photon counts (fig. 3.13).
Figure 3.13: Superresolution based on subsequent localization of individual blinking fluorophores.
Conventional TIRF microscopy is not able to resolve the artificially arranged pattern
of Cy3 fluorophores (∼ 1 µm x 1 µm) (see SMC&P chapter 3.5) due to the diffraction
limit of light (bottom sheet). Individual localization of single molecules in their fluores-
cent ”on”-state and addition of the information, however, yields image resolutions beyond
this fundamental barrier (top sheet)[206].
Reprinted with permission from [206]. Copyright (2009) American Chemical Society
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3.3 Zero-Mode Waveguides
As described in chapter 3.2.4, optical microscopes are inherently limited in their imaging
resolution by the diffraction of light [189] - a barrier typically above the length scale of essential
features in most biological complexes. Zero-mode waveguides (ZMW)[208] are bio-compatible
nanophotonic devices that are combined with conventional optical microscopy for enhancing
its single-molecule resolution beyond the limits of diffraction [209]. Their general principle is
based on a drastic reduction of the microscope’s excitation volume (fig. 3.14), which renders
these nano-structures especially suitable for investigating dynamic processes on the molecular
level - in contrast to various superresolution techniques which are rather limited in dynamic
resolution, if based on subsequently adding up subsets of active fluorophores. In the following
the general principle of ZMWs are introduced (3.3.1) and fabrication processes (3.3.2) as well
as specific surface modifications for biological applications (3.3.3) are presented.
Figure 3.14: Reduced excitation volume of a fluorescent microscope by application of ZMWs. Due to
the drastic reduction of excitation field within these nanoapertures, single-molecule reso-
lution is still accessible at high concentrations of fluorescent molecules. Immobilization of
individual enzymes within a ZMW allows detection of single ligand binding events even
at physiological concentrations [208, 209].
Reused from [208] as an adaption from [209] with permission from AAAS
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3.3.1 General Principle
ZMWs are cylindrical nanoapertures with sub-diffraction diameter in an optically dense metal
film evaporated onto a glass substrate [209]. Due to their sub-wavelength extensions, incoming
lightwaves are typically not able to enter the aperture and to propagate within. The wave-
like character of electromagnetic fields, however, prohibits an abrupt reflection of the whole
incident light on the aperture’s interface and creates an exponentially decaying evanescent
field within the nano-hole [209] - comparable to TIRF-microscopy illumination but typically
with a much shorter penetration length dp. The distance-dependent field intensity I(z) is
mainly affected by the wavelength of the incoming lightwave λex and the diameter d of the
specific nanoaperture:
I(z) = I0 exp
(
− z
dp
)
⇒ dp =
2√(
1
λc
)2
+
(
1
λex
)2 (3.25)
where λc is the diameter-dependent cut-off wavelength above which light cannot intrude into
the ZMW any more and induces therefore an evanescent field [210]. Assuming a circular
aperture of perfectly conducting cladding material, λc is given by:
λc = 1, 7d (3.26)
For non-ideal reflection properties of real materials (as e.g. aluminum or gold), the light
transmission is still increasingly attenuated for longer wavelengths - but there is not a strict
cut-off wavelength as described by theory [211]. For dielectric materials within the aperture
(e.g. aqueous solution) with refractive index n, λex is given by
λex =
λ0ex
n
(3.27)
where λ0ex is the microscope’s excitation wavelength in vacuum. Consequently, a ZMW ap-
pears bigger for increased refractive indices of the dielectric filling and therefore allows longer
wavelengths to transmit the aperture. The cladding material of the nanoapertures typically
consists of aluminum or gold [212, 213] due to their high reflectivity in the visible spectrum,
their chemical stability and their bio-compatibility in biophysical approaches.
Due to the geometric complexity of the system, analytically derived closed-form expressions of
the three-dimensional electric field in ZMWs do not exist. Numerical solutions, however, are
able to calculate these field distributions for a particular aperture via finite element solving
algorithms (fig. 3.15). Following features can be observed:
• the aperture rims show field enhancement (fig. 3.15a)
• for increasing ZMW diameter the field intensity additionally exhibits a radial depen-
dence [209, 214]
• the electrical field density maximizes for a specific aperture diameter dependent on the
excitation wavelength and is therefore not a monotonic function of the diameter [215]
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Figure 3.15: Field intensity distribution within a 50 nm ZMW. a) Three-dimensional finite-element
simulation of the electric field is indicated by a logarithmic color code. b) The effective
observation volume Veff within the aperture increases with ZMW diameter (black),
whereas the concentration at which only one molecule is on average within this excitation
field decreases (red).
Reused from [208] as an adaption from [209] with permission from AAAS
Since the cavity of a ZMW can be filled with aqueous solution, the nanoapertures are fully
compatible with biological diffusion experiments due to their accessibility for soluble fluores-
cent molecules. Furthermore, they can easily be combined with conventional optical micro-
scopes as e.g. confocal or TIRF microscopes. Numerical electric field simulations illustrate
how the observation volume of optical microscopes is remarkably reduced if combined with
ZMWs in order to increase their dynamic resolution. Excitation volumes in the range of zep-
toliters (10−21l) get accessible by these devices, which is about three orders of magnitude
smaller than a conventional diffraction-limited laser focus [209]. For such small observation
volumes, even a micromolar concentration allows for less than one diffusing molecule on av-
erage within the excitation field (fig. 3.15b). These low occupancies allow single-molecule
fluorescence spectroscopy at previously inaccessible fluorophore concentrations [216]. Since
most biochemical reactions only proceed properly at concentrations in the micromolar range
due to the relatively low affinities of the involved components, a thorough investigation of
dynamic processes on the bio-molecular level requires single-molecule resolution above the
concentration limit of conventional microscopy techniques (pM − nM)[217]. Via ZMWs, in-
dividual binding events and single chemical reactions can be observed at concentrations high
enough for enzyme-substrates to occur at physiological rates (fig. 3.14)[209, 218].
Due to their ability to easily being fabricated in arrays, ZMWs enable simultaneous analysis
of a large number of biochemical reactions in parallel [219] - a property additionally boost-
ing their applicability and efficiency. Combinations with microfluidic systems have also been
successfully employed in the past.
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3.3.2 Fabrication
In the literature, several approaches can be found for ZMW fabrication divided into three
main categories of processes:
• Etching techniques: A uniformly evaporated metal film gets perforated with nanoaper-
tures by surface-modifying techniques as focused ion beam milling [220, 221] or reactive
ion etching [209].
• Nano-object templates: The metal cladding is evaporated onto the substrate decorated
with self-assembled nano-objects (typically beads) acting as a template for the cavities
[222].
• Nano-lithography techniques: A photo-resist layer is locally exposed creating a template
pattern of the apertures for subsequent steps [223, 224].
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Figure 3.16: Negative-resist lithography process for nano-structure fabrication. A cleaned fused silica
sample (a) is covered with negative tone resist (b) and specifically exposed by the electron-
beam of an electron microscope. After photoresist development (c), remaining cross-
linked structures are coated with an evaporated aluminum film (d). During lift-off, the
photoresist is dissolved together with aluminum capping producing a nano-cavity (e)[224].
Adapted from [224] with permission from Journal of Applied Physics
In the following, a particular type of nano-lithography is presented in more detail: negative-
resist electron-beam lithography (fig. 3.16)[224]. Lithography in general has several advantages
compared to other techniques: it allows for high control in position and size during exposure of
the respective structure (in comparison to self-assembled nano-templates), but is on the other
hand not destructive to the underlaying substrate (as e.g. FIB-milling is) - a main condition
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for reliable and reproducible cavity geometries. Lithographic methods are also typically very
fast and efficient especially if compared to one-by-one milling techniques and enable therefore
the fabrication of highly parallelized arrays of precisely spaced apertures. In this specific
procedure a negative tone photoresist is coated onto a thoroughly cleaned substrate (typically
glass or silicon) for being exposed via electron-beam patterning. For charge dissipation during
exposure, a thin (transparent) conductive discharge layer can additionally be evaporated onto
the photoresist in order to avoid local charge accumulations distorting the lithography process.
Subsequent photoresist development forms a pattern of nano-sized pillars being the positive
template of the planned nano-structures. Whereas substrate as well as pillars are covered by
a metal layer evaporated after development, the metal caps on top of the exposed structures
can be broken off and be dissolved along with the underlaying photoresist. As a result, cavities
of size and position of the exposed pattern remain in the evaporated metal film forming the
ZMW arrays.
3.3.3 Passivation
The drastically reduced detection volume of ZMWs is employed in various biophysical ap-
proaches, ranging from fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) at ultra-high concentra-
tions to the direct observation of catalytic activity of individual enzymes. ZMWs’ applicability
is especially extended by immobilizing single proteins on the aperture’s bottom for further
investigation. If tethered within a ZMW, a bio-molecule’s activity can be analyzed by iso-
lated fluorescence signals of individual binding and unbinding events - despite physiological
concentration of fluorescent ligands. Although several techniques exist for specific immobi-
lization of a protein to different substrates (chapter 3.4), there are only a few approaches
using the material difference between metal cladding and sample substrate for selective im-
mobilization to the aperture’s base. One established strategy suitable for selective passivation
of aluminum without blocking silicon dioxide is polyvinylphosphonic acid (PVPA) treatment
(fig. 3.17)[225].
Figure 3.17: Specific passivation of aluminum structures via PVPA treatment. A) It is schematically
illustrated how protein adsorption onto the aluminum is selectively blocked by the PVPA
layer, whereas silicon dioxide properties are not altered during the process. B) Neutra-
vidin is bound to a fused silica chip with a regular pattern of 0.5 mm aluminum squares
(scale bar = 1mm) without PVPA passivation. Biotinylated fluorescence beads indicate
Neutravidin adsorption on metal as well as on glass. Fluorescence intensity is enhanced on
the aluminum compared to glass due to metal-fluorophore interactions. C) After PVPA
modification, the fluorescence signal is specifically reduced to background level on the
metallic structures [225].
Adapted from [225]. Copyright (2008) National Academy of Sciences
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As an organophosphorus acid it covalently reacts with metal oxides (as e.g. aluminum oxide),
but does not adhere to glass surfaces in aqueous solution. Additionally, it is highly stable,
bio-compatible, non-fluorescent and shows low non-specific adsorption to other bio-molecules.
High efficiency passivation of a ZMW’s metal cladding was obtained via this polymer chem-
istry without blocking the aperture’s bottom or harming the enzymatic activity of the bio-
molecule within.
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3.4 Bio-Molecule Immobilization Strategies
Targeted immobilization is essential to (spatially controlled) high-density tethering of bio-
molecules onto a surface in order to block their diffusional mobility. Specific attachment
offers several advantages for the experimental procedure: most important, it enables a con-
venient handling in surface-based assays and is suitable for approaches with two-dimensional
microscopy techniques. Furthermore, high operational control is provided if working with bio-
chemically active specimen (as e.g. enzymes)[226] due to the separation of the bio-molecule
from its reaction partner [227, 228]. Reaction processes can therefore be initialized and aborted
with improved control compared to bulk assays and contaminations by the enzymatic product
are prevented. Thirdly, surface attachment may also stabilize a protein’s tertiary structure
against temperature [229], pH-value [230] or solvent impurities [231, 232] and can hence im-
prove its physiological activity [233, 234]. It also represents a rather cost-efficient approach
by creating high local density of the investigated protein with comparably little required
concentrations. Especially site-specific attachment, using the functional group of a particular
side-chain in the bio-molecule’s amino acid sequence for surface conjugation, increases teth-
ering precision and reproducibility and may also boost the molecule’s accessibility through
conserved orientation [235].
Various immobilization strategies [236, 237] were applied in the past - each with its own
advantages and drawbacks - whereas unimpaired conformation and biological activity are
typically the main focus for all of them. Due to the high complexity of protein functionality,
the applicability of a specific attachment method may strongly differ between different bio-
molecules. Also other aspects such as bio-compatibility, biological and chemical inertness or
availability can play an important role in the choice of a suitable immobilization chemistry
and may determine the applicability of a certain surface material. In the following, typical
approaches of bio-molecule conjugation that are relevant for this thesis are shortly reviewed.
3.4.1 Non-Specific Adsorption
Even in absence of an elaborate attachment chemistry, most bio-molecules adhere to surfaces
just on their own by non-specific physical interactions [228, 238, 239, 240]. These include
essentially hydrogen, polar or ionic bonds as well as van der Waals or hydrophobic inter-
actions (chapter 2.2). The individual attraction may be weak, but for typical bio-molecules
with many atoms contributing to these interactions, the forces can collectively add up to a
strong adsorption permanently immobilizing the molecule. Strength and composition of these
interactions can strongly differ for individual bio-molecules and surfaces. On an experimental
level, immobilization via non-specific adsorption is the simplest and cheapest (but still work-
ing) approach because no modification of molecule and surface is necessary and therefore it
is only based on soaking the support structure with protein solution. Slightly changing buffer
conditions can also induce detachment of the protein, allowing e.g. for controlled regeneration
of an investigated surface layer during the experiment [232].
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Figure 3.18: Denaturation of a protein due to non-specific adsorption onto a surface. Hydrophobic
residues are typically buried within the protein structure for minimizing contact with its
aqueous surrounding. Close proximity to a non-polar medium, however, can shift these
hydrophobic effects that are responsible for correct protein folding and result in different
preferred conformations that are most likely impaired or at least altered in functional
properties.
Adapted with permission from [241].
Non-specific adsorption is however also accompanied by several drawbacks: collective forces
typically allow for a huge number of binding orientations on the surface, which creates hetero-
geneity and partial non-accessibility of the protein layer [242, 236]. Physical contact with the
surface may also induce steric hindrance effects or changing the hydrophobic contributions in
the folded structure resulting in impaired enzyme activity or a misfolded conformation (fig.
3.18)[243, 244]. A reasonable fraction of improperly behaving specimen decreases data yield
with simultaneous increase of the noise level and can also bias dynamic rates such as binding
constants or activity rates [236].
3.4.2 Bio-Affinity Immobilization
This approach of protein immobilization includes various tethering methods based on the
biochemical affinity of characterized receptor-ligand complexes [245, 246, 247]. One of each
component of the utilized binding partners is conjugated beforehand to the particular bio-
molecule and to its respective sample surface in order to specifically immobilize the specimen
[237]. Since such modifications (either terminal or internal) can individually interfere with
protein structure and thus alter its physiological properties, conjugation can turn out to be
experimentally challenging in some cases. But if successful, these binding strategies bear sev-
eral advantages compared to non-specific binding. Since the molecule can be attached by only
one assigned tethering point instead of an ensemble of interactions, its spatial orientation
is much more conserved, which may result in enhanced layer homogeneity and accessibility
(fig. 3.19)[242]. Secondly, typical bio-affinity strategies are also capable of reversible dissoci-
ation of the probe, but with much more control than in non-specific methods. Many avail-
able complexes are extensively characterized and their binding and unbinding properties are
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well-known for depending on conditions such as pH, ion concentration, temperature or light
exposure [245]. In order to additionally increase experimental control, binding properties were
altered and refined in the past via elaborate biochemical modifications and could therefore
be specifically tailored for particular applications [248, 249, 250]. Since receptor-ligand com-
plexes are not covalently bound, spontaneous dissociation should be unlikely to occur at rates
similar to the experiment’s timescale, in order to preserve temporal stability of the initial
surface density - except for applications in which a release of the captured ligand is desirable.
In the following some popular examples of bio-affinity tethering strategies are highlighted
explicitly:
Glass surface
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Figure 3.19: Orientational conservation in binding geometry via site-specific attachment. Whereas
non-specific adsorption enables a broad set of binding conformations with typically sub-
stantial influence on structural folding or ligand accessibility (left), site-specific receptor-
ligand conjugation fixes immobilization orientation and thus influences protein function-
ality less likely (right). Avidin-like receptors - as the most popular affinity binders -
may allow different geometries due to their intrinsic tetravalency but still represent site-
specific attachment that limits binding scenarios and thus typically conserves protein
activity.
Avidin-Biotin
Avidin is a homotetrameric glycoprotein forming stable non-covalent bonds to biotin, a
vitamin (vitamin H) omnipresent in all living organisms [251, 252]. Due to its favorable
properties, this binding pair became one of the most popular methods in artificial non-
covalent bio-conjugation. The avidin-biotin interaction features extraordinary high affinity
(Kd ≈ 1fM)[253] and its bond formation reliably occurs at a broad range of experimental
conditions, in various solvents and is rather resistant to enzymatic proteolysis [236]. A car-
boxyl group on the valeric acid side-chain of the biotin sequence [254] is not involved in the
binding mechanism [255, 256] and is therefore perfectly suitable for covalent attachment of the
biotin to a protein of interest - a process called biotinylation [257]. Due to its small size (244
Daltons), this modification is in general little likely to alter the physiological properties of
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the conjugated bio-molecule. In nature, several homologs of Avidin could be found as well as
numerous mutations be artificially evolved in order to tune the binding parameters of this pop-
ular complex for specific applications. Ranging from deglycosylated forms (Neutravidin)[258]
to variants being less prone for non-specific substrate binding (Streptavidin)[259], also pH-
dependent binding (Nitroavidin)[248] or its inherent tetrameric binding stoichiometry were
specifically modified [260]. Additionally, it was shown, that biotin could be replaced as a ligand
by specific peptide sequences which also bind tightly to Avidin-like molecules, but typically
with much lower affinities [249]. Short amino acid-based binding sequences can turn out to be
advantageous compared to the naturally occurring biotin, since they can be co-expressed with
the protein of interest and thus evade post-expression modification like biotinylation. In order
to counteract the drawback of reduced affinity, Streptavidin could be genetically engineered
to a mutant called Strep-Tactin superior in binding the screen-identified peptide sequences
(Strep-tag) with enhanced affinity [250].
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Figure 3.20: Binding strategy based on a polyhistidine-tag expressed at a protein’s terminus. Surface-
bound charges of immobilized metal ions as e.g. the nickel ions for the illustrated NTA-
chelator complex conjugate the His-tagged bio-molecule via its imidazole groups involving
two histidine residues per Ni-ion [261].
Adapted from [261]. Copyright (1997) American Chemical Society
Polyhistidine-Tag
The polyhistidine-tag immobilization technique belongs to the class of affinity tag binding,
which utilizes a short but nevertheless specific peptide sequence, consisting of a few amino
acids bio-engineered into the bio-molecule [262]. Peptide tag attachment is very selective to
its respective receptor complex and may be both, covalent or not [263]. These sequences are
typically expressed along with the protein of interest avoiding post-translational modifications.
Due to their small size (typically < 20 amino acids (aa)), affinity tags are rather non-invasive
to the protein’s structure and its function - in several cases even if engineered into the sequence
at a designated internal position [264, 265].
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The polyhistidine-tag consist of at least six histidines and evolved to one of the most popular
affinity tags due to its small size and compatibility with typical experimental conditions
[262]. Protein purification via a terminal hexahistidine-tag (His-tag) evolved to one of the
standard techniques in this field [266, 265]. In surface-based immobilization, the His-tag can be
employed to attach a protein to nickel-chelated complexes, such as Ni-nitriloacetic acid (NTA).
This non-covalent process involves two imidazole groups of the His-tag, whereas chelated metal
ions are used as affinity ligands (fig. 3.20)[264]. Ligand competition by histidine or imidazole
induces controlled unbinding of the attached complex and enables reusability of the sample
substrate. Compared to other affinity binders, the binding constants of His-tag and Ni2+-NTA
are rather low (Kd ≈ 10µM)[236]. As a major drawback of the affinity complex is to mention,
that the involved metallic ligands can also effect enhanced non-specific protein binding.
Glass surface Glass surface
DNA A DNA B
DNA B DNA A
DNA 
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Protein A
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Figure 3.21: Specific immobilization of proteins via DNA-mediated self-assembly. Oligonucleotides
that are conjugated to the protein of interest form a thermally stable duplex on the
surface via collective hybridization forces. Due to selective base pairing rules, several
specimen with different DNA tethers can simultaneously be immobilized that self-arrange
on tailored surface regions with high spatial control if they provide only one of the
respective complementary strands.
DNA-Mediated Immobilization
Surface attachment via oligonucleotides use the exquisite sensitivity and selectivity of DNA
base hybridization (2.3). The thorough understanding of the underlying Watson-Crick base
pairing mechanism [25] provides exceptional experimental control of fundamental binding
parameters for bio-molecules tethered via DNA or RNA (fig. 3.21). Dissociation constants as
well as equilibrium stability can be easily tuned by length and sequence of the oligonucleotides
and spatial control is routinely obtained by DNA-microarray patterning [267, 268]. Unlike
most proteins, DNA is highly stable under non-physiological conditions and turns out to be
much more compatible with surface preparation protocols which rely on temporary harsh
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conditions. Using several orthogonal DNA pairs - which can be easily orthogonalized by the
sequence specificity of the DNA - different constructs can be selectively immobilized on the
same substrate via self-assembly [269, 270]. Necessary conjugation of DNA support strand
and specimen (or surface) can either be obtained by other bio-affinity or covalent approaches
[271, 269].
3.4.3 Covalent Conjugation
Covalent linkage is the most robust approach in the field of protein immobilization and is thus
widely employed in the biophysical community [272]. This tethering strategy belongs to the
methods of chemical (site-specific) attachment and is especially suitable in applications where
irreversible conjugation is desirable. Covalent interactions are intermolecular bonds induced by
atomic sharing of electron pairs and due to their outstanding thermal and mechanical stability
they form the basis of all existing molecules. Compared to other single-interaction attachment
strategies, covalent bonds feature much lower dissociation rates with extraordinary stability
in various experimental conditions [272]. In typical approaches, the functional side-chains
of exposed amino acids such as lysine, cysteine, aspartic acids or glutamic acids are used
for immobilization if they are present, accessible and not essential for enzymatic activity
[236, 272]. Since most functional groups are naturally present in typical bio-molecules, covalent
attachment can also be employed for unmodified proteins. For protein sequences with multiple
amino acids of a specific type, however, multi-attachment or random tethering may prevent
site-specific surface conjugation [242]. Biological engineering of molecules may in this case
provide the right tools of removing these multiple amino acids except for a specific one used
for immobilization or of creating mutations with additional reactive side-chains that are not
present in the protein’s wild-type [273, 274].
Thiol-Chemistry
Thiol groups are the reactive side-chains of cysteines, a rather rare amino acid in typical
proteins and therefore often suitable as a point-mutated insertion for site-specific attachment.
But although sparsely present in protein sequences, they often turn out to be essential for
its correct tertiary structure due to the thiol’s capability of forming intramolecular covalent
disulfide bridges to other cysteines in the molecule [275]. These covalent reactions are often
copied in surface applications using surface interactions e.g. with gold [276], thiolated layers
or maleimide groups (fig. 3.22)[277]. Especially maleimide features the necessary prerequisites
for most biophysical applications as the nucleophilic thiol conjugates rapidly at neutral pH
(6.5-7.5) and in aqueous buffers [278]. It can be also routinely combined with polymer linker
molecules [279, 277]. One drawback of cystine-based attachment is the steady dimerization
of molecules in solution due to their accessible thiol groups forming disulfide bonds [280].
Preceding treatment with reducing agents for breaking up this type of covalent bonds with
subsequent purification can restore a protein solution to a non-aggregated form and increase
tethering yield [281, 282].
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Figure 3.22: Covalent protein attachment based on thiol-maleimide chemistry. Surface-bound
maleimide groups reactively interact with accessible cysteines on the bio-molecule and
form an irreversible covalent linkage to it. The chemistry can be combined with hetero-
bifunctional polyethylene glycol (PEG) spacers that additionally passivate the surface
against non-specific protein adsorption. Due to rapid formation of disulfide bridges be-
tween exposed cysteine residues on different molecules, the respective protein solution
typically forms dimers and has to be reduced before surface conjugation by a reducing
agent such as TCEP [277].
Adapted by permission from Nature Publishing Group: Nature Protocols from [277]
Covalent Affinity Tags
Similar to the non-covalent bio-affinity tags as e.g. biotin, also specific amino acid motifs
exist that can be covalently conjugated to a surface - typically via enzymatic catalysis. Due
to their (mostly) short sequence they are also co-expressible with a protein of interest and
induce controlled single-site attachment by their high chemical specificity [263]. Although this
field relies on protein modification, terminal tags do not essentially alter a proteins sequence
in contrast to other bioengineering applications, e.g. removing wild-type amino acids for
immobilization. Popular examples of covalent affinity tags are the SpyTag/SpyCatcher pair
[283], the Snap-tag [284], the Halo-tag [285] or the ybbR-tag [286, 287]. Some of them also
feature internal accessibility [263] and allow to tether a protein. Internal approaches may be
hampered more by the complex properties of proteins due to alternations of their fold or
biological activity caused by an internal modification.
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3.5 Single-Molecule Cut and Paste
Single-molecule cut and paste (SMC&P) refers to a surface-based AFM application that al-
lows high-precision bottom-up assembly of molecular units on the single-molecule level [139].
It combines AFM accuracy on the nanoscale with the specificity of well-characterized in-
teractions such as nucleotide hybridization or receptor-ligand binding. The process can be
optically controlled via surface-bound fluorescence methods such as TIRF microscopy [183].
Experimental setups with the powerful combination of these two complementary microscopy
techniques (AFM and TIRFM) have been successfully introduced in the past [288]. For imag-
ing sub-diffractional arrangements, the optical read-out can additionally be strengthened by
superresolution methods [206, 289]. The general idea of SMC&P is to repetitively transfer
individual bio-molecules from a high-density storage region (depot) to an empty deposition
area (target) for creating tailored networks with well-defined architecture (fig. 3.23). Elabo-
rate microfluidic devices such as elastomer micro-channels allow for this distinctly different
surface chemistries in close proximity as it is required for this technique [290, 291, 292, 293].
Figure 3.23: Schematic illustration of molecule arrangement via SMC&P. Individual molecular units
are specifically picked up from storage areas (A) and deposited in a construction area
(B) by the AFM. Due to cyclic repetition of the process (C), different molecules can be
assembled with nanoscale accuracy [139].
From [139]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS
The method is based on characterized affinities with known mechanical response in order
to create a stable system allowing efficient pick-up and deposition within one transfer cycle.
DNA hybridization represents a simple and robust possibility for this molecule transfer due to
its remarkable tunability in mechanical properties and due to an asymmetric force response
during double-strand separation dependent on the pulling geometry. Whereas tethering and
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stretch from the same ends of the two hybridized strands (3’/5’ or 5’/3’) results in a base-
by-base opening comparable to a zipper [26, 27, 294], forces on opposite ends (3’/3’ or 5’/5’)
simultaneously strain the complete sequence and hence separate the entire helix in one step
[295, 296]. Required forces for unzipping DNA strands are independent of overall length, but
in shearing geometry they increase with the number of pulled base pairs. As a consequence,
separation forces of the double helix span a broad range for these two scenarios (fig. 3.24a)[27].
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Figure 3.24: Different pulling scenarios for DNA double strand separation. a) If force is applied to
different termini of the individual strands i.e. the duplex is pulled from the same side,
single base pairs are sequentially separated in a one-by-one fashion like a zipper. The
respective force response of the process results in a constant force plateau at around
20 pN representing the mechanical strain required to separate an individual base pair
(left). The measured force value is mainly dominated by the content of C-G or A-T
pairs in the sequence and not by its overall length. b) A geometry that pulls on equal
ends i.e. opposing duplex sides, however, stresses the whole sequence simultaneously and
tension is increased until the full complex ruptures. The mechanical response is thus
given by a polymeric force increase until the DNA denatures in a single event. Due to
the collective interaction of all base pairs in the sequence, rupturing force for strand
separation distinctly correlates with its length.
Adapted from [297]
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In SMC&P applications, the molecule is immobilized in the depot region via the introduced
zipper-like DNA hybridization. The length of this DNA duplex renders it thermally stable
and provides negligible dissociation within the experimental time scale [139]. Additionally,
the molecule exhibits a (second) single-strand oligomer that is accessible and not involved in
surface conjugation. The latter sequence hybridizes in shear geometry to a complementary
single strand DNA attached to the AFM. Even if the double strand sequence on the surface
is longer than the one conjugated to the AFM, the different pulling geometries will result in
removal of the bio-molecule from the surface upon cantilever retraction. A minimal length
of at least ten base pairs must be provided in order to guarantee that shear forces dominate
the forces of unzipping [298]. In the target, the situation is vice versa compared to the depot.
The free oligomer which was formerly bound to the depot hybridizes with its complementary
strand in alternative pulling geometry (shear instead of unzip). Since both oligomers - on
AFM and on surface - are simultaneously stretched, the shorter sequence separates first. By
tailoring the length of the two oligomers, target binding can be tuned to outrange cantilever
binding leading to detachment from the AFM during deposition. Hence, the fundamental
principle of a successful molecule transfer is a hierarchical force dependence between the
involved interactions represented by Fdepot < FAFM < Ftarget. Since the cantilever’s initial
state is reestablished after deposition in the target, the SMC&P cycle can be repeated multiple
times allowing the assembly of multi-component patterns.
The success of an individual transfer cycle can unambiguously be confirmed by characteristic
fingerprints of ruptured interactions observed in the AFM force-distance curve during depo-
sition (fig. 3.24b). The overall assembly of molecules is typically monitored via fluorescence
in TIRF microscopy. Superresolution methods have shown that SMC&P deposition provides
a relative spatial accuracy in the order of 10 nm [289]. This accuracy, however, is not limited
by the AFM itself, which typically allows reliable positioning in the subnanometer range, but
rather depends on the density of surface anchors in the target and on the length of incor-
porated flexible linkers [289]. They allow molecule deposition in an increased area around
the actual cantilever position which enhances transfer efficiency but also diminishes spatial
precision. Due to this tradeoff, linker lengths must be adapted to the individual requirements
of a specific application.
Having started as a technique that was initially only applicable to the transfer of DNA strands,
the scope of SMC&P applications was successively expanded by further modifications. It was
shown, for example, that a one-by-one deposition of biotinylated DNA strands can serve as a
tailored pattern of binding sites for larger structures such as nanoparticles [299]. After indi-
vidual arrangement of these biotin-DNA anchors, Streptavidin-modified nanoparticles attach
only at these given positions and thereby self-assemble in a highly controlled manner. A fur-
ther study [300] demonstrated a reliable bottom-up assembly of two halves of a split aptamer
[301] reconstituting it to allow binding of malachite green - a red-emitting fluorophore whose
fluorescence quantum yield strongly depends on its degree of freedom within the molecular
structure [302, 303]. Orientational fixation by the aptamer is known to enhance the fluo-
rophore’s emission intensity by several orders of magnitude [304, 305, 301] and can thus be
used for identifying correctly assembled aptamers. Locally enhanced fluorescence at the po-
sition of induced aptamer formation proved the component-by-component assembly of this
functional bio-molecular complexes via SMC&P (fig. 3.25).
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Figure 3.25: Cyclic assembly of functional malachite green aptamers with the AFM. After picking up
part of the split aptamer (β-chain) in the depot region, the transferred strand was hy-
bridized and deposited in the target area (full of α-chains) to form the aptamer (left). By
binding into the fully assembled construct, malachite green increases its quantum yield by
three orders of magnitude making it distinguishable from freely diffusing molecules. Con-
trolled construction of several hundred aptamers in the shape of the molecular structure
of malachite green (inset) results in a highly fluorescent pattern at the specific location
[300].
Adapted with permission from [300]. Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society.
Further advances in combining transport DNA with a protein of interest opened the field for
directly arranging also rather complex molecules in this well-defined manner [306]. Conjuga-
tion between transport strand and the protein was firstly established by a zincfinger construct
which was known to bind sequence-specifically to DNA. A single-chain antibody fragment with
the capability of binding an unstructured 12 peptide called GCN4-tag was used as receptor-
ligand pair between cantilever and protein-DNA construct [307]. Mechanical properties of this
bond such as rupture forces at different pulling speeds were characterized in a former study
and identified to be in a suitable range for the SMC&P procedure [308, 309, 310]. The protein
of interest (here GFP) was expressed together with the GCN4-tag as well as with the zincfin-
ger complex. Transportation of many individual GFP molecules resulted in a well-defined
fluorescent pattern proving that after deposition the proteins still maintain full functionality
- in this case fluorescence.
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4 Results
4.1 Enzyme Networks by Design
All forms of life are based on a dense and complex network of interacting proteins, nucleic
acids and diverse small molecules. In this entangled mesh of mutual reactions, enzymes form
the central nodes that control and stabilize the overall interplay as the regulators for spe-
cific biochemical pathways. In this project, the bottom-up approach of ”understanding-by-
building” is the key driving force. Along this route, scientific focus is the development of a
stable and efficient methodology for controlled creation of artificial enzymatic networks that
represent useful model systems for experimental investigation. The characterization of these
simple, well-defined networks is the crucial step towards a more profound understanding of
the complex interplay formed by molecular units in the body.
In this thesis, the AFM-based SMC&P technique (chapter 3.5) was further improved by
employing covalently conjugated DNA chimeras in a more efficient and reliable protocol of
protein transport. The necessary control of arranging individual functional molecules could be
proven by a twofold read-out system and successfully applied in the experiment (4.1.1). In a
second study, propynyl modified pyrimidine bases as a means of enhanced mechanical stability
in short DNA oligomers was investigated via force spectroscopy. Building blocks of improved
mechanical strength contribute to the diverse toolbox in nanotechnological applications and
may in future also be applied for SMC&P arrangements in order to boost specificity and
efficiency (4.1.2). As a convenient read-out strategy for recording enzymatic activity, fluores-
cence spectroscopy within ZMWs (chapter 3.3) is chosen. In 4.1.3, this powerful combination
of SMCP and ZMW is successfully introduced. To prove the control and reliability of this
approach, active molecule deposition is used to overcome fluorescence inhomogeneities as is
typically observed in the vicinity of metallic nano-structures.
4.1.1 P1: Protein-DNA Chimeras for Nano Assembly
The well-defined creation of artificial networks out of enzymes requires enormous positional
control combined with efficient individual targeting of the single components. SMC&P com-
bines sub-nanometer AFM positioning with the specificity of highly characterized binding
interactions and thus provides the necessary means for the controlled assembly of molecular
constituents [139, 299]. As described in chapter 3.5, this AFM technique refers to a cyclic
process of picking up individual bio-molecules from a designated storage area and controlled
deposition in the construction region. Basis of the transfer process forms an elaborate choice
of the involved non-covalent forces. They can guarantee stable binding of the cargo to the
cantilever as the molecule is picked up from the surface, but after transfer also reliable de-
tachment from it during deposition. The strength of the individual bonds is mainly controlled
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by the choice of the respective binding duplex - e.g. by length, sequence or pulling geometry
of the used DNA [296, 27] - but may additionally be fine-tuned by changing the experimental
force-loading rate [308, 163]. By employing protein-DNA conjugates, the formerly DNA-based
method could be improved to a higher level of complexity allowing the assembly of functional
proteins. In a first approach, the sequence-specific zincfinger interaction was successfully used
as a connector between transport strand and the protein of interest [306]. Protein-DNA fu-
sion constructs combine the reliability of former DNA-based SMC&P experiments with the
remarkable possibilities of protein assembly.
Figure 4.1: Controlled protein transport via SMC&P. a) The employed covalent conjugation between
DNA and protein of interest is based on ybbR/CoA coupling catalyzed by SFP. The
chimeric construct combines the force tunability of altered DNA pulling geometry in depot
and target with the transport of proteins via the GCN4-tag. b) Basic principle of the
SMC&P approach is a cyclic repetition of individual molecule transfers in order to arrange
them in controlled patterns.
Reused by permission from American Chemical Society: ACS Nano [311], copyright (2014)
In this work, an improved conjugation method of forming DNA-protein hybrids via the ybbR-
tag was employed and its applicability for SMC&P was experimentally tested (fig. 4.1). This 11
amino acid long peptide tag (DSLEFIASKLA)[286, 287], assisted by the phosphopantetheinyl
transferase Sfp [286], forms a covalent bond to Coenzyme A (CoA) - a coenzyme ubiquitously
present in the body which is involved in the citric acid cycle and the synthesis of fatty acids.
Conjugation of CoA to the DNA is a well-established covalent procedure using maleimide
modification on the oligonucleotide. CoA is specifically attached to the DNA via its single
intrinsic thiol residue. Due to the tag’s small size, co-expression with a protein of interest
imposes a rather small modification to it without major influence on fold structure or its
enzymatic activity [312]. Rather big alterations such as the presented zincfinger may not
influence a specific fusion protein e.g. the tested GFP, but are usually not versatile enough for
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using arbitrary proteins. Such modifications should always be checked on an individual basis.
Moreover, the zincfinger’s non-covalent binding nature as well as its non-reliable solubility in
combination with other proteins make the covalent ybbR conjugation the superior method for
SMC&P transport. Different covalent coupling strategies are also not preferential mainly due
to impaired specificity (e.g. conjugation to primary amino groups), their need for additional
internal protein modifications (cysteine or click-chemistry [313, 314, 315]), harsh reaction
conditions (click-chemistry [313, 316]) or again bigger modification size (HaloTag [285, 317]
or SNAP-tag [284]). The accessibility of the ybbR-tag was successfully tested on either N- or
C-terminus of a protein, but also for unstructured internal regions [318]. Aside from SMC&P,
such DNA-chimeras have also been shown to be beneficial in other research fields such as
immunobiology [319, 320] or biotechnology [321, 38] because it equips the protein with a
unique sequence that can be readily used in immobilization, targeting or identification.
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Figure 4.2: Well-defined deposition of functional proteins. a) The specifically arranged GFP molecules
(552 cycles) show the fluorescent pattern of a snowflake proving efficiency and robustness of
the used approach. b) The extraordinary high rupture forces indicate the parallel transfer
of several (>20) GFP molecules per cycle.
Reused by permission from American Chemical Society: ACS Nano [311], copyright (2014)
For protein assembly via the AFM cantilever, the already employed GCN4-tag was co-
expressed on the C-terminus of the ybbR-GFP construct [308, 310]. GFP micro-pattens (here
in the shape of a snowflake) could be arranged proving the temporal robustness and the high
efficiency of the applied chemistry (fig. 4.2 a). The pattern’s bright fluorescence indicates that
the protein’s functionality was not damaged during the process. Due to a large cantilever tip
size with dense GCN4 antibody functionalization, several molecules were transported per
SMC&P cycle as indicated by the respective force-distance curves (fig. 4.2 b). For the 552
performed transfer cycles, an average deposition of around 20 GFP molecules per cycle was
determined without significant decrease in efficiency over time.
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In order to demonstrate control on the single-molecule level - as it is necessary for a well-
defined assembly of enzyme networks - a second set of experiments with sharp cantilever tips
and less antibody anchors was performed. Grid patterns with a distance of 1500 nm between
each deposition were written with simultaneous recording of the respective force-distance
curve (fig. 4.3). Rupture force evaluation of each grid point showed that per cycle an average
of 0.89 molecules were picked up and 0.84 molecules could be deposited.
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Figure 4.3: Single-molecule transfer control proved by a twofold read-out system. a) Single GFP
molecules were individually deposited via SMC&P in a regular grid pattern - here shown in
a representative 3x4 section. The transfer rate was tuned to efficiencies below one protein
per cycle in order to avoid multiple depositions per spot. b) Single deposition events are
represented by a characteristic single-rupture event in the AFM force-distance curve as
well as by a single bleaching step in the respective fluorescence signal. c) Cycles without
GFP deposition - (mainly) due to a preceding erroneous pick-up event - lack of useful sig-
nal in both modes of efficiency read-out. d) Transport of a small fraction of non-fluorescent
GFP molecules - as expected regarding their poor photostability - or the non-successful
deposition due to the unprobable unbinding of the statistically stronger interaction can be
identified by a missing fluorescence signal despite single-molecule interaction in the force
read-out.
Reused by permission from American Chemical Society: ACS Nano [311], copyright (2014)
Although the three non-covalent forces follow a strict force hierarchy (Fdepot < FAFM <
Ftarget), a partial overlap of the different distributions cannot be avoided. As a consequence,
in some cycles the statistically stronger interaction ruptures first, an effect hard to discern only
based on the force curve (see fig. 4.3 d). Whereas in depot this overlap may be less probable
due to the constant force plateau of the DNA unzipping, this effect is rather expected to
occur in the deposition process. Evaluation of the respective fluorescence traces of the actually
deposited GFP molecules indicated - as expected - less transfer efficiency than determined
via the force data. An average of 0.5 molecules per cycle, however, is still in good agreement.
A non-fluorescent fraction of transported GFP may also be the case due to its rather poor
photostability and could lead to an underestimation of this fluorescence-based transfer value.
In this study a covalent attachment chemistry was developed employing the ybbR-tag/Sfp
system reaction to CoA. High-yield fusion constructs consisting of protein and DNA could be
created and used as a versatile construct for individual assembly via SMC&P.
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4.1.2 P2: C-5 Propynyl Modifications Enhance the Mechanical Stability of DNA
In the past, several DNA nucleobase modifications have been described that alter thermal
and mechanical stability of an oligonucleotide upon incorporation [322]. One example is the
biologically relevant cytosine methylation [323]: depending on number and position of this
modification within a sequence, it can either inhibit or facilitate double strand separation
[324]. A further example is the incorporation of salicylic aldehyde nucleosides which has also
been shown to increase mechanical stability within the DNA [325]. Especially pyrimidine mod-
ifications are known to significantly enhance thermal stability of the double helix - although
similarly incorporated during DNA synthesis obeying standard base-pairing. Identification
and characterization of such DNA modifications with effect on mechanical properties may
turn out as remarkably useful for applications using DNA as building material such as in
nanotechnology [38, 326] or nano-engineering [327, 328]. Targetable local stability via se-
lective nucleobase modifications has the potential to form a further programmable tool in
creating stable DNA structures with enhanced functionality. SMC&P applications employ-
ing such modified oligonucleotide handles for enhanced transfer yield due to their increased
stability and tunability are a further option.
In this project, the stabilizing effects of modified pyrimidine bases with additional propynyl
group at their C-5 position were investigated [329, 330]. Due to its exceptional increase in
melting temperature per incorporated propynyl base [331], this modification represents a very
promising candidate for significantly strengthening the mechanics of a DNA. The molecular
mechanism has been attributed to additional base-stacking interactions as the apolar propynyl
group is able to extend into the DNA’s major groove [332]. The mechanical stability for
a different number of incorporated propynyl bases was investigated via two related single-
molecule force spectroscopy techniques, AFM (3.1) and the highly parallelized molecular
force assay (MFA)[298, 333].
For AFM measurements, thiolated DNA was covalently attached to the cantilever via a flexible
polyethylenglycol (PEG) linker [277]. In contact with the surface, the single strand hybridizes
to its immobilized complementary sequence forming an overlap of 40 base pairs (bp). Dur-
ing tip retraction, this formed DNA duplex is sheared until it ruptures at a characteristic
force [296]. Via integration of propynyl modified bases into the DNA on the surface without
changing its actual sequence, different amounts of modifications could be subsequently tested
with only one complementary strand attached to the AFM. To avoid calibration uncertain-
ties, all experiments were conducted with the same cantilever on one surface with discrete
areas for the specific modifications. Comparison of the force histograms for three different
levels of propynyl base insertions - no modification (0P), 8 bases modified (8P) and 22 bases
modified (22P) - showed no significant change in the measured most probable rupture force
upon modification (∼ 65pN) and thus did not indicate enhanced mechanical stability of the
complex (fig. 4.4). A slight broadening of the force distributions with increased number of
propynyl bases could qualitatively be detected and was also quantitatively represented by a
decrease in the interaction’s potential width [160, 161].
From the AFM data the following conclusions could be deduced: either the incorporated
propynyl bases have no effect on DNA’s mechanical properties despite their remarkable con-
tribution to thermal stability or there is not enough time and thermal energy during the
hybridization process to arrange the stabilized form of increased base stacking. Extending
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Figure 4.4: Mechanical separation of short DNA oligomers via AFM-based force spectroscopy. Rupture
force distributions for DNA sequences with different numbers of propynyl pyrimidines show
no significant dependence on the level of modification in these experiments.
Reused by permission from John Wiley and Sons: ChemPhysChem [334], copyright (2015)
incubation time on the surface via longer contact can be experimentally challenging due to
a higher chance of observing multiple binding events by that. Additionally, long incubations
(above seconds) reduce the overall data yield and thus statistics of the AFM due to less force-
distance curves per time. Since the cantilever’s initial state has to be restored after each cycle,
standard AFM force spectroscopy does not allow pre-formation of the investigated complex
on the surface with subsequent force application via a different receptor-ligand pair.
In order to elucidate the influence of correct DNA annealing on stabilizing the DNA by propy-
nyl bases, a second set of experiments was performed using the MFA. This technique refers
to a highly parallelized force spectroscopy method based on direct comparison of two molec-
ular bonds in series, which are clamped between mobile surfaces [335]. Controlled separation
of them equally stresses both bonds until the statistically weaker interaction unbinds. The
outcome of the experiment is detected via fluorescence using a dye that stays with the duplex
that remained stable after force load. An additional fluorophore, forming a FRET pair with
the read-out dye, allows correction for non-coupled constructs which are not stressed during
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the experiment. By combining both fluorescence channels before (I0) and after measurement
(I ′), an expression for the so-called normalized fluorescence (NF) can be derived
NF =
(
I′
I0
)
signal
−
(
I′
I0
)
FRET
1−
(
I′
I0
)
FRET
(4.1)
that describes the (corrected) fraction of intact reference duplexes after force application. It
represents a measure for the stability of an investigated duplex. Its absolute value depends
on the strength of the compared reference interaction but relative changes indicate a more
stable bond by a decrease in NF (fig. 4.5a).
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Figure 4.5: Dependence of DNA’s stability from incorporated propynyl bases investigated by the MFA.
a) The basic principle of the applied technique is depicted with focus on how a decrease in
normalized fluorescence signal can be attributed to increased mechanical stability of the
probed DNA duplex. For comparability, all types of propynyl modification (0P, 8P, 22P)
are tested against the same DNA reference sequence (black) on the surface. b) Since the
probed DNA duplex can be built up in advance in contrast to AFM force spectroscopy mea-
surements, different strategies of guiding the annealing procedure of the DNA oligomers
can be applied. Whereas strand formation at room temperature apparently shows no sig-
nificant stabilization of the double helix by the modified bases (right bars), a controlled
hybridization with a high-temperature gradient (95◦C
4h−→ 5◦C) forms a complex of en-
hanced mechanical strength caused by the incorporated propynyl pyrimidines (left bars).
Reused by permission from John Wiley and Sons: ChemPhysChem [334], copyright (2015)
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In order to compare the stability of different modification levels (0P, 8P, 22P), all of them
were tested against the same reference duplex within one experiment. The full construct -
consisting of both competing interaction pairs - is immobilized on one of the surfaces be-
forehand allowing proper annealing conditions for the investigated double strands e.g. a slow
hybridization temperature gradient. For force application, the completely formed construct
gets conjugated to the other surface by an additional receptor-ligand pair (in this case: bi-
otin/Streptavidin [259]). Two variants of the MFA experiments were performed: in one set of
experiments, the investigated construct was assisted during the annealing process by ramping
the surrounding temperature (95◦C
4h−→ 5◦C). In the other set, the construct self-assembled
unmediated at constant room temperature. Whereas the latter shows only a slight, insignifi-
cant stabilization with incorporation of the modified bases, evident decrease of NF is observed
for those constructs annealed at high temperature indicating increased mechanical stability
(fig. 4.5b). Measured differences between the two types of experiments are thus attributed
to a temperature-dependent formation of the complex stabilized by the propynyl bases. Ap-
parently, a high energy barrier in the energy landscape of the modified complex has to be
overcome by sufficient thermal energy in order to strengthen the DNA structure.
Concluding, these experiments have shown that propynyl bases are capable of increasing
DNA’s mechanical stability in addition to thermal stability. In contrast to other investigated
modifications, however, it was concluded that a high thermal activation energy during hy-
bridization is necessary in order to form this stabilized structure.
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4.1.3 P3: Placing Individual Molecules in the Center of Nanoapertures
The experimental challenge in bottom-up assembly of enzymatic networks lies not only in de-
veloping a stable methodology for controlled nano-scale arrangement - such as SMC&P [139]
(chapter 3.5) - but also in establishing reliable read-out strategies in order to track the activity
of the arranged molecules. Optical spectroscopy is in principle capable of providing this infor-
mation during turnover, but is often restricted by the high substrate concentrations that are
needed for active enzymes. Whereas most of them require concentrations above µM or mM
in order to reach 50% of their full activity, conventional optical methods are typically limited
to the pM -nM range for resolving single molecules. This concentration discrepancy renders
observations of individual (labeled) substrate binding events incompatible with reasonable
enzymatic activity. One prominent approach to overcome this concentration barrier in optical
microscopy is the application of zero-mode waveguides (ZMWs)[209, 208]. As described in
chapter 3.3, their sub-wavelength diameters result in excitation volumes three orders of mag-
nitude smaller than a diffraction-limited laser focus and thus allow single-molecule studies
even at physiologically relevant concentrations. In this study, the possibilities of controlled
single-molecule deposition via SMC&P are combined with the usage of nanoapertures by
individually loading them with fluorescently labeled DNA strands (fig. 4.6).
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Figure 4.6: Basic concept for combining SMC&P with ZMWs. Fluorescently labeled DNA oligomers
are picked up in an unstructured depot region and individually transported by the AFM
cantilever into the nanoapertures
Reused by permission from American Chemical Society: Nano Letters [336], copyright (2014)
A major challenge in placing molecules into a nanoaperture with the AFM tip is the nanoscale
alignment of theses two objects. In order to localize the cantilever, a single DNA molecule
is transferred via SMC&P to a position on the sample without any nano-structures (fig.
4.7a). According to the basic principles of superresolution microscopy, the mid-position of
the DNA’s fluorophore, an ATTO647N dye, can be determined with nanometer accuracy by
fitting its diffraction-limited point-spread function with a Gaussian distribution [192]. The
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Figure 4.7: Experimental procedure for aligning cantilever tip and a respective nanoaperture. a) After
controlled deposition of a fluorescently labeled molecule, its centroid position is localized by
fitting a Gaussian function to its emission profile. Its coordinates in the optical microscope
are taken as a sufficient approximation for the active transport molecule on the AFM tip.
b) Surface plasmons cause extraordinary light transmission through the nano-cavity that
can be used for localizing the sub-diffractional aperture via its intensity distribution similar
to a single photon emitter.
Reused by permission from American Chemical Society: Nano Letters [336], copyright (2014)
fluorophore’s position makes a valid approximation for the actual tip coordinates concerning
reasonable accuracies for SMC&P deposition (11 nm)[289] and for localizing a single emitter
at the experimental photon counts (< 7 nm)[192]. Since the sample surface (and not the
AFM) is moved in horizontal plane during the SMC&P cycles, the determined tip position
remains constant in the coordinate system of the optical microscope - except for movements
due to thermal drift. The center of the nanoaperture is equivalently determined by employing
superresolution-based Gaussian fitting of its diffraction limited intensity profile (fig. 4.7b). It is
given by extraordinary light transmissions through the aperture via surface plasmon tunneling
along its side-walls [337]. After having both objects localized in the optical microscope, their
positions are aligned by moving the sample until they coincide. An overall precision of 19 nm
was determined for the described alignment process. More details to this process can be found
in the supporting information of the respective publication (P3, A.3). With this accuracy, the
controlled deposition of a labeled DNA strand within a 130 nm ZMW could be shown as a
proof-of-principle for the presented approach (fig. 4.8).
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Figure 4.8: Proof-of-principle transfer of a single dye into a 130 nm ZMW via SMC&P. The image
sequence chronologically represents the deposition process divided in five phases: (i) the
respective ZMW is identified and localized by its extraordinary light transmission. (ii)
Switching to the fluorescence signal of the TIRF microscope reveals no detectable occupa-
tion within the apertures. (iii) During the deposition event, fluorescence signal significantly
increases within the one aperture that is loaded. (iv) A remaining constant emission signal
after cantilever retraction represents successful immobilization of the fluorescent molecule.
(v) After a single bleaching step, fluorescence background level is restored indicating the
deposition of only one molecule in the preceding transfer cycle.
Reused by permission from American Chemical Society: Nano Letters [336], copyright (2014)
In a second set of experiments, the fluorescence properties of specifically deposited fluo-
rophores within a nanoaperture were compared with those of stochastically immobilized ones.
Metallic nano-structures such as ZMWs are known to drastically influence fluorescence char-
acteristics due to metal-light interactions [338, 339] that can both, raise or quench emitted
intensity: whereas electric field enhancements boost the excitation of a dye and thus locally in-
crease fluorescence [340], steric hindrance or non-fluorescent relaxation pathways by the metal
are also able to diminish photon emission [341]. Since most metal-induced effects strongly de-
pend on the individual geometry of a structure and the position of the fluorophore relative
to it [342, 209], fluorescence properties can be very complex and spatially inhomogeneous in
the presence of metallic devices. This holds also true for ZMWs as seen by confocal measure-
ments of stochastically immobilized dyes that randomly entered the aperture via diffusion
without further control (fig. 4.9a-c). For different aperture diameters (from 150 nm to 750
nm), measured distributions in fluorescence lifetime and intensity reveal a substantial effect of
the metallic surrounding on the fluorophores (fig. 4.9d). Compared to a glass reference mea-
surement, average lifetimes are decreased for all molecules and a distinct population can be
detected that is strongly quenched in both, lifetime and intensity. This fraction of molecules
gets more dominant with smaller cavities. Some fluorophores combine intermediate lifetimes
with intensities that are enhanced compared to the reference.
Since non-radiative relaxation pathways become preferentially accessible in close vicinity to
metal [343, 341], the molecules with strongly quenched lifetime and intensity are interpreted
as being located close to the rim of the aperture. The relative increase of this population with
decreasing cavity size further supports this conclusion. Direct binding to the aluminum walls
is inhibited by specific passivation as described in 3.3.3 [225]. In this image, spots with larger
lifetime values are assumed to be located in the center of the aperture. The fluorophores
with enhanced intensity are presumably positioned in local hot-spots of the electric field
overcompensating the metal-induced fluorescence quenching by an increased excitation rate.
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Figure 4.9: Fluorescence properties for stochastically immobilized fluorophores. a) Dye-labeled DNA
oligomers are diffusing into the cavity and conjugated on its bottom without further po-
sitional control within the nano-structure. b) Immobilized fluorophores in the array of
ZMWs are detected via confocal scans. Low occupation densities were chosen in order to
guarantee only a small chance of two dyes within one aperture. c) Recorded confocal flu-
orescence traces are evaluated by determining average intensity and fluorescence lifetime.
d) Probability density for lifetime and intensity for different aperture sizes (and a glass
reference). A second population being quenched in both parameters, lifetime and intensity,
becomes increasingly dominant for smaller ZMW diameters. Fluorophores with enhanced
intensities are observed without simple correlation to their respective lifetime.
Reused by permission from American Chemical Society: Nano Letters [336], copyright (2014)
In order to overcome these inhomogeneities within the nanoaperture, several molecules were
individually deposited via SMC&P in the center of 375 nm cavities and quantified in their
fluorescence properties (fig. 4.10). In agreement with former interpretations, the fluorescence
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Figure 4.10: Direct comparison in fluorescence properties between active deposition and uncontrolled
conjugation. All centrally pasted dyes (red spheres) exhibit long fluorescence lifetimes and
enhanced intensities in contrast to the majority of stochastically immobilized molecules
in apertures of the same size (d = 375 nm). A remarkably small variance in fluorescence
properties amongst the SMC&P-transferred dyes shows the great control and reliability
of the presented method.
Reused by permission from American Chemical Society: Nano Letters [336], copyright (2014)
lifetime of all centrally placed fluorophores are close to the maximum values of the distri-
bution from stochastic immobilization due to minimal metallic quenching in the aperture’s
center. Additionally, the narrow distribution of their lifetimes indicates the high accuracy and
reliability of the presented approach. Whereas for stochastic immobilization single-molecule
occupancy is restricted to a maximum value of 37% due to Poissonian statistics [225], the
individual loading of an array of apertures via SMC&P is in principle not limited.
In summary, we advanced AFM-based SMC&P for targeted placing of single molecules into
nanoapertures resulting in increased homogeneity and reliability of their fluorescence proper-
ties.
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4.2 Molecular Force Sensors
As described in 2.4.2, the molecular mechanisms by which force is translated into biochem-
ical signals is poorly understood so far. It is known, however, that strain-sensing molecules
play a key role in this process by recognizing mechanical stress along their natural reac-
tion coordinate and thus triggering biochemical reaction pathways. Within the last decades,
rapid development of advanced single-molecule force spectroscopy techniques increased the
fundamental understanding of mechanical properties in proteins and made investigation of
mechanoenzymatic reactions accessible [344]. A recent study [109] combining AFM-based force
spectroscopy and molecular dynamics simulation elucidated in great detail, how underlying
conformational changes in titin kinase activate substrate turnover upon mechanical strain.
External force partially unfolds the protein structure which results in a controlled removal
of an autoinhibitory sequence that blocks ATP accessibility and thus enzymatic efficiency. In
a follow-up experiment [345], direct observation of individual ligand binding events to titin
kinase upon applied force was investigated via fluorescence spectroscopy using ZMWs (fig.
4.11a). Due to low data yields of the method, no statistically significant results could be
obtained, but a strong hint towards correlation between unfolding of the regulatory kinase
domain and binding of fluorescently labeled ATP was obtained by simultaneously record-
ing force and florescence data (fig. 4.11b). Identification of several molecular stress sensors
[346, 347] lead to the assumption that mechanoenzymatic activation via external force may
represent a general mechanism in regulatory proteins that could be remarkably relevant in
the signaling networks of living organisms.
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Figure 4.11: Simultaneous force and fluorescence spectroscopy with the AFM within a ZMW. (a)
An immobilized force-regulated enzyme is mechanically triggered via applied load by the
cantilever tip. Due to the confining geometry of the nano-structure, high concentrations of
fluorescently labeled ligand can be provided without impairing single-molecule resolution.
(b) Simultaneous to the subsequent unfolding of independent domains in the pulled
molecule, the fluorescence signal is recorded for the identification of correlated binding
events. Bound molecules are distinguished by their increased time being located within
the excitation volume compared to freely diffusing ones [345].
Since no experimental gold standard exists so far for investigating molecular force sensors, the
further development of a stable method along the line of simultaneous force and fluorescence
spectroscopy was part of this thesis. A non-invasive, fast and efficient technique of cantilever
localization by optical microscopy was introduced and reliable nanometer accuracy could be
shown (4.2.1). In future, this approach should speed-up the alignment of ZMW and AFM tip
and thus increase data yield in experiments combining force and fluorescence spectroscopy.
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Additionally, the functional chemical groups on the cantilever are not damaged by this lo-
calization method (in contrast to former ones) resulting in long-term stability during data
recording. To increase the data yield even further, an improved AFM tethering system could
be employed consisting of a genetically encoded peptide-tag (Strep-tag II) and a monovalent
variant of Strep-Tactin (4.2.2). It showed increased mechanical stability in force spectroscopy
experiments, enormous versatility with arbitrary proteins and 1:1 stoichiometry. This new
handling system was employed for AFM-based force spectroscopy with high data statistics on
the myosin light chain kinase - a promising candidate for being force-activated comparable
to titin kinase (4.2.3). Only due to the high numbers of recorded unfolding curves, subtle
changes upon different ligand exposure could be determined. Small conformational features
were described that could indicate a mechanical activation of the kinase. Furthermore, RLC
ligand binding was detected in absence of the kinase’s chemical activator calmodulin during
force spectroscopy which additionally supports the idea of the force-activation pathway.
4.2.1 P4: Tip Localization of an Atomic Force Microscope in Transmission
Microscopy with Nanoscale Precision
The powerful combination of AFM and surface-based nano-structures (such as ZMWs) cru-
cially depends on a fast, precise and non-invasive method for cantilever positioning in the
coordinate system of a structured sample. In the past, different approaches for aligning the
AFM with specific surface objects were evolved, but most of them with limited applicabil-
ity for biophysical studies. Scanning electron microscopes, for example, are able to provide
nanometer control in hybrid applications with the AFM [348], but since these microscopes are
typically operating in vacuum or at non-physiological low temperatures, they are not compat-
ible with biological specimen. Localizing a deposited fluorophore via superresolution routines
- as performed in 4.1.3 - is fundamentally based on molecule transfer. Consequently, it is not
applicable for arbitrary AFM applications e.g. single-molecule force spectroscopy. Another
alignment strategy via topographic scans was successfully applied for combining AFM and
ZMWs in a proof-of-principle experiment [345], but is rather time-consuming and may conflict
with elaborate surface chemistries: physical contact during AFM imaging can remove or block
chemical groups on the tip and hence impair its specific interaction with surface molecules
during the actual experiment. In this section, an optical localization technique is presented
that overcomes the mentioned drawbacks of former approaches and provides alignment accu-
racies within several nanometers.
Conventional AFM cantilevers are remarkably transparent due to their rather small thick-
ness (∼ 100 nm) compared to typical absorption lengths of their fabrication materials (> 1
µm)[350]. The AFM tip, however, with a full length of several micrometers has a good chance
to exceed these optical penetration depths and may thus not be transmitted by incident light
along its long axis. As a consequence, the position of the tip can in principle be detected by an
enhanced light absorption in transmission microscopy if illuminated from the top. The qual-
ity of this signal, however, crucially depends on the microscope’s depth of field (DOF) - the
range of distances that appears acceptably focused in the image. The absorption of an AFM
tip clearly differs from that of an opaque flat object because it is only reasonably imaged if
many out-of-focus segments contribute to the overall signal. If the DOF is too small, there is
not sufficient, sharply imaged, absorption making the tip indiscernible from the background.
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Figure 4.12: Detection of AFM tip absorption via low-aperture transmission microscopy. If imaged
in reasonable distance to the focal plane (left), the absorption is blurred by light that
has not passed the tip and does not usefully contribute to the measured signal. As a
result, the absorption is disguised within the much more powerful background signal. For
a position close to the microscope’s focus (right), however, absorbed lightpaths dominate
the collected signal at the tip position and thus form a distinct absorption profile. The
microscope’s depth of field and its numerical aperture turn out to be essential parameters
for optical tip localization.
Reused by permission from AIP Publishing LLC: Review of Scientific Instruments [349], copyright (2015)
A crucial parameter in this approach is consequently the geometry of the illuminating light
source that can influence the DOF by changing the angles at which light gets collected -
similar to an aperture in the optical pathway. Reducing the size of illumination improves
the DOF and hence increases signal quality. The effect can also be illustrated in a different
(but equivalent) picture: smaller illumination angles amplify the absorption signal because
less light paths are included that do not go through the tip (but next to it) and thus do
not contribute useful signal. The DOF of the microscope was tuned by the illumination such
that the tip is clearly imaged if in focal plane (which is typically the sample surface), but
becomes not distinguishable for being out of focus at typical retraction distances of an AFM
(> 1 µm) (fig. 4.12). Variation of the distance between sample and focal plane revealed that
tip absorption is independent of vicinity to the glass surface and is not changed by possible
near-field effects.
Whereas the tip absorption profile drastically changes during sample approach (from not
discernible to a clear signal), the background - mainly given by the transmitted cantilever
- remains rather constant upon AFM movements. In order to improve localization quality
for further routines, a background subtraction of the cantilever transmission was performed
in order to isolate the tip signal. Comparable to conventional superresolution approaches,
the centroid position of this ”pure” absorption profile should be determinable with sub-
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Figure 4.13: Adequate fitting of the tip absorption profile. An adapted two-dimensional Gaussian
peak function with rotational freedom, linear background slope and asymmetries in both
axes models the given signal with high agreement as indicated by the residual (red/blue
color = positive/negative contribution).
Reused by permission from AIP Publishing LLC: Review of Scientific Instruments [349], copyright (2015)
diffractional precision if correctly modeled by a fitting function [192]. In contrast to a single
photon emitter, however, the fitted shape shows uncommon asymmetries. They originate most
likely from a slightly misaligned axis for the projection of the extended three-dimensional
object onto the microscope’s plane or inherent asymmetries of the imaged tip. As a result,
standard Gaussian fitting could only poorly approximate the measured absorption profile
indicated by remarkable deviations in the residual between signal and fit. An adapted two-
dimensional Gaussian function, however, with additional rotational freedom, asymmetries in
both axes and a tilted background plane drastically improves modeling accuracy and reliability
(fig. 4.13).
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Figure 4.14: Localization accuracy as a function of number of absorbed photons. a) For a series of tip
localizations with around 11000 absorbed photons (calculated from the average negative
volume of the Gaussian fits), a standard deviation below 6 nm could be measured. Color
code from red to blue indicates the chronological sequence of the subsequent localizations.
b) Comparison of the measured accuracies to a theoretical description of fluorophore
localization [192] reveals similar 1√
N
-power-law dependency from number N of absorbed
photons and precision in the same order of magnitude. Localization accuracies for a
perfect sub-diffractional emitter, the plasmonic transmissions of a 220 nm ZMW, confirms
validity of the applied theoretical model by its high agreement.
Reused by permission from AIP Publishing LLC: Review of Scientific Instruments [349], copyright (2015)
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The statistical variance from a big experimental set of successive tip localizations indicates a
quantitative accuracy of several nanometer (fig. 4.14a). Dependent on the number of absorbed
photons - determined by the negative volume of the fitted Gaussian function - the accuracies
can be remarkably tuned by illumination power or camera exposure time. In comparison
to theoretical models and experimental data of single fluorophores, some loss in precision is
detected for localizing an AFM tip, but it is still in the same order of magnitude. Interestingly,
a similar power-law dependence to the number of absorbed photons can be observed as for
simple photon emitters (fig. 4.14b).
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Figure 4.15: Nanoscale alignment of AFM tip and ZMW array. a) The used structures exhibit arrays
of 220 nm ZMWs with 5 µm x 5 µm glass windows for the presented tip localization
routine (black circle). The AFM cantilever was repeatedly localized in these areas and
aligned with specific nanoapertures (red circles). As a control, some cycles were per-
formed with purposely failed alignment (blue circles). b) The contact point of the AFM
during surface approach was recorded after alignment in order to check reliability of the
presented method. A success rate of more than 99% could be observed on the basis of
a 100 nm height difference between aligned approaches and misaligned control cycles.
c) Quantitative precision of the alignment process was evaluated by specific offset ap-
proaches close to the rim of a nanoaperture. 13 nm uncertainty of hitting inside or outside
the ZMW in this region (red dots) give an upper approximation of the spatial precision
in the process.
Reused by permission from AIP Publishing LLC: Review of Scientific Instruments [349], copyright (2015)
In a further study, the applicability of the presented method was tested for operating the
AFM within a ZMW as already presented in 4.1.3 or [345]. The full process of aligning both
objects and performing a tip-surface approach within the nanoaperture was automatically
performed by a custom-written software routine that controls AFM and optical microscope.
Localization of the selected ZMW was achieved by extraordinary plasmonic transmissions (as
presented in [337]). Due to the measurable height of 100 nm for the used nanoapertures, the
contact point between surface and AFM tip was used to determine whether the approach was
inside the aperture and thus to distinguish successful alignments. For an array of 220 nm wide
nano-cavities, 700 alignment cycles (each 15 seconds) were performed with a failure rate of less
than 0.5%. Negative control cycles with positions clearly outside a ZMW showed the expected
height difference of 100 nm in the contact signal indicating inaccurate alignment. The optical
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localization method was also successfully applied with controlled offset to the ZMW position
allowing AFM approaches at different positions within one cavity. An ambiguous success rate
for approaching within the nanoaperture was only observed close to its side-walls. From this
data, a quantitative approximation for the overall accuracy in the complete alignment process
could be determined to be less than 13 nm.
In order to test the non-invasive nature of the optical tip localization, specifically immobilized
tether-molecules were employed for single-molecule force spectroscopy within a ZMW. Via
a covalently attached Strep-Tactin receptor (see 4.2.2), characteristic unfolding patterns of
Strep-tag modified GFP molecules could be recorded on the bottom of several nanoapertures
without any artificial features. Within two hours no drastic loss in data yield was detected.
Unfolding efficiencies were in good agreement with a subsequent control experiment on a
specifically designed unstructured region (only glass area) on the same sample surface.
Figure 4.16: Specific GFP unfolding within a 220 nm ZMW. The characteristic unfolding pattern
of a GFP molecule with 76 nm contour length is depicted on the left. Compared to
the unfolding within a nanoaperture (right), no artificial features are detected. As a
very non-invasive approach, the optical localization method is perfectly compatible with
chemical modifications on the tip such as specific immobilization of molecular handles
for single-molecule force spectroscopy.
Reused by permission from AIP Publishing LLC: Review of Scientific Instruments [349], copyright (2015)
A remarkably versatile and at the same time technically simple approach based on bright field
optical illumination at limited aperture angle could be evolved. The centroid position of the
tip’s absorption profile was determined with nanometer precision and successfully applied in
experimental combination of AFM and nano-structures.
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4.2.2 P5: Monovalent Strep-Tactin for Strong and Site-specific Tethering in
Nanospectroscopy
A specific and reliable tethering chemistry is a key requirement for high-yield force spec-
troscopy with the AFM. Application of elaborated receptor-ligand pairs has been shown to
enhance both, data quality and quantity. It fixes the investigated complex in its pulling geom-
etry and hence increases its probability to form. Enhanced efficiency of clean single-molecule
data potentially improves identification and characterization of small features in a measured
unfolding pattern. In this study, a new tethering system based on a monovalent variant of
Strep-Tactin (ST) is introduced and successfully employed in high-yield AFM-based force
spectroscopy.
ST is a bio-engineered mutant of well-characterized Streptavidin [259] - a high-affinity binder
(Kd = 10
−15M) to biotin (vitamin H). Due to its remarkable stability, solubility and ligand
specificity, Streptavidin is extensively employed in molecular biology [257, 351] and nanotech-
nology [352, 353]. In former studies, a genetically encodable peptite tag (Strep-tag II (SII)),
was selected by screening that binds Streptavidin structurally similar to biotin [249] - but
with less affinity (Kd ≈ µM). ST represents the result of systematic genetic optimization of
Streptavidin to improve binding to this eight amino acid long sequence (WSHPQFEK)[250].
The SII:ST complex became a standard tool in protein purification [354] and found broad
application in in vivo approaches [355, 356]. This can be attributed to the tag’s small size,
high biochemical inertness and the remarkable versatility to be readily coexpressed with any
protein of interest.
Streptavidin’s characteristic tetravalency as a homo-tetramer remained unchanged after its
genetic modification to ST - a property that certainly accounts for the striking avidity of these
proteins but also restricts applications based on a defined 1:1 stoichiometry. Due to a strong
interaction of the individual subunits with each other, simple monomeric variants of Strep-
tavidin are typically not stable in folding. If substantially stabilized by genetic engineering,
artificial monomers are so far impaired in ligand binding [260]. A more promising strategy is
therefore creating a monovalent form but maintaining the tetrameric structure and thus its
structural stability. One example is the introduction of specific point-mutations in the binding
pocket that prevents ligand binding in three of the subunits. Using this strategy, a monovalent,
but tetrameric Streptavidin variant was produced in the past with unaltered binding affinity to
biotin [357]. Its improved specificity found diverse implementation in several nanotechnologi-
cal studies [358, 359]. Since Streptavidin applications require post-translational modification
of the investigated protein for attaching the biotin to it, the use of the genetically encoded
SII can be superior where biotinylation is not feasible. In order to combine this powerful
property of the SII:ST system with a defined stochiometry, a monovalent ST (monoST) was
developed in this project and thoroughly characterized by AFM-based single-molecule force
spectroscopy to prove its versatility and reliability as a tethering system.
The monoST was reassembled as a hetero-tetramer composed of functional and non-functional
subunits (fig. 4.17)[357]. Both types of monomers were separately expressed in E.coli cells
forming inclusion bodies [361] and were mixed before refolding with an excess of non-functional
subunits (10:1) in order to avoid formation of multivalent tetramers. Since only the functional
monomers were equipped with a hexa-His-tag, subsequent purification steps could extract only
those tetramers with at least one of them incorporated. A strongly dominating fraction of
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Figure 4.17: Illustration of the heteromeric structure forming a monovalent Strep-Tactin. Three sub-
units of the tetramer are mutated (grey) with each three residues modified (N23A, S27D,
S45A) and thus not capable of binding biotin or SII (yellow). They form a complex with
the one functional subunit (red) that harbors a hexa-His-tag and an additional cysteine
residue (cyan) opposite to the binding pocket. The modified loop that distinguishes ST
from Streptavidin is indicated in blue. Covalently conjugated via its thiol-group, a force
propagation only through the functional monomer is expected during AFM-based force
spectroscopy (dashed arrows)[360].
Reused by permission from Nature Publishing Group: Nature Nanotechnology [360], copyright (2016)
tetramers with the expected 1:3 ratio was verified by denaturing gel electrophoresis. Further-
more, binding affinities remained unchanged as observed in ITC measurements comparing SII
binding properties for monovalent and tetravalent ST. The respective binding stoichiometry
- one or four binding sites - could also be re-confirmed in this set of experiments.
Additional to the His-tag, a unique cysteine residue was incorporated into the single functional
subunit providing a specific and selective conjugation site on the tetramer. The cysteine’s lo-
cation on the monomer, opposite from the SII binding pocket, showed no interference with
ligand affinity. By this engineered binding site, the developed monoST could specifically be
attached to the AFM cantilever in subsequent force spectroscopy measurements [277]. The
unique functional subunit combined with selectively controlled immobilization provides exper-
imental control in pulling geometry as never obtained before with tetravalent Streptavidin-like
proteins. In the past, many force spectroscopy studies have tried to characterize the mechan-
ical properties of the Streptavidin-biotin duplex [128, 362, 363, 135] and of the SII:ST system
[364, 365]. Their results, however, have shown remarkable differences amongst each other
depending on the individual experimental setup. These inconsistencies made it challenging
to determine exact rupture forces for the investigated duplex. Considering the tetravalency,
however, this may appear conclusive: four interaction sites allow several remarkably different
binding geometries to the ligand resulting in alternative paths of how the force propagates
through the molecule and thus how the receptor-ligand complex is stressed. If ambiguous in
tethering geometry, measured force distributions most likely represent a mixture of different
unbinding scenarios with diverging mechanical properties. Especially the experimental ob-
servation of multi-peaked force distributions for probing only one receptor-ligand pair may
additionally support the idea of different pulling geometries merged within one data set [364].
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A different condition is given for employing monoST. Due to its specific attachment at the
functional unit, the force propagates only through the one active monomer without stressing
the other three. No alternative pulling geometries are possible. As a consequence, single-
molecule force distributions of C- or N-terminally tagged molecules completely eliminate
inhomogeneities observed in former rupture force distributions and show monodisperse un-
binding of the SII:monoST duplex. In order to guarantee high data reliability, only those
force-distance curves were evaluated which show a clean unfolding pattern of the respective
fingerprint molecule, the SII is attached to.
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Figure 4.18: AFM-based force spectroscopy of covalently immobilized GFP molecules. The monoST
is conjugated to an AFM cantilever employing its specific cysteine modification on the
functional subunit. Individual GFP unfolding events - acting as a fingerprint for specific
tethering - are obtained by pulling the protein via its C-terminal SII. Force-distance
curves with characteristic GFP contour length in the unfolding pattern are statisti-
cally evaluated with respect to their last rupture force representing the unbinding of
the SII:monoST duplex.
Reused by permission from Nature Publishing Group: Nature Nanotechnology [360], copyright (2016)
Interestingly, the unbinding of the SII:monoST system shows strong deviations if pulled from
alternate termini. The collected force histograms significantly indicate that an N-terminally
tagged molecule ruptures at forces approximately half of the values measured for a protein
tethered on its C-terminus. Whereas the stronger pulling geometry is capable of frequently
unfolding the rather stable GFP molecule (∼ 100 pN)[157], this characteristic event could
almost never be detected for N-terminal configuration. In order to guarantee high data re-
liability also for the weak pulling geometry, a low-force fingerprint protein (titin kinase, ∼
50 pN)[109] was employed instead of GFP for identifying specifically pulled constructs. In
order to further evaluate the dynamic force range of the SII:monoST interaction, data sets
were recorded for different loading-rates and analyzed for their most probable rupture force.
According to the Bell-Evans formalism [160, 161], potential width ∆x and thermal dissoci-
ation constant k0off of the respective interaction could be determined. ∆x for N-terminally
tagged molecules was found to be about twice as high as for the alternative pulling geometry,
which is in total agreement wit a drop in rupture forces by a factor of two. As expected,
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the dissociation constants k0off are in an equivalent range for both configurations. The char-
acterization of the different mechanical properties for applying force to opposite termini of
the SII:monoST system could only be obtained by the high specificity and control in pulling
geometry provided by the used system.
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Figure 4.19: Dynamic force spectrum of different pulling geometries of the SII:monoST duplex. A)
The two variants of applying force to the bound SII peptide are schematically illustrated.
B) Rupture forces for pulling a C-terminal SII show approximately twice the mechanical
strength as in the alternative geometry at comparable loading rates. Only force curves
with the unfolding pattern of the respective fingerprint protein (C-terminal SII: GFP;
N-terminal SII: titin kinase) are taken into account and evaluated according to the Bell-
Evans model. The determined potential width ∆x is doubled for the N-terminal pulling
geometry which is in good agreement with a force diminished by a factor of two. C) Two
exemplary rupture force histograms of the SII:monoST duplex for both pulling orien-
tations indicate monodisperse pulling interactions. Due to controlled force propagation
through the functional monomer, clean characterization of mechanical properties in the
unbinding process of the complex becomes feasible.
Reused by permission from Nature Publishing Group: Nature Nanotechnology [360], copyright (2016)
In a further set of force spectroscopy experiments, the overall data yield of monoST was
compared to its tetravalent variant. By analysis of several long-term experiments (∼ 14 h),
an approximately fourfold increase in useful force-distance curves could be detected for the
newly developed monovalent tetramer. Besides the decrease in possible multiple interactions,
monoST additionally showed enhanced stability in the course of the experiment. This obser-
vation can probably be attributed to the result of former studies that described a probable
disruption of the tetramer into dimers for forces above 100 pN [366]. This force range is fre-
quently detected in the measured system - at least for C-terminal pulling - and may cause
increased cantilever wear-out by unfolding the tetravalent Strep-Tactin handles with time.
For monoST, the force propagates only through one of the subunits which makes disruption
into dimers unlikely and keeps the tether molecules functional.
By creating a specifically immobilized monovalent variant of Strep-Tactin we could introduce
a robust, versatile and efficient tethering system for AFM-based force spectroscopy that is
applicable to a broad range of nanotechnological approaches and structural biology systems.
As a structural advancement of the well established ST interaction with improved stability
and specificity, it is already adapted to the broad variety of readily available protein constructs
equipped with the genetically encoded SII peptide.
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4.2.3 M1: Mechanical Stress as an Alternative Activation Pathway in Smooth
Muscle Myosin Light Chain Kinase
As described in chapter 2.4.1, smMLCK is an essential enzymatic regulator in smooth muscle
contraction, stimulated by the presence of calcium-bound calmodulin [75, 63]. Interaction
with calmodulin distinctly triggers the kinase’s enzymatic activity - the phosphorylation of
RLC. This modification again turns out to be essential for ATP turnover during the muscle’s
cross-bridge cycle in the myosin heads [61, 62]. In the past, a combination of several structural
studies on the MLCK activation mechanism concluded a pseudo-substrate self-inhibition in
the kinase that is relieved by forming a complex with calmodulin making it accessible for
RLC binding [81, 82].
Activation of the smooth muscle by an external stimulus typically initiates a complex bio-
chemical reaction cascade starting with increase of cellular Ca2+ concentration. Voltage-gated
channels create influx of extracellular Ca2+ or stored ions are released from the sarcoplasmic
reticulum. Calcium forms a complex with calmodulin and triggers MLCK to phosphorylate
the myosin heads. Hence, MLCK activity and cellular Ca2+ concentration are typically cor-
related, but by far not as strictly as would be assumed in a simple picture of only calmodulin
activation [367]. It has been concluded, that other factors play a role in modulating MLCK
activity as well. One known regulator for example is a distinct phosphorylation site on the
kinase itself influencing its activity [92, 93]. But studies provide increasing evidence that the
Ca2+ activation pathway - which corresponds to the regulation via calmodulin - is certainly
an important player in this network but by far not the only one [367].
In this study, the existence of an additional calmodulin-independent regulation pathway is
investigated for smMLCK: activation by mechanical stress. As performed for force-activated
titin kinase [110, 109](2.4.2), it is analyzed via AFM-based force spectroscopy, if partial un-
folding of the protein by external force results in a controlled release of self-inhibition and
forms an enzymatically active intermediate capable of substrate binding. The assumption
of this mechanoenzymatic pathway in MLCK is based on its high sequence and structural
homology to the stress-regulated titin kinase [106] especially combined with similar binding
motifs on its termini to actin and myosin. This specific tethering of titin kinase between actin
and myosin is essential for generating the activating mechanical force in the muscle. Inter-
estingly, these binding domains are also highly conserved in MLCK, strongly suggesting an
important function for the enzyme [80]. The hypothesis is additionally supported by further
experimental observations hinting at a probable force-activation of MLCK [368, 369]. In the
following, the mechanical force response of sets of individually pulled molecules is recorded
with focus on structural changes in the unfolding pattern upon ligand binding.
The pulled construct is a truncated version of the smooth muscle isoform of the MLCK gene
[70]. It consists of the kinase domain with an N-terminal fibronectin-like domain and two
N-terminal Ig-like domains (Ig1, Ig2) as well as a C-terminal Ig-domain (IgT ) (fig. 4.20). The
latter is called telokin and is also separately expressed in nature as an isoform [370, 70] that is
known to be a strong binder of myosin [371]. Ig1 and Ig2 harbor an actin binding regions [372].
For specific attachment to surface and cantilever, the construct harbors a C-terminal ybbR-tag
and an N-terminal Strep-tag II. On the AFM cantilever the presented monoST system (4.2.2)
was employed for reliable tethering of the immobilized construct. The increased mechanical
stability of the monoST variant results in high data yield in long-term measurements allowing
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to test different conditions of ligand exposure within one experiment with sufficient statistics.
Data collected with the same cantilever minimizes calibration fluctuations and allows for
direct comparison and identification of relative changes in the unfolding pattern.
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Figure 4.20: Schematic illustration of the AFM force spectroscopy construct - an N-terminally trun-
cated version of the smMLCK isoform. It consists of the actual kinase domain surrounded
by several Ig-like domains and a fibronectin domain. The construct is capable of binding
ATP, CaM and RLC, whereas RLC interaction is self-inhibited by the pseudo-substrate
sequence that is released through conformational changes upon calmodulin activation.
For covalent attachment onto the surface, the construct harbors a C-terminal ybbR-tag
that reacts with maleimide-functionalized PEG-spacers. The SII:monoST receptor-ligand
pair is employed as a cantilever tethering system.
The unfolding pattern of the probed construct bears a strict hierarchy in mechanical stability
of the single domains as illustrated by representative force-distance curves in figure 4.21.
At very low forces, the kinase domain unfolds as the first domain indicated by two rupture
peaks at around 30 pN (at an approximate loading rate of 2000 pN/s with the pulling speed
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of 800 nm/s). Since its unfolding forces are only slightly above the noise limit of the AFM
measurement, they sometimes appear hardly distinguishable in the raw signal, but significant
improvement in peak detection becomes feasible by further denoising algorithms. The two
subsequent unfolding steps release a contour length of about 90 nm which is in good agreement
with a simple approximation assuming 0.365 nm per amino acid (255 aa × 0.365 nm = 93.1
nm)[157]. Secondly, the fibronectin domain unfolds in a single rupture event at around 100
pN. Due to substantial overlap with the unbinding force regime of the SII:monoST tethering
complex, a certain fraction of AFM retractions detaches without unfolding of the Fn domain
(fig. 4.21, top left). In rare cases, one of the Ig-like domain non-specifically attaches to the
cantilever which can increase the rupture force from the cantilever and thus allow additional
unfolding of some (or all) Ig-like domains in the construct at forces of around 200-250 pN
(fig. 4.21, bottom left). The individual Ig-like domains typically contribute a contour length
of 30 nm. For improved identification of repetitive and thus characteristic features within the
individual force-distance curves, the recorded set of successful unfoldings can be overlaid to
a 2D data density plot as shown in figure 4.21 on the right. Failed interactions as well as
multiple or non-assignable unfolding events were dismissed in the data analysis.
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Figure 4.21: Characteristic unfolding pattern of the investigated construct with assignment of individ-
ual domains. Left: Three representative force-distance curves are shown that illustrate a
repetitively occurring two-step event in the lower force regime. Due to their added contour
length of about 90 nm, it is attributed to the kinase. The fibronectin domain denatures
at significantly higher forces and thus typically after kinase unfolding but before the
construct detaches from the cantilever (middle). Substantial overlap with SII:monoST,
however, results also in a fraction of patterns that rupture without preceding fibronectin
domain unfolding (top). Non-specific interactions increase in some curves the tethering
force such that also (some of) the Ig-like domains in the construct are pulled apart
(bottom). Right: An overlay of a set of assignable curves (in this case 194) forms a den-
sity map that highlights repetitive features in the measurement and gives a qualitative
impression of recurring characteristics. Structural interpretation of the detected force
pattern is schematically depicted.
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The measurable influence of ligand binding onto structural properties is evident from direct
comparison of kinase unfolding in presence and absence of ATP. Its recognition is not inhibited
by MLCK’s pseudo-substrate (in contrast to titin kinase) and it thus binds rather independent
of calmodulin at a dissociation constant of around 10 µM [91, 80]. The characteristic unfolding
patterns for both scenarios are shown in figure 4.22. They clearly indicate that ATP interaction
drastically increases mechanical stability of one of the two kinase subdomains - the one that
ruptures typically first and releases the minor part of its contour length with around 32
nm. Since structural order is not altered by this enhanced stability, the ”second” subdomain
appears to be shielded and not under load until the other one is unfolded. Force histograms
from the individual rupture events were fitted according to the Bell-Evans formalism [160, 161]
indicating a shift of almost 30 pN in most probable rupture force of the respective peak by
ATP binding to the kinase (fig. 4.22, right). Due to saturated binding conditions for the given
ATP concentration of 3 mM, the obtained force histograms likely represent the two states of
the kinase and are not formed by a mixed population of ATP-bound and ATP-free kinases.
Apart from the discussed effect, the remaining unfolding pattern is not significantly influenced
by the addition of ATP within one experiment. As a consequence, the unfolding properties of
the fibronectin domain can be applied as a force standard allowing quantitative comparison
of separate measurements recorded with different cantilevers.
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Figure 4.22: Structural effects of ATP binding onto MLCK unfolding. Accessibility of the ligand
distinctly stabilizes one of the two kinase subdomains resulting in an increased rupture
force as indicated by the curve overlay (left, dashed lines). Statistical evaluation of the
stabilized domain via force histograms fitted with the Bell-Evans model indicates an
enhancement of about 30 pN at a loading rate of around 2000 pN/s (right). Both data sets
were collected within one experiment. Due to the increased stability, it becomes clearly
visible that the force response of the first peak distinctly deviates from the classical WLC
model (at ∼ 30 nm below 20 pN) by forming an unusual kink. It most likely represents
an energy barrier of a small conformational change at low forces that is overcome before
unfolding of the kinase begins.
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Figure 4.23: Auto-hydrolysis of ATP and its effect on the recorded force spectroscopy data. A direct
comparison of ATP and ADP reveals that both substrates are able to bind to the kinase
domain and thus to partly stabilize its structure (left, top and bottom). ADP, however,
is not as effective as ATP and increases the most probable rupture force about 15 pN less
than with ATP. Both scenarios were evaluated according to the Bell-Evans formalism.
Incubation of ATP in water at room temperature for several hours is accompanied by
auto-hydrolysis that is also detected in the force statistics of the first kinase peak (left,
middle). Its reduced maximum value and its changed histogram shape indicate two pop-
ulations that cannot be modeled by a simple Bell-Evans distribution. Using the results
of the single distributions as fitting parameters allows sufficient approximation of the
recorded set with a double Bell-Evans model (right).
Due to the high statistics obtained with the employed SII:monoST tethering system, the
method is very sensitive in distinguishing conformational effects of different ligands. To give
an example, even the expected slow auto-hydrolysis of ATP to ADP in aqueous solution -
certainly not by enzymatic turnover due to lack of a RLC substrate - gets observable in
the recorded force histograms. Figure 4.23 compares the first kinase domain - the one that is
affected by ATP - for non-hydrolyzed ATP and pure ADP in solution and detects a significant
decrease in statistical rupture force of about 15 pN. Additional measurement in an ATP
solution that was pre-incubated at room temperature for 15 hours shows already the hydrolysis
effect by a statistical shift of the recorded forces towards smaller values. The distribution
deviates from the typical Bell-Evans shape, presumably due to a mixed population of ATP and
ADP binding. Fitting a combination of two Bell-Evans distributions using the most probable
rupture forces for each ”pure” state (ADP: 48,3 pN; ATP: 63,3 pN) as fixed parameters allows
reasonable approximation of the recorded data set. Quantitative conclusions, however, about
the level of ATP hydrolysis can not directly be drawn from the fit due to the different binding
rates of ATP and ADP that also have to be taken into account.
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A further - rather subtle - property of the kinase is the unusual stretching behavior of the
first kinase peak before actual unfolding happens. It becomes especially visible for the ATP-
stabilized case at AFM distances of about 30-40 nm (fig. 4.22, bottom left). The force response
clearly deviates here from a typical WLC model showing an unusual shoulder. Apparently, a
small energy barrier has to be overcome first at low forces (∼ 15 pN) that causes a conforma-
tional change with no measurable release in contour length before the kinase starts to unfold.
This feature becomes even more interesting as the presence of the kinase activator calmod-
ulin (together with calcium) affects this initial energy barrier. It is not observed anymore if
calmodulin is bound to the construct (fig. 4.24, left).
Since it is strongly hypothesized that calmodulin evokes a structural rearrangement in the
kinase domain making it accessible for RLC binding, the affected energy barrier could very
likely represent this regulating conformational change. It would be consistent, that the struc-
tural modulation is already performed for calmodulin being bound (no energy barrier) but
still has to be accomplished if the kinase is in its inactive state without chemical activation
(fig. 4.24, right). This interpretation would hint at a possible unfolding intermediate that is
capable of RLC binding independent of calmodulin, only induced by force.
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Figure 4.24: Conformational change upon calmodulin binding and its structural interpretation. The
energy barrier in the slope of the ATP-affected kinase peak disappears with calmodulin
interaction. Hence, it is assigned to a force-induced structural rearrangement (0.) that
is similar to the conformation changes on calmodulin binding as schematically depicted
on the right. Since calmodulin activates the kinase and renders RLC binding accessible,
equivalent effects could occur by overcoming this identified energy barrier. The actual
unfolding of the kinase starts with its ATP binding site as indicated by the force depen-
dence of the first peak from ATP (1.). In a second step (2.), remaining MLCK structures
are pulled apart, apparently structurally shielded by the first unfolding event.
Based on this results, it was experimentally tested if conformational changes are also detected
in presence of RLC substrate and thus additionally support the hypothesis of force-induced
binding. A minimal peptide was used as RLC substitute that is only active with the catalytic
core of the kinase domain. It consists of a truncated and slightly modified smooth muscle
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myosin light chain (MLC 11-23, P14A, Q15A) from chicken gizzard that has the sequence
KKRAARATSDVFA. It has been shown to be effectively phosphorylated by the smMLCK
with a turnover rate of KM = 7.5 µM (for chicken gizzard smMLCK).
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Figure 4.25: RLC peptide binding identified by increased mechanical stability of the second kinase
domain (left, dashed lines). The force histograms of the respective domain were approx-
imated with a kernel-density function for extracting the most probable rupture force.
Its significant shift of about 30 pN reveals binding interaction of the RLC mimicking
peptide with the catalytic core (right). The stabilizing effect is similarly detected in ab-
sence of ATP (bottom). Since this is stated to be an inhibited process according to the
conventional view of smMLCK activation, the experimental observation could hint at an
additional path of kinase regulation modulated by force.
If the RLC binding site was blocked by the pseudo-substrate and thus is not accessible without
calmodulin activation, the presence of RLC should in principle not influence the unfolding
pattern for inactive MLCK due to lack of interaction. Measured unfolding patterns, however,
indicate a strong stabilization of the second kinase subdomain in presence of the RLC peptide
without calmodulin in solution and hence indicate frequent substrate binding (fig. 4.25).
Quantitative evaluation of the force histograms was performed via a kernel-density function.
The recorded rupture forces reveal untypical behavior deviating from a single Bell-Evans
distribution. It probably indicates an overlap of two distributions. The histograms reveal a
clear shift of about 30 pN in most probable rupture force in the respective kinase domain.
Interestingly, the stabilizing effect due to RLC peptide binding could similarly be observed
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in absence of ATP (fig. 4.25, bottom). Apparently, RLC binding occurs during AFM force
spectroscopy, although this should be prevented by the pseudo-substrate in theory [63]. The
experimental observations could therefore further indicate an enzymatically active unfolding
intermediate that is reached after overcoming the described CaM-dependent energy barrier
at low forces.
The presented AFM-based approach represents a sensitive means of detecting ligand binding
on the single-molecule level but is unfortunately not capable of determining temporal infor-
mation about the interaction. It is not directly distinguishable if the substrate binds in the
course of the pulling (as assumed for the RLC) or if it is already bound right form the begin-
ning (as for the ATP). In agreement with the conventional understanding of the smMLCK
activation pathway which states that there is no measurable RLC (peptide) turnover without
activation via calmodulin, the presented approach clearly indicates force-induced substrate
binding comparable to the findings of titin kinase. Measurement of the basal binding ca-
pacity, however, at the used concentrations of RLC substrate would unequivocally clarify if
an additional activation pathway by mechanical stress can be established according to these
experiments.
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5 Conclusion & Outlook
Enzyme networks by design
In this work, necessary steps towards the controlled creation of artificial enzyme networks
could be realized. The established AFM-based technique SMC&P was further improved by
a covalent ybbR-tag linkage system and the approach has been shown to provide the basis
for a reliable arrangement of specific proteins to controlled networks: single-molecule control,
nanometer spatial accuracy and unimpaired functionality of the transported proteins. Besides
assembly strategies, improvements for the detection of enzymatic activity were investigated
in this project. They are based on fluorescence microscopy and aim for the detection of
reoccurring binding events via dye-labeled ligands at the enzyme position. Due to the typically
high Michaelis-Menten constants of enzymatic reactions (∼ µM - mM), an experimental
advancement of the used fluorescence microscopes was essential in this application and could
be achieved by the implementation of zero-mode waveguides. Within this work, the important
proof-of-principle experiment for successful combination of AFM and ZMW could be given and
the application of SMC&P within these nanoapertures be established. The newly developed
localization strategy of optically determining the position of an AFM cantilever bears the
potential to improve reliability and velocity of the shown SMC&P approach in combination
with surface structures such as ZMWs. Furthermore, the introduced SII:monoST tethering
system be of advantage in the SMC&P process - besides its benefits for conventional force
spectroscopy described below. The asymmetric force response of pulling on different protein
termini for example provides additional possibilities to tune the fundamental force hierarchy
of the SMC&P cycle. Additionally, it could simplify protein handling during expression and
purification and thus improve the experimental procedure. In the future, different pulling
geometries could also be developed for protein transport in the SMC&P cycle based on the
introduced tethering systems e.g. by using two peptide tags on the same terminus of the
protein. Such a conformation would bypass the attached molecule and could thus prohibit
any mechanical stress on the molecule. This could completely exclude any damaging effects
on the protein during the transport cycle.
As the next steps in this project, the now gained experimental possibilities should be applied
for the controlled transport of specific enzymes such as polymerases or ligases into nano-
structures. Placing functional enzymes into a ZMW could give reliable information about their
dynamics and activity - combined with increased signal homogeneity. Arrangement of multiple
enzymes in a controlled distance within one cavity will give information on their influence
on each other due to spatial proximity. The developed SMC&P approach will allow for the
necessary control in stoichiometry, composition, and interaction in order to investigate the
effects of mechanical coupling at the level of individual molecules. By changing the geometry
of the assembled network, the mechanical coupling could be tuned and thus investigated in
more detail. Recording single-enzyme activity in artificial networks via fluorescence could
hence give a deeper understanding of the fundamental mechanisms in the complex nature of
enzymatic networks.
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Molecular force sensors
The major goal in this study is the single-molecule investigation of force-driven mechanical
processes in bio-molecular networks. It is motivated by the important role of mechanical forces
in complex biological systems. They have been shown to distinctly control vital cell functions
such as cell movement or signal transduction, but mechanical signals also determine complex
processes like cell division or the muscle contraction of multicellular organisms.
In this work, experimental methods for the thorough analysis of underlaying structural mech-
anisms in force-sensing molecules on the single-molecule level were further evolved. A direct
investigation of mechanoenzymatic processes via optical read-out was chosen by the powerful
combination of AFM-based force spectroscopy with nano-structures such as ZMWs. This ap-
proach comprises the extraordinary sensitivity of the AFM to exert forces on single molecules
with the increased single-molecule resolution of the nano-cavities at high fluorescent back-
ground. Whereas the proof-of-principle experiment of combining these two techniques could
already be given in a former study, new methods for improving the low interaction yields
between tip and surface were investigated in this project. The major task in this attempt was
developing a reliable and stable strategy for aligning AFM tip and ZMWs for subsequent force
spectroscopy measurements. Former alignment strategies using a specifically placed reference
dye - as established for performing SMC&P in nanoapertures - could not be directly trans-
ferred to force spectroscopy applications. Fast and non-invasive alignment could eventually
be realized by a newly developed optical method using widefield microscopy that allows to
distinguish and to localize the absorption profile of an AFM tip with nanometer precision.
The high accuracy and reliability of the approach could be shown in combination with ZMWs
and was proven to be suitable for high-throughput force spectroscopy measurements within
these nano-structures.
Furthermore, the experimental yields of force spectroscopic studies were improved in this
project by the introduction of a monovalent Strep-Tactin construct as a new specific tether-
ing system in AFM force spectroscopy. Its controlled force geometry through only one subunit
of the tetramer allows for higher long-term stability of the measurements and increased speci-
ficity of the recorded data compared to formerly applied systems. Owing to its high data
yield, the molecular complex between SII:monoST could be thoroughly characterized and
differences in the force response dependent on the respective pulling geometry (i.e. C- or
N-terminal Strep-tag peptide) could be detected. The new tethering system was applied in
force spectroscopy studies of smMLCK with respect to conformational changes upon presence
of different ligands. Due to the increased specificity and the high data yield of the employed
system even small alterations in the unfolding pattern could be characterized and attributed
to the effects of ligand binding. Detection of a small energy barrier (at the beginning of ki-
nase unfolding) was interpreted as a conformational change that releases auto-inhibition by
removal of the pseudo-substrate. Additionally, identification of bound RLC substrate during
AFM force application indicates the probable existence of an additional activation pathway
of smMLCK besides the calmodulin induced conformational change.
In the future, the developed strategies and techniques in fluorescence and AFM-based force
spectroscopy should be applied in a combined approach of simultaneously recording force and
fluorescence data of probed force-sensing molecules. Optical observation of substrate binding
events upon force-induced conformational changes could lead to a systematic and fundamental
understanding of signal processing by mechanoenzymatic proteins.
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T
o study protein networks at the single
molecule level, precise targeting and
localization of its constituents are in-
dispensable prerequisites. To this end, we
developed the Single-Molecule Cut & Paste
(SMC&P) technique,1,2 which combines the
angstrom level precision of the scanning
probe microscope with the selectivity of
biomolecular interactions for the assem-
bly of molecules in arbitrary arrangements.
It allows individual molecules to be picked
up from a depot area and assembled one by
one at a chosen position in a “construction
site” in the target area (Scheme 1).
SMC&P is based on noncovalent, but
thermally stable, bonds for storage (depot),
handling (AFM cantilever), and deposition
(target). These bonds are chosen such that
the force required to release the storage
interaction is lower than the force required
to overcome the handle attachment, which
again is lower than the deposition bond (Fs <
Fh < Fd). For one-by-one assembly, the func-
tionalized AFM cantilever tip is allowed to
bind a transfer molecule in the depot area
via the specific handle. Upon retraction the
storage bond ruptures, the transfer mole-
cule remains attached to the cantilever and
is then transferred to the construction site.
There, the AFM tip is lowered and the
transfer molecule forms a deposition bond
and is thus placed at a chosen position in
the construction site. Upon retraction of the
tip, the handle bond ruptures, while the
transfer molecule remains at its position,
and the AFM tip is free again to pick up a
new transfer molecule from the depot area.
Remarkably, the system is now in the same
state as prior to the first pick-up so that
the SMC&P-process may be repeated with
the same tip in a cyclic manner. The rupture
forces in this hierarchical system, which
allow this cut and paste process to be run
over thousands of cycles, may either be
programmed by the selection of the bind-
ing partners or predetermined by the force
loading rates.36 Note that for each of these
bond-rupture processes a force versus dis-
tance curve is recorded to verify that indeed
individualmoleculeswere handled or, in the
case of high density tip functionalization, to
provide an estimate of the number of trans-
ferred molecules per cycle.
During recent years, this method was
improved and taken from the initial DNA-
based stage via the functional assembly of
RNA aptamers7 to the much more complex
protein level.8,9 The first approach in protein
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ABSTRACT In synthetic biology, “understanding by building” requires
exquisite control of the molecular constituents and their spatial organization.
Site-specific coupling of DNA to proteins allows arrangement of different protein
functionalities with emergent properties by self-assembly on origami-like DNA
scaffolds or by direct assembly via Single-Molecule Cut & Paste (SMC&P). Here, we
employed the ybbR-tag/Sfp system to covalently attach Coenzyme A-modified DNA
to GFP and, as a proof of principle, arranged the chimera in different patterns by SMC&P. Fluorescence recordings of individual molecules proved that the
proteins remained folded and fully functional throughout the assembly process. The high coupling efficiency and specificity as well as the negligible size
(11 amino acids) of the ybbR-tag represent a mild, yet versatile, general and robust way of adding a freely programmable and highly selective attachment
site to virtually any protein of interest.
KEYWORDS: proteinDNA chimera . single-molecule cut & paste . AFM . spatial arrangement . patterning .
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SMC&P relied on the use of Zincfinger fusion proteins.9
The Zincfinger moiety and its specifically bound DNA
transfer strand acted as a shuttle for other proteins of
interest, combining the advantages and reproducibil-
ity of DNA-only SMC&P with the ability to selectively
collect and deposit single proteins without loss of
functionality. The need for an even more versatile
protein transport system arises from the size of the
Zincfinger, which imposes a rather big alteration to the
protein of interest; its poor solubility, especially in
combination with more complex protein candidates;
and the noncovalent nature of its DNA interaction.
Minimal modification of the proteins of interest, as
well as covalent attachment to the DNA carrier, is
greatly desirable. Moreover, there is a general need
for robust strategies to selectively couple DNA to pro-
teins. Such chimeras are extremely useful in immunobio-
logical applications10,11 as well as nanobiotechnology,12
e.g., for the DNA origami technology.13 Since the
various options to couple DNA-oligonucleotides to
proteins harbor certain drawbacks, no gold standard
exists hitherto.
Click-chemistry,14 e.g., while being very specific and
selective itself, requires less selective modification of
amino acid side chains15 or the incorporation of non-
natural amino acids into proteins.16,17 The latter is
often laborious in terms of expression system and
yield.18 Furthermore, reaction conditions can be rather
harsh for proteins or relatively inefficient.19 Coupling
strategies involving bifunctional cross-linkers are less
specific. Attachment can be achieved via either pri-
mary amino groups in proteins or thiol groups, which
often requires incorporation of a single accessible
cysteine and mutation of others. Thus, full integrity
and functionality of the modified proteins is not guar-
anteed or even unlikely. Furthermore, suicide enzymes,
e.g., HaloTag or SNAP-tag (hAGT), could be employed
as fusion protein tags for site-specific immobilization
reactions.2022 However, their respective sizes of 33
and 20 kDa diminish their attractiveness for single-
protein manipulation.
We thus chose to employ the 11 amino acid ybbR-tag
that, assisted by the Phosphopantetheinyl Transferase
Sfp,23 allows for the site-selective attachment of Co-
enzyme A (CoA)-modified DNA to proteins of inter-
est24 (Scheme 1). Coenzyme A is easily reacted to
commercially available Maleimide-modified oligonu-
cleotides via its intrinsic thiol group, and the already-
coupled construct is available upon request for purchase
from several companies. The ybbR-tag technology is
widely used for labeling proteins with, e.g., biotin or
fluorescent dyes and works efficiently on either N- or
C-terminus or accessible unstructured regions of pro-
teins.25 The ybbR-tag/Sfp system can be further em-
ployed in the immobilization of proteins on Coenzyme
A-functionalized solid carriers or surfaces.2628
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We expressed GFP with an N-terminal ybbR-tag and
a C-terminal short GCN4-tag and reacted the construct
with Coenzyme A-modified transfer-DNA with high
yield (Supporting Information Figure S1). The purified
chimera was then successfully incorporated in SMC&P
experiments. Transport processes were extremely effi-
cient, and the GFP remained intact and fluorescent
throughout the SMC&Pprocedure (Figures 1a,b, and 2).
The number of transported molecules can be easily
tuned by using either different cantilever sizes and/or
varying functionalization densities at the cantilever tip
(Figures 1 and 2). Glass surface functionalization is kept
as dense as possible to allow for a homogeneous
distribution of transfer-DNA:protein complex binding
sites in the depot and target area. The number of
deposited protein molecules is thus solely dependent
on the number of GCN4-binding antibody anchors on
the cantilever tip.
To achieve the highest precision possible and to
prove that individualmolecules can be transported, we
performed SMC&P of the GFP-DNA chimera employing
BioLever Mini (BLM) cantilevers. Such cantilevers har-
bor extremely sharp and small, but still functionaliz-
able, tips (10 nm nominal tip radius of curvature;
sharpened from the initial pyramidal shape by an
oxidation process) and hence, offer the highest accu-
racy in molecule deposition. Grid patterns of 8  8
distinct transfer sites (10.5 10.5 μm in size, 1.5 μm in
eachdirectionbetweeneachgridpoint)were assembled
(Figure 1 and Supporting Information Figure S2). The
transport process was followed directly by recording
force distance curves with the AFM during SMC&P
Scheme 1. SMC&Pwith a chimeric GFPDNAmoiety. (a) To
ensure a hierarchical force distribution, DNA duplex inter-
action is utilized in depot and target region, with the DNA in
zipper (Frupture∼ 20 pN)3 and shear conformation (Frupture∼
65 pN),4 respectively. The intermediate force for the trans-
port handle was achieved using an anti-GCN4-peptide
single-chain antibody fragment (Frupture ∼ 50 pN).5 (b)
Principle of repeatable transfer cycling in protein SMC&P
experiments.
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cycling (Figure 1 and Supporting Information Figure S3).
The pattern was subsequently imaged by TIRF mi-
croscopy (Figure 1a and Supporting Information
Figure S2a). The number of deposited GFP molecules
arises from the fluorescence signal over time at a
distinct grid point (Figure 1b). We could thus show
that indeed single molecules were transferred. Nota-
bly, SMC&P utilizing such sharp-tipped cantilevers can
also result in force curves devoid of any rupture event
and thus no GFP deposition (Figure 1c). In some cases,
even though single rupture events were observed, no
fluorescence signal could be detected at the corre-
sponding grid position (Figure 1d). A likely cause is the
limited photostability of GFP. A fraction of the GFP
molecules can be expected to already undergo pho-
tobleaching during the purification and SMC&P pre-
paration process. Thus, nonfluorescent GFP molecules
would be occasionally transported as well. Further-
more, the rupture events underlying the SMC&P pro-
cedure only have a certain probability to lie in the
expected force range. In rare cases, the observed
rupture event for the deposition process could
therefore theoretically originate from a rupture of the
shear DNA deposition bond (a most probable rupture
force ∼65 pN would be expected for the utilized
40 bp duplex at the observed loading rates around
300 pN/s)4 instead of the desired antibody fragment/
GCN4-peptide dissociation (Frupture ∼ 50 pN at the
observed loading rates around 300 pN/s).5 This would
result in the GFP-DNA chimera remaining on the canti-
lever and could hence also account for the absence of a
fluorescence signal in the respective grid position.
In a typical SMC&P experiment where a 64-point
distinct deposition pattern was assembled, an average
of 0.89 molecules per cycle were picked up from the
Figure 1. Individual GFP molecules can be transported with AFM cantilevers. (a) Representative 3  4 deposition point grid
section obtained by SMC&P of GFPmolecules employing a BLM cantilever (standard deviation of the fluorescence signal over
100 s, ImageJ)with 7observableGFP signals out of 12 transfer cycles. (b) Rupture forces around50pN (at loading rates around
300 pN/s) correspond to single deposition events in the target area and correlate with a single bleaching step in the
fluorescence signal over time at the distinct deposition point (2 2 pixel area). (c) Target force curves showing no force built-
up correspond to cycles where nomolecule could be deposited, which is also evident from the lack of a fluorescence signal at
the respective grid position. (d) Due to its limited photostability, a fraction of the GFP molecules is expected to already be
bleached throughout the purification and SMC&P preparation process. Yet, the dualmode of transport observation;directly
following forcedistance curves while performing SMC&P and subsequent fluorescence imaging;allows the detection of
single GFP deposition events, even in the absence of a fluorescence signal.
Figure 2. High transport efficiency protein SMC&P. (a) After
exposure of the 552-point deposition snowflake pattern for
60 s (0.1 s exposure time at ∼10 W/cm2), it still appears
homogeneous and clearly discernible. The pattern template
and the average fluorescence over the first (bright) and last
(faint) 20 frames of the TIRFM acquisition (600 frames at
0.1 s exposure time) are depicted. (b) Judging from extre-
mely high rupture forces, several (>20) GFPmolecules were
transported in each cycle.
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depot area, judging from the according force spectros-
copy data. More relevantly, an average of 0.84 mol-
ecules were deposited per cycle, based on rupture
force evaluation. A fluorescence-based assessment of
the number of transported and actually deposited
moleculesgives rise to anaverage valueof0.5molecules
per cycle (Supporting Information Figure S2). For
comparison, in former DNA-only SMC&P experiments,
employing AFM probes with broader tips, around 0.5
molecules per cycle were transported.29 Further, in ear-
lier Zincfinger-basedprotein-SMC&P approaches,where
larger numbers of molecules should be transferred
with densely functionalized broad-tipped cantilevers,
efficiencies ranged around 2 molecules per cycle.9
Conditions are optimized in a way that mostly
individual molecules are transported. Rarely, the trans-
port of two molecules per cycle is observed, whereas
SMC&P cycles devoid of a deposition event are much
more likely to occur. A transport efficiency of less than
one molecule per cycle is acceptable for the benefit of
being able to frequently transport truly individual
protein constructs. Under the given conditions, one
SMC&P cycle takes less than 3 s. This is mainly affected
by the chosen pulling speeds that are optimized with
respect to apparent loading rates and thus probable
rupture forces. These parameters require careful ad-
justment to ensure functional and structural integrity of
the transported protein as well as balancing the hier-
archical rupture force “triangle” the SMC&P principle
builds-up on. Binding kinetics of the interacting mol-
ecules are not expected to be limiting under the experi-
mental conditions (see Supporting Information, p S7).
To further demonstrate the robustness of the
SMC&P setup, we additionally utilized a pyramidal
shaped MLCT cantilever probe with a nominal tip
curvature radius of approximately 20 nm to assemble
the pattern of a snowflake in 552 transfer cycles
(Figure 2). GFP fluorescence of the pattern was extre-
mely strong, and after laser exposure at 10 W/cm2
for 60 s, the homogeneous pattern was still clearly
discernible (Figure 2). Considering GFP's limited photo-
stability, this indicates high transport efficiency. Judg-
ing from AFM rupture force curves of this experiment,
more than 20 molecules were transported per cycle.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have largely improved protein-
based SMC&P in terms of versatility, precision, effi-
ciency and robustness. The adaptability of the system
will in the future allow tackling of any protein of
interest in single-molecule studies or in complex pro-
tein networks, spatially arranged by means of SMC&P.
Moreover, protein SMC&P can be utilized to for exam-
ple place individual enzymes in the center of bow-tie
nanoantenna structures30 or Zero-Mode Waveguides
(ZMW), as has been demonstrated for DNA.31 In favor
of this, the applicability of cantilever tips with a high
aspect ratio is especially crucial for protein SMC&P as
the cantilevers with larger pyramidal shaped tips ex-
ceed the dimensions of the nanometer-sized holes of
ZMWs. The precision and spatial control achieved with
protein SMC&P will thereby significantly improve en-
zymatic studies in the presence of high concentrations
of fluorescent substrates that are unmet by other
single-molecule fluorescence methods.32
Importantly, the proteinDNA coupling strategy
employing Coenzyme A-modified DNA and the ybbR-
tag/Sfp system proved to be high-yielding, straightfor-
ward (also with other protein constructs, data not
shown), and relatively inexpensive in terms of material
costs and time. It thus promises to be a useful tool in
providing proteinDNA chimeras, which should also
be advantageous for other fields of nanobiotechnology
and protein engineering.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
SMC&P experiments were carried out on a combined AFM/
TIRFM setup, as described previously1 and detailed information
can be found in the Supporting Information. In short, GFP
harboring an N-terminal Hexa-His-tag, followed by an 11 amino
acid ybbR-tag25 and a C-terminal GCN4-tag5 was expressed in
Escherichia coli BL21 DE3 CodonPlus and purified according
to standard protocols. The construct was then reacted with
Coenzyme A-modified transfer-DNA (biomers.net GmbH, Ulm,
Germany) in the presence of Sfp. The progress of the coupling
reaction was assessed by SDS-PAGE and subsequent fluores-
cence scanning as well as Coomassie staining of gels. The
GFPDNA chimera was then purified by anion exchange
chromatography. The construct was bound to the DNA-depot
area on a functionalized glass surface via a custom-built micro-
fluidic system. SMC&P was achieved by means of anti-GCN4
antibody functionalized cantilever tips, delivering GFPDNA
molecules from the depot area to the construction site in the
target area. BLM cantilevers were used to transport individual
GFPDNA chimeras. MLCT cantilevers were utilized for com-
parison and high transport efficiencies. Molecule pick-up and
depositionwas followed directly byAFM forcedistance curves,
and the assembled pattern was imaged by TIRF microscopy
subsequent to the writing process. Simultaneous detection of
AFM curves and fluorescence is also possible; however, it was
not feasible for GFP due to its relatively low photostability.
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The experiments described in the manuscript were performed on an AFM/TIRFM hybrid, 
the details of which may be found in Gumpp et al.1 This supporting information specifies 
methods and materials that are relevant for the conduction of the measurements discussed 
in the main text. 
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AFM Measurements 
A custom built AFM head and an Asylum Research MFP3D controller (Asylum 
Research, Santa Barbara, USA), which provides ACD and DAC channels as well as a 
DSP board for setting up feedback loops, were used. Software for the automated control 
of the AFM head and xy-piezos during the SMC&P experiments was programmed in Igor 
Pro (Wave Metrics, Lake Oswego, USA). MLCT-AUHW cantilevers (Bruker, Camarillo, 
USA; 20 nm nominal tip radius, pyramidal shaped probe) and BioLever Mini (BL-
AC40TS, here “BLM”) cantilevers (Olympus, Japan; 10 nm nominal tip radius, 
sharpened probe) were chemically modified (see Preparation of Cantilevers) and 
calibrated in solution using the equipartition theorem.2,3 Pulling velocities were set to 2 
µm/s in the depot and 0.2 µm/s in the target area. The positioning feedback accuracy is 
±3 nm. However, long-term deviations may arise due to thermal drift. Typical times for 
one Cut & Paste cycle amount to approximately 3 s in these experiments. 
 
TIRF Microscopy 
The fluorescence microscope of the hybrid instrument excites the sample through the 
objective in total internal reflection mode. A 100x/1.49 oil immersion objective (CFI 
Apochromat TIRF, Nikon, Japan) was employed. Blue excitation for monitoring GFP 
fluorescence was achieved with a fiber-coupled 473 nm diode laser (iBEAM smart, 
Toptica Photonics, Gräfelfing, Germany) at an estimated excitation intensity of 
approximately 10 W/cm2. The corresponding filter set consists of z 470/10 (Chroma, 
Bellows Falls, VT, USA), ND10A (for grid experiments, Thorlabs GmbH, Dachau, 
Germany), z 470 RDC, HQ 525/50, HQ485lp (all of Chroma, Bellows Falls, VT, USA) 
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and HC 750/SP (AHF, Tübingen, Germany) filters. Images were recorded with a back-
illuminated EMCCD camera (DU-860D, Andor, Belfast, Ireland) in frame transfer mode 
with 1 MHz readout rate at a frame rate of 10 Hz. The camera was water cooled and 
operated at -75 °C.  
 
Preparation of the C11L34 Single Chain Antibody Fragment 
The C11L34 single chain antibody fragment was prepared as described previously.4 The 
scFv construct harbored a C-terminal Hexa-His-tag followed by a Cys to allow for site-
specific immobilization and was obtained by periplasmic expression in E. coli SB536. 
C11L34 was purified by Ni2+ and immobilized antigen affinity chromatography 
according to standard protocols. The concentration was adjusted to ~1.4 mg/ml in a 
storage buffer containing 50 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.2, 50 mM NaCl and 10 mM 
EDTA.  
 
Preparation of the ybbR-GFP-GCN4 Construct 
A superfolderGFP5 construct was designed to harbor an N-terminal ybbR-tag 
(DSLEFIASKLA)6, 7 and a C-terminal GCN4-tag (YHLENEVARLKKL).8 The sfGFP 
gene was PCR amplified from a synthetic template (Lifetechnologies, Paisley, UK) with 
primers containing the respective tag coding sequences. The construct was cloned into a 
modified pGEX6P2 vector (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK) that, in addition to the 
GST-tag, harbors a Hexa-His-Tag and a TEV-Protease cleavage site, by means of NdeI 
and XhoI restriction sites. 
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The resulting fusion protein (ybbR-sfGFP-GCN4) harbored a GST- as well as a Hexa-
His-tag and was expressed in E.coli BL21 DE3 CodonPlus cells (Agilent Technologies, 
Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA). For this, one liter of SB medium was inoculated with 10 ml 
of an overnight culture and grown at 37°C. When an OD600 of 0.7 had been reached, over 
night expression at 18°C was induced by adding 0.25mM IPTG.  
Cells were lysed in 50mM Tris HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 2mM DTT, 5% Glycerol, by 
a French pressure cell press. The ybbR-sfGFP-GCN4 construct was obtained in the 
soluble fraction and purified by Glutathione affinity chromatography on a GSTrap 
column (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK). After over night incubation with 
PreScission protease the GST-tag was removed and the protein further purified by Ni-
IMAC over a HisTrap HP column (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK). The purified 
protein was concentrated and the buffer exchanged (50mM Tris HCl pH7.5, 150mM 
NaCl, 2mM DTT, 5% Glycerol) by ultrafiltration in 10 kDa MWCO Amicon centrifuge 
filter devices (EMD Millipore Corporation, Billerica, MA, USA). Protein was stored at -
80°C at a final concentration of 6.5 µM. 
 
Sfp-mediated Coupling of Coenzyme A-modified DNA to ybbR-GFP-GCN4 
3’-Coenzyme A-modified transfer DNA was synthesized by biomers.net GmbH (Ulm, 
Germany). Lyophilized DNA was dissolved in Sfp-buffer (120 mM TrisHCl pH7.5, 10 
mM MgCl2, 150 mM NaCl, 2% Glycerol, 2 mM DTT) to a concentration of 100 mM. 
The coupling reaction was slightly altered from Yin et al.6 by mixing 10 nmol CoA-DNA 
with 7.2 nmol ybbR-GFP-GCN4 and 0.75 nmol Sfp in a total volume of 1.5 ml in Sfp-
buffer. The mix was incubated at room temperature and the progress of the reaction was 
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followed by analyzing aliquots in SDS-PAGE. Best coupling efficiency (ca. 90%) was 
achieved after concentrating the entire reaction mix 10fold by ultrafiltration and over 
night incubation at room temperature. To remove remaining free DNA, the GFP-DNA 
construct was further purified by anion exchange chromatography (Suppl. Fig. S1a) on a 
HiTrap Q HP column (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK). Fractions were analyzed by 
SDS-PAGE (Suppl. Fig. S1b) and UV/Vis spectrometry at 260, 280 and 488 nm. 
Aliquots of 3.8 µM DNA/GFP-GCN4 conjugate were stored at -80°C.  
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Supplementary Figure S1. Purification of the covalent GFP-DNA complex. (a) Chromatogram 
of the anion exchange chromatography and (b) SDS-PAGE gel imaged by fluorescence scan 
(excitation 488 nm, emission 535 nm), after Ethidium Bromide staining and UV detection and 
after Coomassie Staining. Samples loaded were: “DL” – DNA-ladder 1kb ruler (ThermoFisher 
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), “GFP” – ybbR-sfGFP-GCN4 , “DNA-GFP” – DNA-CoA-
ybbR-sfGFP-GCN4, “PL” – Protein ladder PAGERuler Prestained  (ThermoFisher Scientific, 
Waltham, MA, USA). 
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Preparation of Cantilevers 
Cantilevers (MLCT obtained from Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA and BioLever 
Mini obtained from Olympus, Japan) were oxidized in a UV-ozone cleaner (UVOH 150 
LAB, FHR Anlagenbau GmbH, Ottendorf-Okrilla, Germany) and silanized by soaking 
for 2 min in (3-Aminopropyl)dimethylethoxysilane (ABCR, Karlsruhe, Germany; 50% 
v/v in Ethanol) . Subsequently, they were washed in toluene, 2-propanol and ddH2O and 
dried at 80 °C for 30 min. After incubating the cantilevers in sodium borate buffer (pH 
8.5), a heterobifunctional PEG crosslinker9 with N-hydroxy succinimide and maleimide 
groups (MW 5000, Rapp Polymere, Tübingen, Germany) was applied for 1 h at 25 mM 
in sodium borate buffer. Afterwards, the C11L34 antibody fragments were bound to the 
cantilevers at 8 °C for 2-4 h. Finally the cantilevers were washed and stored in PBS. 
 
Preparation of Glass Surfaces 
Glass cover slips were sonicated in 50% (v/v) 2-propanol in ddH20 for 15 min and 
oxidized in a solution of 50% (v/v) hydrogen peroxide (30%) and sulfuric acid for 30 
min. They were then washed in ddH2O, dried in a nitrogen stream and then silanized by 
soaking for 1 h in (3-Aminopropyl)dimethylethoxysilane (ABCR, Karlsruhe, Germany, 
1.8 % v/v in Ethanol). Subsequently, they were washed twice in 2-propanol and ddH2O 
and dried at 80 °C for 40 min. After incubation in sodium borate buffer (pH 8.5), a 
heterobifunctional PEG crosslinker with N-hydroxy succinimide and maleimide groups 
(MW 5000, Rapp Polymere, Tübingen, Germany) was applied for 1 h at 50 mM in 
sodium borate buffer. Depot and Target DNA was reduced with TCEP and then purified 
by ethanol precipitation. DNA pellets were dissolved in phosphate buffer (pH 7.2, 50 mM 
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NaCl, 10 mM EDTA). A microfluidic system was fixed on the PEGylated cover glass, 
and the depot and target DNA oligonucleotides were pumped through the two respective 
channels and incubated for 1 h. Subsequently both channels were flushed with 1mg/ml 
BSA and then PBS. The GFP-DNA chimera was pumped into the depot channel and 
incubated for 60 min. The channel was then rinsed again with PBS and the microfluidic 
system was removed. 
 
SMC&P Experiment 
Grid patterns were written in 64 cycles with 1.5 µm space between each deposition point. 
The denser snowflake pattern was written in 552 transfer cycles. The pulling speed in the 
depot was set to 2 µm/s and in the target to 0.2 µm/s. This corresponds to approximate 
surface contact times10 (dependent on approach/retraction velocity, indentation force and 
substrate stiffness) of 8 ms and 80 ms, respectively, and should allow for ligand binding 
(compare kon(DNA)>104 M-1s-1 and kon(AB)~106 M-1s-1).10-13 Considering a single 
antibody molecule being bound to the cantilever tip and estimating its localization in a 
half sphere with r= 30 nm (length of PEG linker), the local concentration of antibody 
would be in the mM range. This is several orders of magnitude higher than the Kd for the 
antibody-peptide interaction (pM to nM range - Berger et al.;  FEBS, 1999). Taking 
further into account that bond formation is not diffusion-limited for the SMC&P 
experiment, successful attachment is very likely even at the given, short contact times. In 
addition, it is crucial for the respective interactions to be thermally stable over a long time 
span. Especially the DNA storage bonds in the depot site as well as in the construction 
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site are required to not passively dissociate. Judging from the extremely low expected 
off-rates (koff(DNA)>10-10 s-1, koff(AB)~10-4 s-1)4, 14 this prerequisite should be fulfilled.  
One SMC&P cycle is completed in less than 3 s, this is mainly dependent on the pulling 
speed, which is optimized with respect to loading rates and thus rupture forces. This 
warrants that the zipper-DNA storage bond is more likely to rupture during the pickup 
process than the newly formed antibody – GCN4-peptide bond, whereas the shear-DNA 
bond formed in the deposition process is more likely to withstand the final retraction. 
The functionalization density of the cantilever, depot and target region was adjusted to 
allow for high effectiveness in SMC&P. Transfer efficiencies were determined from 
rupture events and forces (Fig. 2, 3, Suppl. Fig. S3) as well as fluorescence intensity 
traces (Fig. 2) of transported GFP molecules over time.  
Rupture forces and loading rates were evaluated from AFM force distance curves that 
were recorded for each pick-up and deposition process (moving average smoothing over 
5 data points was employed for improved visualization in Fig. 2, but not evaluation) 
utilizing a quantum mechanically corrected WLC model15 (force spectroscopy data was 
evaluated in Igor Pro).  
Fluorescence bleaching of deposited molecules in a 2x2 pixel area (180 nm/pixel), 
corresponding to the 4 brightest pixels in the expected deposition vicinity, was followed 
for 200 s at 0.1 s exposure time. Smoothing, by moving average over five data points, for 
improved bleaching step perceptibility and analysis were performed in ImageJ. Where 
applicable, i.e. with the number of transported GFP molecules being in an, in our hands, 
resolvable range in the time course experiments (for BLM grids), exact numbers of 
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deposited GFP molecules could be deduced from bleaching steps in the fluorescence 
traces (Fig. 2, Suppl. Fig. S2 – traces not shown).  
For MLCT cantilevers the transfer efficiency ranged around 20 (as found for the 
snowflake pattern; deduced from rupture forces Fig. 3) molecules per cycle. For the 
sharp-tipped BLM cantilevers functionalization conditions were limiting, so that mainly 
single molecules were transported and not all SMC&P cycles resulted in a deposition 
(Fig. 2, Suppl. Fig. S2) 
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Supplementary Figure S2. Representative 8x8 deposition point grid pattern of a GFP SMC&P 
experiment employing a BLM cantilever. (a) The TIRFM image represents the standard deviation 
of the fluorescence within the recorded series as evaluated with ImageJ (exemplary BLM 8x8 
grid: first 774 frames at 0.1 s exposure time). (b) The number of deposited GFP molecules in each 
grid position was determined from fluorescence signals over time in 2x2 pixel areas, 
representative of the 4 brightest pixels in the approximated deposition vicinity. (c) Superposition 
of the TIRFM image and the color-coded deposition count panel (blue - 0, red – 1, pale red - 2 
GFP molecules). 
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Supplementary Figure S3. Representative example curves of GFP SMC&P experiments 
employing BLM cantilevers. Curves that represent no rupture, i.e. no pick-up or deposition events 
are depicted in tints of blue. Single-event curves are shown in tints of red. (a) Single-event depot 
rupture forces range around 20 pN (corresponding with the unzipping of the DNA storage 
bond)16, (b) whereas single-event target rupture forces range around 50 pN, which resembles the 
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rupture of a single anti-GNC4 antibody/GCN4-peptide interaction at the observed loading rates of 
~300 pN/s.4 
 
Oligomer Sequences 
thiolated depot oligomer 
5' SH - TTT TTT CAT GCA AGT AGC TAT TCG AAC TAT AGC TTA AGG ACG TCA A 
thiolated target oligomer 
5' CAT GCA AGT AGC TAT TCG AAC TAT AGC TTA AGG ACG TCA ATT TTT T– SH 
CoA-modified transfer oligomer for protein coupling 
5' TTG ACG TCC TTA AGC TAT AGT TCG AAT AGC TAC TT G CAT GTT TTT TTT TTT TTT- 
CoA 3’ 
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C-5 Propynyl Modifications Enhance the Mechanical
Stability of DNA
Daniela Aschenbrenner,[a] Fabian Baumann,[a] Lukas F. Milles,[a] Diana A. Pippig,*[a, b] and
Hermann E. Gaub[a]
Increased thermal or mechanical stability of DNA duplexes is
desired for many applications in nanotechnology or -medicine
where DNA is used as a programmable building block. Modifi-
cations of pyrimidine bases are known to enhance thermal sta-
bility and have the advantage of standard base-pairing and
easy integration during chemical DNA synthesis. Through
single-molecule force spectroscopy experiments with atomic
force microscopy and the molecular force assay we investigat-
ed the effect of pyrimidines harboring C-5 propynyl modifica-
tions on the mechanical stability of double-stranded DNA. Uti-
lizing these complementary techniques, we show that propyn-
yl bases significantly increase the mechanical stability if the
DNA is annealed at high temperature. In contrast, modified
DNA complexes formed at room temperature and short incu-
bation times display the same stability as non-modified DNA
duplexes.
In recent years, DNA has emerged as a prominent nanoscale
building block. It exhibits unparalleled properties such as the
ability to self-assemble depending on its sequence, which can
be designed as required. Thus, two- and three-dimensional de-
fined structures such as scaffolded DNA origami[1] can be creat-
ed at the nanoscale. Another example are small “DNA bricks”,[2]
which can be assembled to larger structures in a LEGO-like
fashion. However, materials that are prepared using DNA
harbor the drawback of only limited thermal stability. In gener-
al, DNA structures cannot be employed at elevated tempera-
tures in solution as they disassemble at high temperatures. In
order to overcome this disadvantage, the heat tolerance of
DNA structures can, for example, be improved by about 30 8C
by photo-cross-linking.[3] For other applications, the limiting
factor is the mechanical stability of DNA structures. It is not di-
rectly correlated to the structures’ thermal stability, as it largely
depends on the orientation in which an external force is ap-
plied. A standard example is given by a short DNA duplex.
Here, a higher rupture force is observed if the duplex is melted
by applying a force load in shear geometry at opposing 5’ ter-
mini than if the DNA is opened like a zipper from 5’ and 3’ ter-
mini of the same end.[4] In the latter case, one base pair at
a time is loaded under force while in the first case all base
pairs are stretched simultaneously. For the shearing of short
DNA duplexes, the average rupture force is thus dependent on
the number of base pairs (bps).[5] At rupture forces of about
65 pN a force plateau is reached. This so-called BS-transition
can be attributed to an overstretching of the DNA and is al-
ready observed for DNA duplexes as short as 30 bp.[6] Internal
modifications of bases are capable of altering both thermal
and mechanical stability of a DNA duplex. A prominent exam-
ple is the methylation of the 5’ position of cytosine.[7] Depend-
ing on the amount and position of modified bases in a DNA
duplex the melting temperature[8] and the probability of strand
dissociation under force are altered, as methylation can both
stabilize and destabilize DNA duplexes.[9] Another alternative is,
for example, the use of salicylic aldehyde nucleosides, which
confers strong mechanical stabilization upon copper
complexation.[10]
In order to reach higher mechanical stability, integration of
bases modified with a propynyl group at the 5’ position of pyr-
imidines[11] is promising, as the apolar planar group extends
into the major groove and enhances base-stacking. Graham
et al.[12] determined the thermodynamic parameters for a 12 bp
DNA duplex containing five propynyl bases compared to an
unmodified duplex with UV-melting studies : the significant de-
crease in enthalpy is attributed to the electronic interactions in
base-stacking and counteracts the entropy decrease likely re-
sulting from more ordered water molecules normally found in
the major groove. This results in a decrease in free energy DG
and thus a stabilized complex.[12] Compared to other base
modifications such as methylation, the incorporated propynyl
bases lead to an even higher increase in melting temperature
per base,[13] number and position of the propynyl bases play-
ing an important role.[14] Higher mechanical stabilities would
be useful to render DNA nanostructures more stable in the
presence of external forces, for example, for techniques such
as the molecular force assay (MFA), where the mechanical sta-
bility of a molecular complex is determined by comparing it to
a known DNA reference complex. An increase in mechanical
stability of the DNA duplex broadens the dynamic range of the
assay and enables, for example, the characterization of pro-
tein–protein interactions.[15]
Herein, the MFA technique is employed together with
atomic force microscope (AFM) based force spectroscopy to
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characterize the difference in mechanical stability of short DNA
duplexes with varying numbers of integrated propynyl bases.
Three different 40-base-pair-long oligonucleotides are investi-
gated in shear mode, harboring no modification (0P), eight
propynyl bases (8P) and 22 propynyl bases (22P), respectively
(Scheme 1). The sequence is identical for all three strands, en-
abling binding to the same complementary DNA strand. A sta-
bilization of the DNA complex to average rupture forces
higher than the 65 pN that can be reached with unmodified
DNA is desired. Therefore, the length of 40 bps is chosen for
the duplexes. Two complementary force spectroscopy tech-
niques are employed to characterize the DNA duplexes. The
basic principle of the measurement with the atomic force mi-
croscope (AFM)[6, 16] is displayed in Scheme 2 a. The two strands
are attached covalently via PEG spacers to the lower surface
and the cantilever, respectively. Upon lowering the cantilever
onto the glass slide, the DNA duplex to be investigated is
formed. Retraction of the force-calibrated cantilever stretches
the PEG linker and the DNA duplex until it finally ruptures, as
depicted in the resulting example force–distance curve
(Scheme 2 a). The force resolution is limited due to thermal
fluctuations by the size of the cantilever, which acts as the
force sensor. In MFA[17] the size of the force sensor is minimized
to a second DNA duplex. As shown in Scheme 2 b, this refer-
ence duplex is coupled in series
with the duplex to be investigat-
ed and clamped between two
surfaces. Retraction of the upper
surface compares the mechani-
cal stability of both complexes
directly until, statistically, the
weaker one ruptures. The out-
come of the experiment is given
by the position of the fluoro-
phore dye on the linker after
force load, as it stays with the
stronger duplex. A second dye
on the uppermost DNA strand
forming a FRET pair with the dye
on the linker allows for correc-
tion of constructs that did not
couple to the upper surface and
have thus not been under force
load. The main advantage of the
MFA technique lies in the paral-
lelization of force-spectroscopy
experiments. About 104 com-
plexes per mm2 are tested simul-
taneously.[18] An important differ-
ence between the two tech-
niques is the incubation time
and condition of the duplex to
be investigated. While for the
AFM experiment the incubation
time of the duplex depends on
the contact time of the cantile-
ver with the surface, the duplex
in the MFA experiment is pre-incubated overnight and can
also be annealed with a temperature ramp starting from dena-
turing temperatures.
In order to determine if integration of propynyl bases leads
to average rupture forces higher than for unmodified DNA,
AFM experiments were performed. To exclude calibration un-
certainties, all measurements were conducted with the same
cantilever harboring the complementary strand, while the
strands 0P, 8P and 22P were covalently attached to the surface
in three distinct populations. Representative histograms for
data obtained with a retraction velocity of 1000 nm s¢1 are dis-
played in Figure 1. The histograms are fitted with the Bell–
Evans model (Supporting Information) and the most probable
rupture forces were 65.14.5 pN (0P; N = 705 curves), 65.5
4.4 pN (8P; N = 579) and 64.74.5 pN (22P; N = 1079), respec-
tively. Thus, the most probable rupture forces of 0P, 8P and
22P cannot be distinguished within the error bars. The same
conclusion holds true for the other tested retraction velocities
of the cantilever (the corresponding data can be found in the
Supporting Information). However, although the most proba-
ble rupture forces were indistinguishable within error, we per-
formed pair-wise two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests, in
order to test the hypothesis whether the rupture force distri-
butions are significantly different. For all retraction velocities
Scheme 1. Propynyl bases and DNA sequences. In order to obtain propynyl bases, the 5’ position of the pyrimi-
dines cytidine or thymidine is modified with an additional propynyl group, which extends into the major groove
of the DNA helix. A stabilization of the DNA duplex harboring propynyl bases is thus expected to result from en-
hanced base-stacking. DNA oligonucleotides with the same sequence but a different number of propynyl bases,
namely none (0P, blue), 8 (8P, orange) and 22 (22P, purple) are investigated.
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besides 500 nm s¢1, the rupture force distributions for 8P and
22P were significantly different from the 0P distribution with
a p value below 0.05. Hereby, the p values of the 22P distribu-
tions are considerably smaller than that those of the 8P distri-
butions, when compared against the 0P distributions. This can
also be seen in the width of the rupture force distribution,
which increases with the number of propynyl modifications.
The Bell–Evans fits to the rupture force distributions confirm
the validity of the model for this data and allow for the deter-
mination of the distance to the transition state in the binding
energy landscape. We found for the three modified duplexes
0P, 8P and 22P a Dx of 0.5820.024 nm, 0.5140.019 nm, and
0.4160.010 nm respectively.
Figure 2 displays the characterization of the same sequences
with MFA. In order to make the data directly comparable, all
duplexes in question are tested against identical reference
DNA. The normalized fluorescence (NF) gives the ratio of still
intact reference duplexes after force load in comparison to the
initial amount of assembled molecular constructs after correc-
tion for background and complexes that have not been under
force load. Thus, a decreased value of the NF results from
a strengthened duplex in question. With the MFA, the duplexes
with 0P, 8P and 22P oligonucleotides were tested in two var-
iants: for one sample the duplexes were pre-incubated at
room temperature (RT) overnight, for the other they were an-
nealed by heating to 95 8C and cooling to 5 8C over four hours.
We determined the following results for the NF mean values
and error bars: NFRT(0P) = (0.3410.007), NFRT(8P) = (0.327
0.014), and NFRT(22P) = (0.3160.013) for the incubation at RT
as well as NF95(0P) = (0.3440.011), NF95(8P) = (0.3060.012),
NF95(22P) = (0.2620.017) for the annealed complexes. The re-
spective results for the two samples are depicted in Figure 2.
For the duplexes incubated at RT (right bars), a slight stabiliza-
tion depending on the number of modifications is discernible,
although within standard deviation error bars. In contrast, for
the duplexes annealed at high temperature (left bars), the sta-
bilization effect is significant.
The MFA determines the relative stability of the DNA duplex
in question by comparing it to a DNA reference duplex during
Scheme 2. Experimental setups of AFM and MFA. The DNA duplexes are in-
vestigated with two complementary single-molecule force spectroscopy
techniques. To this end, all three DNA strands are hybridized to the same,
unmodified complementary strand and integrated into the experimental set-
ups of the AFM (a) as well as the MFA (b). In the well-established AFM force
spectroscopy, the two DNA strands of the duplex are covalently attached to
a lower glass surface and a cantilever, respectively. The duplex to be investi-
gated (blue) forms when the cantilever is lowered onto the glass surface. Re-
traction of the force-calibrated cantilever yields a force-distance curve as the
outcome of the experiment. The cantilever of the AFM experiment can be
regarded as an elastic spring and acts as the force sensor. In contrast, in an
MFA experiment, the force sensor is given by a second DNA duplex (grey),
which is coupled in series with the duplex to be investigated (blue). Those
DNA constructs are built up on a glass slide and then clamped between two
surfaces via a biotin–streptavidin interaction (b). Retraction of the upper sur-
face builds up a force acting on both molecular complexes until, statistically,
the weaker one ruptures. The outcome of the experiment is read out via
a fluorophore (red circle) attached to the linker between the two duplexes,
which only gives a signal if the lower reference complex is still intact after
rupture. A second fluorophore coupled to the upper strand (green circle) is
necessary for the correction of the analysis if the molecular complexes did
not couple to both surfaces and thus have not been under force load.
Figure 1. Investigation of DNA duplexes containing propynyl bases with the
atomic force microscope. Representative histograms of the most probable
rupture force for a retraction velocity of the cantilever of 1000 nm s¢1 are
shown for all three DNA complexes with a varying amount of propynyl
bases. The most probable rupture forces Fmax are all within error in the vicini-
ty of the BS-transition (65 pN). They were determined by fitting the histo-
grams within the Bell–Evans formalism.
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strand separation. In comparison to the duplex with the un-
modified DNA, 0P, the probability of strand separation in the
annealed 8P sample is altered by about [NF(8P)¢NF(0P)]/
NF(0P) =¢11 % and by about ¢24 % for the annealed 22P
duplex. The parallel measurement of the three samples with
the MFA ensures identical measurement conditions and ren-
ders the obtained differences in rupture probability highly reli-
able. In the AFM measurements as well, care was taken to min-
imize measurement variations. In the characterization of the
mechanical stability of methylated DNA conducted by Severin
et al.[9] with both AFM and MFA, the experiments led to the
same results for stabilizing and destabilizing effects. We thus
attribute the differing results of the AFM from the MFA meas-
urements in this case of propynyl-modified DNA to different
conformations of the DNA, resulting from the different incuba-
tion conditions, particularly the temperature and time span. In
the AFM experiments, the duplex forms at RT during the con-
tact time of the cantilever to the surface, which is below 0.1 s.
Longer contact times to enable longer incubation times for
the duplex are not feasible, as this tremendously reduces the
probability to obtain single DNA binding events. The AFM
measurements yield distinct populations of rupture force for
all three samples, and sequence compatibility allows for one
binding mode only. The slight broadening of the force distribu-
tion width with increasing number of base modifications leads
to an elevated number of events both with lower and higher
rupture force. The higher variance of the modified DNA distri-
bution might be attributed to short-lived perturbations in
duplex formation caused by the propynyl modifications. How-
ever, this effect is very small. This leads to the assumption that
even though the DNA duplex forms during the measurement,
the short contact time is not sufficient to acquire a conforma-
tion in which the propynyl group can stabilize the DNA signifi-
cantly. In support of this assumption, the results for the MFA
measurement with samples incubated at RT also only show
a very slight, not significant, stabilization effect. This indicates
a complex energy landscape and a high potential barrier that
needs to be overcome in order to form the stabilized complex.
The fact that the stabilized complex is formed upon annealing
at high temperature might be due to an increase in kinetic de-
grees of freedom under these conditions. Double-stranded
DNA harboring more G–C base pairs is thermally more stable
due to base-stacking interactions[19] and it unbinds at a higher
external force along the long axis of the DNA.[4] It is thus
a valid assumption that enhanced mechanical stability of an-
nealed propynyl DNA is due to its increase in base-stacking
interactions.
In summary, we have demonstrated that the modification of
pyrimidines with a propynyl group at their 5’ position can
have a significant stabilization effect on DNA duplex strand
separation and thus on its mechanical stability. However, to
obtain the conformation of higher stability, the DNA has to be
pre-annealed at high temperature. Provided that heating of
the sample is possible, propynyl-modified pyrimidines can be
employed to enhance the mechanical as well as thermal stabil-
ity of double-stranded DNA. For DNA origami structures that in
general are also prepared by annealing, it has been shown
that folding to the desired structure occurs at a narrow tem-
perature range and can consequently also be achieved at con-
stant temperatures specific for the structure.[20] In this context
it might be possible to adjust the annealing process for pro-
pynyl-modified DNA for temperature-sensitive samples. The
propynyl modification offers the advantage of standard se-
quence recognition, easy availability and the lack of additional
treatments, such as irradiation with light. Notably, the charac-
terization of the propynyl-modified DNA with the AFM alone
would not have given the whole picture, as it is not possible
to measure a statistically sufficient dataset with pre-annealed
DNA. The additional measurement with the MFA technique
provided crucial complementary information on the properties
of the modified DNA.
Figure 2. Investigation of DNA duplexes containing propynyl bases with the
molecular force assay. In contrast to the AFM experiment, the DNA duplexes
are not formed when the two surfaces are brought into contact, but instead
the whole molecular construct consisting of both duplexes in series is build
up in advance onto the lower glass slide. Hereby, the upper complex can be
pre-incubated before attaching it to the surface. The more stable an upper
complex is when compared to the same reference duplex, the less fluores-
cence signal remains on the lower glass slide after force load, as the fluoro-
phore remains with the stronger duplex. This means that the NF value of
the surface becomes smaller the higher the mechanical stability of the
upper complex is. The NF values of all three DNA duplexes are displayed,
with the upper complex pre-incubated by either heating up to 95 8C and
cooling it down very slowly (4 h) to 5 8C (left bars) or overnight at room tem-
perature (right bars) (all given with standard deviation error bars). Whereas
the mode of pre-incubation does not influence the stability of the unmodi-
fied DNA strand 0P, for 8P and 22P the stabilization trend depending on the
number of propynyl bases is the same but statistically significant only for
the slowly annealed DNA.
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Experimental Section
Atomic Force Microscopy
AFM-based force spectroscopy has been applied for analyzing the
unbinding forces of the described DNA oligonucleotides compara-
ble to Ref. [6]. The DNA strands with different propynyl modifica-
tion levels were covalently coupled via PEG spacers to the probed
sample surface, whereas the complementary DNA oligonucleotides
were attached in the same manner to a BL-AC40TS-C2 cantilever
(Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). For probing the DNA, the functionalized
cantilever is brought into contact with the surface and withdrawn
at different retraction velocities, ranging from 200 to 10 000 nm s¢1.
A low molecular surface density prevents the formation of multiple
bonds between surface and cantilever tip. All measurements of the
shown dataset were conducted with the same cantilever on one
surface to ensure high comparability for different retraction veloci-
ties and DNA modification levels. In order to obtain single DNA
binding events, the experiments feature no additional contact time
of the cantilever on the surface before retraction. Force curves rep-
resenting multiple bonding, nonspecific adhesion of molecules to
the cantilever tip, or lack of interaction, were filtered out using an
automated pattern-recognition algorithm. Only single worm-like
chain force responses with a persistence length in the range of
0.1–0.5 nm and a contour length matching that of the DNA strands
were extracted for further analysis. Rupture forces for each distinct
retraction speed were plotted in histograms and fitted with the
Bell–Evans model[21] to determine the most probable rupture force
analogous to the analysis described in Ref. [6] . To obtain measure-
ments over a broad range of different loading rates, several experi-
ments were carried out for five different retraction velocities. Addi-
tionally, the standard Bell–Evans model was applied to the force
versus loading rate dependency yielding the natural dissociation
rate at zero force and the potential width Dx of the investigated
DNA duplex (the corresponding force-loading rate plots can be
found in the Supporting Information). Sample preparation and
more detailed information on the measurement of rupture forces
of DNA duplexes can be found, for example, in Ref. [6] and in the
Supporting Information.
Molecular Force Assay
The MFA experiments have been performed as described previous-
ly, for example in Ref. [17b]. For the measurements with the MFA,
three oligonucleotide strands are assembled as displayed in
Scheme 2 b to form two DNA helices, a reference duplex and
a duplex to be investigated. The lowermost strand is attached co-
valently to the lower surface, a glass slide, and binds to the lower
part of a longer strand harboring a Cy5 fluorophore dye at the
linker between the two duplexes. The uppermost DNA strand,
forming the second duplex with the longer middle strand, carries
both a biotin and a Cy3 dye, forming a FRET pair with the Cy5. The
upper surface consists of a soft PDMS stamp coated with streptavi-
din. After initial measurement of the fluorophore intensities, the
stamp is lowered onto the glass slide. The biotin allows for the
coupling of the uppermost strand to the stamp, so that the two
DNA duplexes are clamped between both surfaces. Upon retrac-
tion of the stamp, a force builds up in the complexes and the me-
chanical stabilities of the duplexes are compared until, statistically,
the weaker one ruptures. A second measurement of the remaining
fluorescence intensities on the glass slide allows for the quantita-
tive analysis of the experiment. The Cy5 dye attached to the linker
stays with the stronger duplex. Thus, the higher the ratio of re-
maining intensity on the surface is to the initial intensity, the stron-
ger the lower complex is in comparison to the upper duplex. If
a molecular complex does not couple to the stamp, the DNA du-
plexes are not under force load and the Cy5 dye remains on the
glass slide, yielding a false positive signal. This can be corrected by
subtraction of the ratio of the FRET signal, which only remains if
the complexes have not been under force load and the uppermost
strand is still on the glass slide. The outcome of the experiment is
thus given by the normalized fluorescence (NF), which denotes the
ratio of still-intact lower complexes in comparison to the initial
amount of complexes that have been under load. In the current
standard setup, sixteen different combinations of reference and
sample complex can be tested in parallel, each of them statistically
significant as about 104 molecular complexes per mm2 are tested si-
multaneously. The derivation of the equation for the normalized
fluorescence and more details of the preparation, measurement
and analysis process can be found in the Supporting Information.
In the measurements conducted here, the oligonucleotides includ-
ing the modifications were integrated as the uppermost strand, so
that the upper duplex is the complex in question. The lower com-
plex consists of a 40 bp long DNA duplex. It has a different se-
quence to prevent for cross-hybridization of the three strands. The
sequences are given in the Supporting Information.
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Supporting Information 
1. Supplementary Materials and Methods 
 
DNA Oligonucleotides 
Propynyl bases can be obtained from pyrimidines, which are modified with an additional propynyl 
group at the 5’ position of the base (see scheme 1). In desoxycytidines, this is achieved by replacing 
the H- group with the propynyl group. Desoxythymidines are replaced by desoxyuridines modified with 
the propynyl group, as uracil does not already harbor a methyl group at its 5’ position as thymidine. 
Experiments were performed with three degrees of propynyl bases: one strand contained no base 
modification (0P), one eight propynyl-desoxycytidines (8P) and the last 13 propynyl-desoxycytidines 
as well as nine propynyl-desoxyuridines yielding 22 propynyl bases (22P). The modifications are 
distributed over the same sequence of 40 bases. The unchanged base-recognition for propynyl-
modified bases yields binding of all examined oligonucleotides to the same complementary strand. All 
measurements in this study are performed at room temperature and physiological salt concentrations 
in 1xPBS buffer. 
 
MFA Preparation 
The lower surface with the two DNA duplexes in series was prepared as described previously e.g. [1] 
except for small modifications. The DNA oligomers were purchased including all modifications from 
biomers.net GmbH (Ulm, Germany) and IBA GmbH (Göttingen, Germany). 
The lowermost oligonucleotide strand was coupled covalently via its NH2-group at the 5’ end to the 
aldehyde-functionalized glass slide (Schott GmbH, Jena, Germany). Five hexaethyleneglycol (HEGL) 
linkers acted as additional spacers. In the middle strand, a Cy5 fluorophore is attached to the poly-t-
linker connecting the sequences for the two complexes. The direction of the middle strand is inverted 
in the linker, ensuring that both complexes are probed from the 5’ ends. The three different uppermost 
strands harbor varying amounts of propynyl modification. Additionally, each strand carries a Cy3 
fluorophore forming the FRET pair with the Cy5 dye in the middle strand as well as a biotin on the 5’ 
end for coupling to the upper surface. 
 
Lower Strand 
NH2 - 5xHEGL - 5'- (t)10 – ctg atg agt cga caa cgt atg cac tac gct cgc tta cta g 
Middle Strand 
3' - gac gac tgg tgg tgc tga cta tct aag tgg cta act tga g - (t)7 - 5' - (Cy5) - 5' - (t)7 - cta gta agc gag cgt 
agt gca tac gtt gtc gac tca tca g -3' 
Upper Strands 
(0P) Biotin - 5' - (t)10 - ctg ctg acc acc acg act gat aga ttc acc gat tga act c - 3' - (Cy3)   
(8P) Biotin - 5' - (t)10 - ctg ctg acc acc acg act gat aga ttc acc gat tga act c - 3' - (Cy3) 
(22P) Biotin - 5' - (t)10 - ctg ctg acc acc acg act gat aga ttc acc gat tga act c - 3' - (Cy3) 
 
The lower strand was spotted in 1 µl droplets of 25 µM in 5xPBS (Roche Life Science, Indiana, USA) 
in a 4x4 pattern on the functionalized glass slide and incubated in a saturated NaCl ddH2O 
atmosphere overnight. The resulting Schiff Bases were reduced with 1% aqueous NaBH4 (VWR 
Scientific GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany) for 90 minutes to render the attachment covalent. After a 
washing step with ddH2O the slide was incubated in 1xPBS with 4% BSA (bovine serum albumin; 
Sigma-Aldrich GmbH, Munich, Germany) to reduce unspecific binding. A custom-made silicone 
isolator with 16 wells (Grace-Biolabs, OR, USA) was positioned on top of the spotted pattern of the 
lower DNA strand. A pre-incubated mix of middle and respective upper strand was spotted in the wells 
and incubated for 1h. The ratio of middle to upper strand was 1:2 (100nM:200nM) in 5xPBS to ensure 
a saturation of middle strands with bound upper strands. The mix was either incubated over night at 
room temperature (RT) or annealed by heating to 95°C and cooling slowly over 4 hours to 5°C. In 
order to remove free unbound DNA, the slide was rinsed carefully in washing steps with 2x, 0.2x and 
1xPBS after removal of the isolator. 
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The upper surface, a soft PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) stamp with 16 pillars matching the pattern of 
DNA constructs on the glass slide, is custom-made and functionalized in our lab as described in detail 
e.g. in [1]. The pillars are 1 mm in height and 1.1 mm in diameter on a 3mm thick basis and harbor a 
microstructure on the top. The pads of 100 µm x 100 µm are separated by trenches of 41 µm in width 
and 5 µm in depth to ensure liquid drainage during the contact and separation process to the lower 
glass slide. For the experiment, the stamps are functionalized with a 1:1 mix of NH2-PEG-biotin (MW 
3400) and NH2-PEG-CH3 (MW 2000; Rapp Polymere, Tübingen, Germany) and subsequently with 
1mg/ml streptavidin (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Bonn, Germany) in 1xPBS containing 0.4% (w/v) BSA. 
Prior to the measurement, they were rinsed with 0.05% Tween 20 (VWR Scientific GmbH, Germany) 
in 0.2xPBS and gently dried with N2 gas. 
 
MFA Contact Process, Readout and Analysis 
A detailed description of the measurement and analysis process of the MFA can e.g. be found in [1]. 
In short, a custom-build contact device is mounted on an inverted epi-fluorescence microscope, 
permitting fluorescence readout of the glass slide. A piezoelectric actuator enables the contact and 
separation process between slide and PDMS stamp which is controlled using reflection interference 
contrast microscopy [2]. The initially separated surfaces are left in contact for 10 minutes to allow for 
the coupling of the molecular complexes on the slide to the stamp via the Biotins on the uppermost 
DNA strand. Retraction of the stamp occurs at constant velocity of 1 µm/s. Before and after the 
contact of the stamp to the lower glass slide, the fluorescence intensity of the Cy5 (“REDStart” and 
“REDFinal”) and the FRET signal (“FRETStart” and “FRETFinal”) are recorded for each spot of molecular 
complexes on the slide. 
In the analysis, the ratio of REDFinal to REDStart gives the amount of intact lower bonds after stamp 
retraction in comparison to the initial amount of complexes: RatioRED = REDFinal / REDStart. In order to 
correct for the complexes that have not been under load, the ratio of FRET signal is being subtracted, 
as a FRET signal only remains if the complexes are still fully assembled: RatioFRET = FRETFinal / FRETStart. 
Normalization to the Coupling Efficiency CE = 1- RatioFRET of complexes to the stamp yields the 
Normalized Fluorescence: 
NF = (RatioRED - RatioFRET) / CE. 
Hence, the NF gives the ratio between broken upper complexes in question and total amount of 
complexes that have been under force load. This means that the closer the NF to 0, the more stable 
the complex in question in comparison to the reference DNA duplex and vice versa for a NF closer to 
1. Ideally, if the mechanical strength of both complexes is identical, the NF would be 0.5. The 
deviation from 0.5 in the case of the unmodified duplex against the reference of identical length and 
GC content can be attributed to the different positions of the GC pairs stabilizing the sequence more 
than AT pairs. The difference in the sequence is necessary to prevent for cross-hybridization. 
Additionally, the symmetry break due to the different surfaces to which the oligonucleotides are 
attached can play a role. The minor imbalance does not affect the result, as all samples are tested 
against the same reference and the effect thus cancels out. 
The analysis is performed automatically using a customized LabView software which divides the 
original fluorescence images after background correction pixel-by-pixel according to the equation for 
NF and corrects for bleaching effects. The NF is then determined by fitting a Gaussian to the resulting 
histogram of counts. 
 
AFM Sample Preparation 
Samples for the measurement with the atomic force microscope were prepared with small changes as 
described previously [3]. In short, the oligonucelotides were immobilized on the amino-modified 
cantilever and glass surface (3-aminopropyldimethylethoxysilane; ABCR GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany) 
at their 5’-termini via heterobifunctional NHS-PEG-Maleimide spacers (MW 5000; Rapp Polymere, 
Tübingen, Germany). The PEG was dissolved in a concentration of 25 mM in borate buffer at pH 8.5 
and incubated for 1h. Possible disulfide bonds between oligonucleotides were reduced by TCEP 
incubation (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Bonn, Germany) and subsequent ethanol precipitation. The 
reduced DNA strands were incubated in concentrations of 5µM (surface) and 15 µM (cantilever) for 1h 
before a final washing step and storage in 1xPBS until use. For a parallel characterization of the 
individual unbinding forces in a single experiment, three distinct populations of the investigated DNA 
strands with propynyl modifications were incubated on one glass surface. 
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For all measurements, BL- AC40TS-C2 cantilevers (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) were employed. The 
DNA oligomers were purchased including all modifications from biomers.net GmbH: 
 
Cantilever Strand 
SH - 5' - (t)10 - tag gta gtg gag ttc aat cgg tga atc tat cag tcg tgg tgg tca gca g - 3' - (Cy5) 
Surface Strands 
(0P) SH - 5' - (t)10 - ctg ctg a(Cy3)cc acc acg act gat aga ttc acc gat tga act c -  3' 
(8P) SH - 5' - (t)10 - ctg ctg a(Cy3)cc acc acg act gat aga ttc acc gat tga act c -  3' 
(22P) SH - 5' - (t)10 - ctg ctg a(Cy3)cc acc acg act gat aga ttc acc gat tga act c -  3' 
AFM Measurement and Analysis 
Single-molecule AFM experiments were carried out on a custom built atomic force microscope, 
controlled by an MFP-3D controller from Asylum Research (Santa Barbara, CA, USA), which provides 
ACD and DAC channels as well as a DSP board for setting up feedback loops. The protocol for data 
recording was executed by a custom written Igor Pro (Wave Metrics, Lake Oswego, USA) software 
and cantilever actuation in the z direction was performed by a LISA piezo-actuator (Physik 
Instrumente, Karlsruhe, Germany) driven by the AFM controller. During surface approach, an 
indentation force of typically around 180 pN was used. The conversion from photodiode voltages into 
force values was performed after cantilever spring constant calibration by the thermal method using 
the equipartition theorem [2]. A typical spring constant in the range of 100 pN/nm and a resonance 
frequency of 25 kHz were obtained. After each force-extension trace the probed surface was moved 
by an actuated x-y stage for 100 nm to expose the DNA anchor on the cantilever to a new binding 
partner.  
The obtained data sets for each pulling speed typically showed a yield of about 10% to 25% specific 
interactions of a total of 68800 curves recorded. Curves were sorted to contain exclusively single peak 
events with a worm-like chain behavior. The loading rate for each peak was determined as a linear fit 
to the in force over time in the last 4 nm before a rupture event. 
Importantly, to allow for direct comparability and exclude calibration effects, the data given here have 
been obtained with one single cantilever. However, further experiments have reproducibly shown that 
the most probable rupture force cannot be distinguished for different DNA modifications in AFM 
experiments.  
Sample AFM force-distance curve 
 
Force-distance curves of single-binding events display a behavior that allows to preselect them using 
the WLC model as a criterion. However, no information is deduced from this fit. The short persistence 
length of 0.1-0.5 nm is a general feature of DNA measurements with AFM and consistent with 
previous studies. It is dominated by the very short persistence length of the PEG linkers used to attach 
the oligonucleotides to cantilever and surface, as they are the longest components of the system, 
which are stretched. 
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2. Supplementary Data 
Force - Loading Rate Plots of AFM Measurements 
The force-loading rate plots assembled below were fitted with an elliptical two-dimensional Gaussian 
to determine their respective population means and standard deviation for each retraction speed. As 
can be seen comparing the force-loading rate plots for 0P, 8P and 22P, the most probable rupture 
force for each retraction velocity are indistinguishable within error. Additionally, the rupture forces for 
the different retraction velocities for each variant display no significant loading rate dependence.  
 
Force - Loading Rate Plot for 0P 
 
 
 
Force - Loading Rate Plot for 8P 
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Force - Loading Rate Plot for 22P 
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ABSTRACT: While nanophotonic devices are unfolding their
potential for single-molecule fluorescence studies, metallic
quenching and steric hindrance, occurring within these
structures, raise the desire for site-specific immobilization of
the molecule of interest. Here, we refine the single-molecule
cut-and-paste technique by optical superresolution routines to
immobilize single fluorescent molecules in the center of
nanoapertures. By comparing their fluorescence lifetime and
intensity to stochastically immobilized fluorophores, we
characterize the electrodynamic environment in these nano-
apertures and proof the nanometer precision of our loading
method.
KEYWORDS: Nanoapertures, zero-mode waveguides, extraordinary transmission, single-molecule cut-and-paste,
single-molecule fluorescence, fluorescence lifetime imaging
Optical spectroscopy of single enzymes provides uniqueinsights into their activity but at the same time requires
sophisticated means to cope with the high label concentrations
needed. A prominent approach to overcome the concentration
limitation is the placement of molecules in zero-mode
waveguides (ZMWs).1,2 These nanoapertures in opaque
metallic films have diameters below cutoff, that is, smaller
than approximately half the wavelength of the incident light.
The resulting strong confinement of the excitation light to an
evanescent field at the apertures’ bottom results in observation
volumes more than 3 orders of magnitude smaller than a
diffraction-limited laser focus.2 With standard nanolithography
allowing their mass production,3 ZMWs became the flagship of
commercialized nanophotonic single-molecule technology in
their application for single-molecule real-time DNA sequenc-
ing.4 The fast and unambiguous optical read-out of single ligand
binding events also led to the direct observation of translation,5
protein−protein interactions6 and even allowed epigenetic
DNA sequencing.7
In all of these studies, enzymes were immobilized from
solution resulting in a low yield of ZMWs with only one
immobilized enzyme. By this stochastic immobilization, single-
occupation can be maximized to a theoretical Poissonian limit
of only 37%.8 In addition, the fluorescence signal intensities are
expected to vary strongly, due to the randomly distributed
distances of the immobilized enzymes to the fluorescence
quenching metallic sidewalls. This further reduces the fraction
of ZMWs that can be used for analysis as well as quantitative
spectroscopic measurements of biomolecular processes.
Here, we investigated this anisotropy by placing single
fluorescent molecules in ZMWs first in a stochastic and then in
a controlled manner. We refined the recently developed single-
molecule cut-and-paste technique (SMC&P)9 by superresolu-
tion routines for pasting individual fluorophores into the center
of nanoapertures. The greatly reduced heterogeneity compared
to stochastic immobilization demonstrates the nanometer
accuracy of our technique while additionally providing a first
picture of spatial differences in the electrodynamic environment
of zero-mode waveguides.
To characterize the fluorescence properties of individual
fluorophores in nanoapertures, single-molecules of double-
stranded DNA labeled with one ATTO647N dye were
stochastically immobilized in the nanoapertures in a first set
of experiments using passivated metal walls and biotin-
neutravidin interaction on the bottom of the nanoapertures4,8
(Figure 1a and Supporting Information). By confocal
fluorescence lifetime imaging,10 we quantified fluorescence
intensities and fluorescence lifetimes. Figure 1b shows a false-
color fluorescence image of single molecules in 150 nm
nanoapertures. In an additional background channel, shown in
green, we recorded reflection from the metal cladding and
leakage through the dichroic filter to make nanoapertures
visible as a dim regular grid. The red spots of different intensity
in some of the nanoapertures represent fluorescence from
immobilized DNA molecules labeled with ATTO647N. The
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density of fluorophores was kept low to reduce the probability
of multiple occupancies. Additionally, single-step photobleach-
ing in fluorescent transients recorded for the brightest spots,
such as those depicted in Figure 1c, confirmed that the
fluorescence, indeed, can be ascribed to single fluorophores.
The different intensity of the fluorescent spots already suggests
substantial heterogeneity. This is further characterized in
probability density maps correlating fluorescence intensity
and fluorescence lifetime of more than 1700 dyes immobilized
in different size nanoapertures and on a glass reference surface
(Figure 1d). For all nanoapertures, the fluorescence lifetime
was shorter than that of the glass reference. For all aperture
sizes, a population of strongly quenched fluorescence lifetimes
close to the time resolution of the setup is observed which
extends to longer lifetimes to a degree that depends on the
nanoaperture size. Interestingly, the fluorescence intensity
normalized to the mean fluorescence intensity of the glass
reference (termed relative intensity) is not proportionally
correlated with the fluorescence lifetime. While the spots with
the short lifetimes exhibit weak fluorescence, some of the
molecules with intermediate lifetimes display even stronger
fluorescence than the glass reference. The interaction between
fluorophores and metallic structures has been theoretically
studied for simple geometries such as mirrors11 and spheres,12
whereas for more complex geometries such as nanoapertures
numerical simulations have been employed.1,13 Metals can
modify all defining rates of a fluorophore (i.e., excitation,
radiative, and nonradiative) leading to an enhancement or to a
reduction of the fluorescence intensity.10 Metals generally
shorten the fluorescence lifetime, particularly in close vicinity to
Figure 1. Fluorescence heterogeneity from stochastic immobilization.
(a) Schematics of the experiment. Dye-labeled double-stranded DNA
from solution is immobilized via biotin−avidin binding on a
polyethylene glycol (PEG) layer that is restricted to the aperture’s
bottom by chemical passivation. (b) A false color confocal microscopy
image of an array of ZMWs with diameters of 150 nm. The black bar
represents 2 μm. ZMWs are visible as dark minima in a background
channel (green). A low overall occupation density of the dyes (red),
together with single-step bleaching in fluorescence transients assures
single-dye occupation of the ZMWs. (c) Transients and fluorescence
decay times Δt are plotted for two exemplary dyes (red and blue
circles in b). The intensity of the transients is normalized to the mean
intensity of a population of reference dyes that were immobilized in a
large glass window without metal. For comparison, the fluorescence
decay time of one reference dye is graphed in black. (d) Lifetime and
intensity data from N number of dyes immobilized in a large glass
reference window and in different diameter apertures are plotted in
probability maps. Dyes in apertures reveal pronounced heterogeneity
in fluorescence lifetime and an up to 3-fold intensity enhancement
compared to dyes immobilized on a glass reference. The longest
fluorescence lifetime measured decreases for smaller nanoapertures.
Figure 2. (a) Schematics of single-molecule cut-and-paste into
nanoapertures. An AFM cantilever is used to transport labeled DNA
anchors from a remote depot area into the center of a nanoaperture.
(b) The position of the AFM’s transporting handle is localized by
fitting Gaussians to the fluorescence of a pasted anchor in TIRF
microscopy mode. (c) Similarly, white light extraordinarily transmitted
through the nanoaperture by surface plasmons is used to localize the
apertures by Gaussian fitting of the intensity distribution.
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the metallic surface where the increase of the nonradiative rate
prevails.14 Fluorescence enhancement was, for example,
reported for dyes diffusing through nanoapertures in gold15
and in aluminum films,16 but little information17 on spatial
distributions or correlation of lifetime and intensity was
reported.
In order to overcome the heterogeneity and to assign the
fluorescence lifetimes to positions in the nanoapertures, we
adapted atomic force microscopy (AFM) based SMC&P9 to
the needs of placing into nanoapertures. We used the cantilever
of an AFM as a nanoscopic robotic arm for loading
nanoapertures and DNA oligos as programmable handles and
anchors (see Figure 2a). In previous studies, single molecules
such as DNA,9,18 avidin binding sites,19 functional aptamers,20
or whole proteins21 were deposited with a precision relative to
one another of ∼11 nm.18 This approach should not only
overcome the Poissonian occupation limit but should also
enable signal homogenization and maximization by restricting
molecule immobilization to the nanoapertures’ center.
A prerequisite for pasting molecules into nanoapertures is to
align both the position of the handle DNA oligo on the AFM
tip and the position of the nanoapertures with the microscope
optics. Since the functionalization of the AFM cantilever tip is a
stochastical process where only the functionalization density is
controlled and kept within the Poisson limit, those cantilevers
are selected that have one active handle only. This is done by
monitoring the number of rupture events in the force-traces
recorded during SMC&P processes and discarding of canti-
levers that show more than one rupture event. To then localize
the one active handle oligo whose postion on the AFM tip is
not known a priori, we first picked up an individual DNA oligo
Figure 3. Single dyes placed in nanoapertures with SMC&P. (a) Video frames documenting the pasting of a single dye into a 130 nm nanoaperture
and (b) the corresponding intensity transient from the aperture show the following five phases: (i) first, extraordinary transmission reveals the
position of the aperture about to be loaded (red arrow). (ii) Before the pasting event transmitted light is switched off and none of the nanoapertures
show fluorescence under TIRF illumination. (iii) Scattered light from the cantilever tip and dye fluorescence mark the pasting event. (iv) After the
cantilever has retracted, the fluorescence signal of a single dye remains before it bleaches in one step bringing the intensity back to background level
(v). The inset in the intensity transient is a SEM-image of the actual nanoaperture loaded (bar = 100 nm). The white bar in frame (i) represents 3
μm. (c) Force curves recorded during the cut-and-paste processes show characteristic one-step zipper- (cut) and shear-force (paste) rupturing,
respectively. The sine superimposing the paste force curve originates from interference of the AFM’s IR-laser with the reflective metal surrounding
the ZMW.
Figure 4. Comparison of SMC&P-placed and stochastically
immobilized dyes. The lifetimes and relative intensities of the 653
dyes stochastically immobilized in nanoapertures of 375 nm from
Figure 1d are presented in a 3D probability plot with corresponding
histograms (black). In contrast to these broad distributions of lifetime
and relative intensity, five dyes pasted into the center of same-size
nanoapertures are confined to long lifetimes and enhanced relative
intensity (each red ball represents one pasted dye). Their mean and
standard deviation are represented by the red lines and boxes in the
histograms.
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with its fluorophore from the depot area and then pasted it in a
large reference window next to the nanoapertures. Its
localization by Gaussian fitting the point-spread function yields
the position of the active SMC&P handle on the AFM tip in
the coordinate system of the optical microscope with the
precision of a few nanometers22 (Figure 2b). To localize the
target nanoaperture, we made use of extraordinary transmission
through the subwavelength apertures, a phenomenon first
discovered by Ebbesen and co-workers.23 The transmitted light
allows localization of the aperture by a Gaussian fit to its
intensity distribution (Figure 2c). Since both positions are
defined by this procedure with nanometer precision in the
coordinate system of the optical microscope, individual DNA
oligos may now be pasted at the bottom of the nanoapertures.
In contrast to AFM topography scans used in earlier studies,24
this procedure is fast and noninvasive since it does not impair
the activity of the handle DNA on the cantilever through
mechanical contact. The lateral precision of our method was
determined to be 19 nm (see Supporting Information for a
detailed error analysis).
The detected light intensity during the loading of a 130 nm
nanoaperture is shown in Figure 3a,b (see also Supporting
Information Supplementary Movie). Initially, the targeted
nanoaperture (red arrow) has been aligned with the AFM
and is visible by transmitted white light. After the white light is
switched off the nanoaperture is loaded with a single DNA
strand. The high signal at the beginning of the paste event
(stage iii)) originates from inelastic scattering of the cantilever’s
tip.18 After it is withdrawn, fluorescence from the DNA strand’s
label remains until it bleaches in a single step. In combination
with the single rupture event in the simultaneously recorded
force curve of the paste (Figure 3c), this single photobleaching
step proofs single-molecule occupancy.9,25 Assuming 100%
interaction efficiency and minimized fluorescence acquisition
times, the duration of one loading cycle is limited by the
traveling and pulling speeds of the AFM to about 3 s. Here, a
loading cycle includes the pick-up of a single molecule, its
transport to the aperture, fluorescence controlled pasting into
the aperture, and subsequent return of the cantilever to the
depot. It should be noted here that after bleaching of the label,
the pasted DNA strand may be used as anchor point for other
molecules of interest in the center of the nanoaperture.
Besides the abilities of total internal reflection fluorescence
(TIRF) imaging for synchronization and SMC&P, our setup
incorporates a confocal microscope for fluorescence lifetime
imaging. This enabled us to carry out SMC&P, to visualize
successful pasting in the nanoapertures, and to subsequently
switch to the confocal mode for single-molecule spectroscopy
of the same molecules. We extracted the fluorescence lifetime
by reconvoluting with the instrument response function and
quantify the fluorescence intensities by normalizing to the
intensities of dye molecules pasted in metal free areas (see
Supporting Information for experimental section).
With this protocol, individual fluorophores were pasted into
nanoapertures of 375 nm diameter. Fluorescence lifetimes were
found in a range around 3 ns close to the maximum of the
distribution obtained by stochastic immobilization (see Figure
4, red data points). The narrow fluorescence lifetime
distribution suggests that all molecules are successfully pasted
close to the center of the nanoapertures. Furthermore, the
lifetime of ∼3 ns in the center of the nanoapertures is
consistent with the interpretation that the central region
experiences least quenching. Interestingly, the fluorescence
intensity is mostly higher than that of the glass reference in
accordance with the distribution of stochastically immobilized
molecules (see Figure 4).
Our study shows that stochastic immobilization of molecules
in nanoapertures results in a pronounced heterogeneity of
fluorescence properties with a high fraction of strongly
quenched molecules. We advanced single-molecule cut-and-
paste technology to overcome these limitations using a
superresolution-based optical navigation technique. Analysis
of quantitative confocal single-molecule imaging revealed that
the brightest molecules are found near the center of the
nanoapertures and that quenching scales with the proximity of
the metal walls. Our data indicate that targeted placing of single
molecules in nanoapertures, using an approach that is not
Poisson-limited, is a key for optimizing single-molecule
spectroscopy in nanoapertures. Although the presented serial
loading technique might not be time- and cost efficient enough
for loading massively parallel assays (thousands of ZMWs) for
commercial purposes, the possibility to directly immobilize, for
example, different enzyme mutants in neighboring ZMWs
brings about new benefits also for moderate numbers of parallel
single-molecule assays. Additionally, the site-specific one-by-
one immobilization of single molecules can generally facilitate
probing of the electromagnetic environment of other
nanostructures such as the coupling of optical emitters to
antennas.26
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Lithography of nanoapertures 
For loading nanoapertures via SMC&P, samples have to contain nanoapertures, a glass window for 
the depot area as well as a second, smaller glass window for the reference pastes – all within reach of 
the AFM cantilever. Fig. S1 depicts the structural arrangement used in the underlying experiments. 
Samples were fabricated with negative e-beam lithography based on a method described in ref. 1. 
However, we used an alternative photoresist and a discharge layer consisting of silver instead of gold: 
Initial cleaning: Conventional borosilicate glass cover slips were first cleared from glass debris by a 
nitrogen stream and then excessively cleaned in solvents: They were immersed in an ultrasonic (US) 
bath (Super Digital, Bandelin Sonorex) of 2% Hellmanex at 50 °C for 15 min followed by a rinse with 
water (all water used during lithography was purified and of HPLC grade), a 15 min US-bath in water 
and again another water rinse to wash away any Hellmanex remains. Further subsequent 15 min US-
baths in acetone, isopropanol and water additionally assured removal of any organic contaminations. 
Finally, samples were again rinsed in water and then dried under a nitrogen stream. 
Photoresist coating: To increase hydrophobicity of the glass surface, and thus promote photoresist 
adhesion, the cover slips were treated with an oxygen plasma (GigaEtch, PVA TePla Technics) at 200 
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W for 180 s and heated up to 120 °C on a hot plate for 120 s. To prevent resorption of air humidity the 
cover slips were then taken from the hot plate and directly placed onto a spin coater (WS-400-
6NPP/LITE/IND, Laurell) where resist promoter (1:10, isopropanol : Ti-Prime, MicroChemicals) was 
spun onto the samples immediately. Spin coater settings were 4000 rpm for 40 s with a 3 s 
acceleration ramp of 800 rpm. Primer solvents were evaporated by baking the sample on a hot plate 
at 120 °C for 120 s. Now photoresist (ma-N 2403, Microresist) was spun onto the sample for 30 s with 
a 3 s ramp of 800 rpm and a final rotational speed of 3000 rpm followed by a bake at 90 °C for 60 s. 
Deposition of the discharge layer: To avoid charge accumulations in the nonconducting glass 
substrate, a 5 nm Ag film was thermally evaporated onto the photoresist from a tungsten boat in a 
hybrid evaporator (Bestec) capable of e-beam and thermal evaporation. A current of 190 A at a 
voltage of 0.8 V resulted in a rate of 1.2 Å/s while pressure was 5 × 10-9 mbar prior to evaporation. The 
samples were water-cooled via physical contact on their backside to prevent heating above the critical 
cross-linking temperature of the photoresist resin. When evaporating Cr, Au or Al instead, we 
experienced cross-linking which we denote to the increased thermal radiation coming with the higher 
boiling points of these metals. To avoid fluctuations in oxidation degree of the Ag discharge layer, 
samples were transferred into the electron microscope immediately after evaporation. 
Exposure: Electron beam exposure was made in an eLine system (Raith) with thermal field-emitting 
cathode (Schottky emitter). An acceleration voltage of 10 kV and an aperture of 20 µm resulted in a 
beam current of 0.074 nA. Working distance was 8 mm. Apertures with diameters smaller than 150 nm 
were written as single dots with a dose of 0.023 pC. Apertures with diameters of 150 nm, 375 nm and 
750 nm were written as filled circles with a step size of 12.8 nm, a dose of 10 µC/cm2. Glass windows 
were written with a step size of 10 nm and an area dose of 7 µC/cm2. 
Development: Samples were then heated in a post exposure bake at 72 °C on a hot plate for 120 s to 
increase linking of the exposed photoresist. The discharge layer was dissolved by a 7 s bath in a 
commercial etchant (Iodine / Potassium iodide = I2/KI, 50% aq., Alfa Aesar) followed by a stop and a 
rinse bath in water for 30 s each. The samples were then developed under slight stirring in ma-D 525 
(Microresist) for 70 s, stopped from development in a 30 s water bath and rinsed in another water 
bath. As the exposed dots which later were to become apertures are free standing pillars from the 
developer bath on, great care was taken not to expose them to unnecessary physical stress. Thus, 
samples were held in a horizontal orientation with the structures facing upwards when slowly taken out 
of one bath and into the next. The resulting aqueous meniscus on the surface avoided stressing the 
pillars with surface tension. Additionally, the meniscus prevented resist remains floating in the baths 
from drying in on the sample. After the third and last bath, samples were held horizontally and a gentle 
flow of water over the surface was established with a handheld washing bottle to rinse away any resist 
remains. Finally, the sample was dried in a controlled manner by turning it vertical. This let the 
meniscus withdraw slowly due to gravitational force. 
Metal deposition and lift-off: Prior to metal evaporation, descumming of the samples was performed 
with a 200 W oxygen plasma for 180 s. A 100 nm thick aluminum film was then evaporated onto the 
sample in the above mentioned evaporator but with e-beam evaporation (acceleration voltage 8.5 kV, 
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emission current 50 mA) and a rate of 0.8 nm/s. Lift-off of the metal caps on the pillars, of the 
underlying resist pillars and the glass windows was done in a 5 min US-bath of 40 °C hot acetone. 
This was followed by 30 s baths in isopropanol and water. A final water rinse and a 120 s plasma 
clean cleared away possible remains of the lithography process. Samples were then stored under 
argon atmosphere until further use. 
Characterization: Aperture diameters were measured after the experiments in the above mentioned 
electron microscope with a 5 nm Au layer sputtered (Sputter Coater S150B, Edwards) onto the 
previously cleaned samples to avoid charge accumulations in the apertures’ glass bottoms (Fig. S2). 
AFM topography scans (Fig. S3) assured that our fabrication method resulted in steep sidewalls and a 
smooth glass bottom surface without resist remains. Scans were done on a commercial AFM-setup 
(MFP3D, Asylum Research) with a high aspect ratio cantilever probe (HART, Nanoscience 
Instruments) in tapping mode in air. 
Surface functionalization 
To achieve better comparability to the stochastically immobilized probes, depot and target DNA were 
not immobilized via maleimide-sulfide bonds as in previous studies, but via biotin-avidin. This high-
affinity bond withstands forces that are much higher than those of the SMC&P force hierarchy2 and no 
significant decrease of transport efficiencies due to DNA-PEG rupture could be observed. 
Cleaning and chemically selective passivation of the aluminum surface: After the described 
nanolithography and storage in argon, samples were cleaned in an US-bath of pure ethanol for 1 h, 
rinsed under water (water used for functionalization was MilliQ water) and sonicated again in water for 
15 min. They were then blown dry by a nitrogen stream and subjected to a UV-cleaner (UVOH 150 
Lab, FHR) for 30 min. In the following, they were immersed into a 90 °C hot aqueous solution (2% 
vol/vol) of polyvinylphosphonic acid (Polysciences) for 2 min, dipped in water for 20 s and carefully 
rinsed under water. Samples were then baked in an oven at 80 °C for 10 min. To further wash away 
physisorbed PVPA and to hydrolyze PVPA still bound to the glass surface, samples were then 
immersed in baths of, first water for 10 min, then methanol for 5 min and again water for 5 min, on a 
shaker (KS 260 basic, IKA). Gentle drying was done in a stream of nitrogen. 
Silanization and PEGylation: Right after passivation samples were incubated in a freshly made 
solution of 3-aminopropyldimethylethoxysilane (ABCR, Karlsruhe), water and ethanol (1:5:44, vol.:vol.) 
for one hour, dipped 10 times in each ethanol and water, and finally annealed in an 80 °C hot oven for 
30 min. A freshly made 25 mM solution of NHS-PEG-biotin (3000 g/mol, Rapp) in sodium bicarbonate 
buffer (pH 8.3, 100 mM) was vortexed for 15 s and then centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 30 s. Samples 
then were sandwiched in pairs with ZMW structures facing each other and 100 µl PEG-solution in 
between. After 3 hours incubation in a humid chamber, unbound PEG was washed off by 10 dips in 
beakers of each sodium bicarbonate buffer, water and again water. After gently drying with a nitrogen 
stream, samples were stored under argon until they were used in the stochastic experiments or further 
functionalized for SMC&P experiments, respectively. 
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SMC&P functionalization 
Preparation of oligomeric DNA: Sequences and labels of the used commercial DNA oligos (IBA) are 
listed in Table S1. First, transfer and depot DNA were hybridized in a thermocycler (Mastercycler 
gradient, Eppendorf) by heating up the 10 µM mixture (ratio of 1:1) to 95 °C and then slowly cooling it 
down to 5 °C at a rate of 0.3 °C/s. Buffer was 1 × PBS. After that, neutravidin was pre-incubated with 
the depot/transfer-construct and the target DNA, respectively, at a concentration of 5 µM and a ratio of 
1:1, also in 1 × PBS. After one hour, DNA was further diluted to 1 µM in 1 × PBS. 
Application of the microfluidic system: Microfluidic polydimethylsiloxan (PDMS) channels were 
fabricated as described by Strackharn et al.3: Additionally, to reduce surface adhesion of the PDMS to 
the wafer and thus facilitate lift-off, the master mold wafer was exposed to perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane 
(97%, ABCR) vapor for 10 min before pouring the PDMS on. Also, care had to be taken to align the 
two channels with the target nanoapertures and the depot window, respectively. Thus, by-eye-
alignment and contact were made with a mechanical xyz-microstage and the help of a stereo 
microscope. 
Assembly of depot and target area: Target DNA and depot/transfer-construct were then sucked into 
the corresponding channels by a peristaltic pump (Gilson Minipuls 3) and incubated for 15 minutes. 
Unbound DNA was washed away with 200 µl 1 × PBS flushed through the channels at a rate of 10 
µl/min. Finally, the PDMS channels were carefully removed in a bath of 1 × PBS to prevent neutravidin 
from falling dry and denaturing. Samples were then mounted into a teflon sample holder and buffer 
was exchanged with experimental buffer (50 mM MOPS, 150 mM potassium acetate, pH 7.1). Prior to 
experiments, the functionalization density was checked in a fluorescence microscope (Fig. S4). 
Alternative preparation with a microspotter: We also successfully used an alternative approach 
and prepared depot and target areas by micro-structuring the PEGylated samples via a microspotter 
(GIX, Sonoplot)4. This represents a convenient approach to prepare multiple neighboring depots with 
different transfer constructs within the travel range of the AFM5. A standard glass capillary (World 
Precision Instruments) with an inner diameter of 30 µm was used resulting in spots of a diameter of 45 
µm to 50 µm on the cover glass (depot) and around 80 µm on the metallic surfaces containing the 
apertures (target). Dispenser voltage was 2.5 to 3.8 V and dispensing time was 0.1 s. A humidity 
chamber with a moistening feedback held the humidity at 85% to improve the coupling density of DNA 
strands to the sample. Alignment of sample and glass capillary was achieved via the CCD camera of 
the microspotter. Depot and target areas were spotted with the same DNA-solutions that were 
incubated in the microfluidics system, and the sample was rinsed with 3 ml 1 × PBS after 15 minutes 
incubation time. Coupling densities on control samples were checked with a confocal scanner, they 
were comparable to those achieved with the microfluidic system. 
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Cantilever preparation 
Cantilevers were functionalized according to the recipe published in ref. 3. However, to be able to 
access the apertures we employed cantilevers with smaller tip radii and higher aspect ratios: Biolever 
Mini cantilevers (AC40TS, Olympus) with high aspect ratio silicon tips and MSCT cantilevers (Bruker) 
with silicon nitride tips. Their widths at a distance of 100 nm from the tip were measured by SEM 
(scanning electron microscopy) after sputtering them with 5 nm of Au for discharging purposes (Fig. 
S5). This width restricted us to use only Biolever Mini cantilevers in apertures of diameters smaller 
than 200 nm. 
Spectroscopy of stochastically immobilized dyes 
Setup: Spectroscopic measurements of stochastically immobilized fluorophores were performed on a 
custom-built confocal microscope as described in ref. 6. An excitation wavelength of 640 nm was 
selected out of the broad emission spectrum of a pulsed supercontinuum laser (800MHz, Koheras 
SuperK Extreme, NKT Photonics) by an acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF, AOTFnc-VIS, AA 
Optoelectronic). An inverse oil immersion objective (60x, NA 1.49, Apo N, Olympus) was used for 
excitation as well as for the collection of the fluorescence signal. The latter was separated from the 
majority of reflected laser light by a double band dichroic filter (Dualband z532/633 rpc, AHF 
Analysentechnik). Residual reflected light passing the dichroic was then separated from the 
fluorescence signal by a second dichroic filter (640 DCXR, AHF) and focused onto one of the two 
employed avalanche photodiodes (APD, SPCM-AQR-14, Perkin Elmer). This APD was protected from 
fluorescence by an emission filter (Brightline HC582/75, AHF) and provided the background signal 
used to identify nanoapertures. The fluorescence passing both dichroic filters was finally cleaned up 
by two emission filters (ET-Bandpass 700/75M and RazorEdge LP 647 RU, AHF) and focused onto 
the second APD. Two emission filters were used for this detection channel to minimize background 
from metallic reflection. The detection signal was synchronized with the pulsed laser excitation and 
collected by a time-correlated single photon counting card (Hydra Harp 400, PicoQuant) which 
measures the specific lifetime Δt of each detected photon7. 
Immobilization: For comparability with SMC&P placed probes, we used a double-stranded DNA oligo 
consisting of Atto647N-labeled transfer and biotinylated target strand. The construct was hybridized 
and pre-incubated with neutravidin in the same manner as the depot construct described above. 
Under steady state optical control, probes were incubated until reasonable ratios of occupied 
apertures (~20 %) were obtained. The loading buffer was 1 × PBS and the corresponding 
concentrations and incubation times for the different aperture sizes were: 50 pM and 2 min for the 
glass reference dyes and those immobilized in 750 nm diameter apertures, 100 pM and 15 min for the 
375 nm apertures and 300 pM and 25 min for the apertures with 150 nm diameters. Five consecutive 
buffer exchanges with experimental buffer (see next section) stopped immobilization and extracted 
unbound probes from the sample. 
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Measurement: To reduce the risk of corrosion8, the actual confocal measurements were performed 
with a chloride-free experimental buffer (pH 7.1) of 50 mM MOPS, 150 mM potassium acetate, 1 mM 
of ascorbic acid and methylviologen. The latter two were freshly solved from powder and they served 
as reducing and oxidizing system (ROXS)9 to reduce the lifetime of the non-fluorescent triplet state 
thus stabilizing the dyes’ fluorescence signal. It is worth noting that the stochastic data presented in 
this work was recorded during one single experiment and performed on the same sample. The 
experiment started with confocal scans of the glass reference dyes immobilized in the large depot 
window of our sample structure. It was then proceeded with scanning of the apertures, starting with 
large diameters and finishing with the small ones. After all apertures of one size had been recorded, 
additional incubation according to the next aperture size was done before proceeding with the next set 
of confocal scans. After each confocal scan, the ~15% most intense dyes were additionally probed by 
recording a fluorescence transient. Investigation of the stepwise photobleaching in the transients 
allowed exclusion of data from double- or even triple-occupations. 
Data analysis: The fluorescence properties of specific dyes in the confocal scans were then analyzed 
by custom-made software (LabView): A spot finding algorithm extracted the photons from one 
detected dye. The lower relative intensity threshold at which dyes were to dim to be detected was at 
~20% of the mean intensity of the glass reference dyes. The amount of photons denoted to one dye 
directly determined its intensity. For lifetime analysis, the delay times of these photons were added up 
to a fluorescence decay which was fit by a commercial deconvolution software (Fluofit, PicoQuant). To 
achieve lifetime resolution below 1 ns, this software fits a monoexponential decay, reconvoluted with 
the instrument’s response function (IRF), to the recorded fluorescence decays. An exemplary 
fluorescence decay curve with the IRF and a reconvoluted fit is shown in Fig. S6. The IRF of our 
confocal microscope was measured from scattered laser light, and care was taken so that the intensity 
during IRF-recordings was of comparable magnitude to the fluorescence intensities of the dyes. A 
further important advantage of the deconvolution software is that varying background scattering e.g. 
by the aluminum cladding of the apertures can be compensated by one fit parameter of the decay. 
TIRF / Confocal / AFM Hybrid Microscope Setup 
Loading of the nanoapertures by means of SMC&P and the consecutive lifetime measurements were 
performed on a custom-built setup combining atomic force microscopy with confocal as well as total 
internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy. It is thus a further development of the TIRF/AFM-
hybrid setup described in ref. 10. It is schematically depicted in Fig. S7. 
Confocal: For the confocal part of the instrument a pulsed supercontinuum laser (Koheras SuperK 
Extreme, NKT Photonics), restricted to 640 nm with an AOTF (AOTFnc-VIS, AA Optoelectronic) and 
cleaned up by a filter (HQ 640/10, AHF), served as excitation source. The laser beam was reflected 
into a high numerical aperture objective (60x, NA 1.49, Apo N, Olympus) by a dichroic filter (Dualband 
z532/633 rpc, AHF) and focused onto the specimen. Fluorescence was collected through the same 
objective passed the dichroic as well as an IR-blocking filter (HC 750/SP, AHF), and was focused onto 
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a pinhole (50 µm) by a tubus lens (U-TLU, Olympus). A system of two additional lenses (f = 150 mm, f 
= 25 mm) focused fluorescence light passing the pinhole onto an APD (SPCM-AQR-14, Perkin Elmer) 
that was protected by two fluorescence emission filters (ET-Bandpass 700/75M and RazorEdge LP 
647 RU, AHF). Pulse repetition rate, photon counting system and measuring software were the same 
as in the confocal microscope used for the stochastic measurements. However, confocal scanning 
was done by movement of the objective via a xyz-piezo (Physik Instrumente). 
TIRF: Switching to the combined TIRF microscope was done with two motorized flip mirrors as 
depicted in the schematics (Fig. S7). The TIRF laser source, a 638 nm continuous wave laser (Cube 
1064915, Coherent), was cleaned up with a laser filter (BrightLine HC 636/8, AHF). Fluorescence was 
collected through the objective, passed the dichroic filter, was cleaned up by an emission filter (M 
700/75, AHF) and focused onto an EMCCD (iXon 512x512, DU-897, Andor). The overall resolution of 
the TIRF-system was 102 nm/pixel. The camera chip was operated at a temperature of -75 °C and an 
electron multiplication gain of 300 was applied. 
AFM: The AFM head did only differ in one aspect from the one described ref. 10: For extraordinary 
transmission localization, three LEDs were mounted to the AFM-head as white light illumination 
source. A stable table (Micro40 M6/25, HALCYOICS) required for reducing vibrational noise in the 
AFM-signal was implemented underneath the main parts of the setup in such a way that the optical 
paths of confocal and TIRF fluorescence would leave it as parallel beams (see Fig. S7). This 
decoupled parallel movement of the stable table from optical signals. The AFM was controlled via self-
written IGOR software (Wavemetrics), and cantilever calibration was based on the equipartition 
theorem11. For SMC&P processes, the sample was moved relative to the AFM by a xy-piezo stage 
(Physik Instrumente). An additional software routine allowed the external triggering of force curves i.e. 
cut and paste events via an analog signal. 
Software: A custom-made software (LabView) was used to control TIRF laser, LED illumination, the 
sample holding xy-piezo and the EMCCD camera. The software also had the Gaussian fitting routines 
implemented and triggered the cut and paste routines by signaling to the AFM software. The main 
steps of the aperture loading procedure were executed by automated routines of the software. This 
was necessary to minimize the time lag between localization of the active anchor and the subsequent 
loading of an aperture, thus minimizing inaccuracies caused by thermal drift of involved components. 
To allow accurate conversion of the optically measured relative movements into piezo positions, the x- 
and y- conversion factors and a rotational constant were measured in a calibration procedure. For this, 
an aperture was localized optically, moved with the piezos by a known distance and then localized 
again. 
SMC&P procedure 
Whereas the lifetime measurements of pasted dyes were conducted on the setup described above, 
the loading process presented in Fig. 3 was made on another setup. It is described in ref. 8 and 
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equipped with a green TIRF laser (532 nm wavelength). This is why a Cy3b label was used instead of 
the ATTO647N on the transfer strand. 
Localization of the active anchor: Broad alignment of cantilever, sample and optics was done by 
eye under white light transmission and approximate positions of depot, reference window and target 
were saved. Loading of an aperture was then started by loading a transfer molecule from the depot 
onto the cantilever and pasting it into the reference window nearby the apertures. This process was 
optically controlled in TIRF illumination. Upon pasting and retraction of the cantilever, the dye was 
localized in an EMCCD image by a 2D-Gaussian fitting algorithm and its coordinates within the 
camera’s coordinate system were saved. As the cantilever is kept at a fixed position with respect to 
the optical axis and the sample is moved instead, this position of the cantilever within the camera 
image is fixed. 
Loading of the aperture: The aperture to be loaded was then positioned roughly underneath the 
cantilever by eye and localized with a Gaussian fit in LED illumination. The relative movement 
determined by the conversion factors and the localizations of the two fits was typically at the order of 
one micrometer, which reduced possible errors from imprecision of the conversion factors. After 
equipping the cantilever with a new transfer molecule from the depot, it was aligned with the aperture, 
and a paste in the aperture center was made. All cut- and paste processes were controlled live by 
TIRF fluorescence and force-distance curves.  
Comparability: For lifetime measurements of pasted dyes, the same experimental buffer as in the 
stochastic measurements was used. Confocal scans were made right after loading of each aperture. 
To assure reproducible focusing of the confocal beam onto the surface plane and thus comparability 
of the fluorescence intensities, fine-adjustment of objective-sample distance was made in TIRF mode. 
To allow comparison of data from the two different confocal instruments (hybrid and regular), confocal 
scans of reference fluorophores pasted into a glass window were used for normalization. 
Calculation of the loading process’s lateral uncertainty 
There are four main sources for lateral uncertainty in our aperture loading procedure: The positioning 
uncertainty of the two pastes (reference paste and final loading of the aperture) and the errors of the 
two superresolution localizations. 
To measure the optical localization precision of our instrument, we carried out 100 subsequent 
localizations of a single dye under the same experimental conditions as in the SMC&P experiments 
(Fig. S8). The localizations were made on single frames of 0.1 s acquired over 10 s. Each frame had 
collected 990 ± 110 fluorescence photons from the dye, which corresponds well with the range of 
photon counts used for localizations of the reference pastes in the SMC&P experiments. The resulting 
standard error of the 100 localized positions was 9.7 nm. According to ref. 12, this localization 
precision can be approximated by , where s is the standard deviation of the point spread function 
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and N is the number of detected photons. An additional prefactor of  is necessary to take account 
for EMCCD excess camera noise13. With s = 280 ± 3 nm for the used setup, the theoretical localization 
precision for 990 photons thus is: 6.3 nm. This discrepancy between theory and experiment can be 
explained by polarization effects14. 
Other than fluorescence from dyes, extraordinary transmission of nanoapertures is not limited by 
photobleaching. Therefore, we collected at least a fourfold amount of photons from them. In the case 
of the less transmissive zero-mode waveguides, this was achieved by maximizing the LED emission 
power and by raising the integration time. The error of localizing a nanoaperture can therefore be 
approximated with 4.9 nm. 
Regarding the general accuracy of a SMC&P event, we have previously demonstrated that the 
precision by which single molecules are placed relative to one another is ± 11 nm15. 
Therefore, the overall precision of our method - approximated by twice the uncertainty of a paste plus 
the localization errors of one dye and one aperture - sums up to 19 nm. It is dominated by the general 
positioning uncertainty of single SMC&P pastes, which could be reduced by shorter linker lengths or 
by denser surface functionalization15. This error analysis takes into account that the time interval 
between reference paste and loading of an aperture was less than 20 s, allowing to neglect the drifts 
of cantilever and sample. 
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Fig. S1. Drawing of the lithography pattern: The large quadratic fields (red) are aperture arrays of different 
aperture diameters. The large blue vertical rectangle represents the depot glass window. In between aperture 
arrays and depot, dose tests were written to control the quality of our fabrication process. The small green areas 
are glass windows for reference pastes. 
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Fig. S2. SEM images of the different size nanoapertures: The fine texture in the scans originates from a 5 nm 
gold film sputtered onto the samples to avoid charge accumulations in the apertures’ glass bottoms. The black 
bars in the top left corners represent 100 nm. 
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Fig. S3. AFM topography scan of a 175 nm diameter aperture: It features a smooth glass surface and steep 
sidewalls. The sidewall angle measured in the cross section represents the apex angle of the used high aspect 
ratio cantilever tip. 
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Fig. S4. SMC&P functionalization: (a) Schematic drawing indicating the position and the orientation of the 
microfluidic channels relative to the sample structure. (b) Fluorescence from the ATTO647N labeled transfer 
strand in the depot region. (c) Fluorescence of an avidin label (Alexa Fluor 488) present in both, depot and target 
region. 
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Fig. S5. SEM micrographs of the two cantilever types used in the experiments: Width and apex angle at 100 nm 
distance from the tips are plotted in close up. The grey layer around the silicon tip of the Biolever Mini in the close 
up is an artifact from SEM imaging (electron beam deposition layer, EBD) and no intrinsic part of the cantilever. 
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Fig. S6. Fluorescence lifetime fit: The fluorescence decay of a single fluorophore immobilized in a nanoaperture is 
shown in blue and the impulse response function in red. The reconvoluting fit (black) matches the fluorescence 
decay. The resulting residuum is shown below. 
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Fig. S7. Schematics of the TIRF / Confocal / AFM Hybrid Microscope Setup: The green path represents the 
excitation and emission in the total-internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy mode. In blue, the path of 
confocal laser excitation and detection is shown. In transmission mode, laser sources are blocked and light 
emitting diodes (LEDs, drawn in the lateral view) on the AFM head are used as excitation source. In this mode, 
the EMCCD camera detects a dominantly red fraction of the LEDs’ emission spectrum since all detected light has 
to pass the dualband dichroic filter as well as the emission filter in front of the camera. 
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Fig. S8. Superresolution accuracy of the setup: 100 subsequent localizations of the same fluorophore result in a 
standard deviation of 9.7 nm (dotted circle). Localizations were made by Gaussian fits on approx. 1000 photons 
each. 
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Table S1. Sequences of the partially thiolated (SH) or biotinylated DNA oligos used. 
Depot	   5'	  	  (Biotin)	  TTTTTAAGTAGCTATTCGAACTATAGCTTAAGGACGTCAA	  	  3’	  
Transfer	   5'	  	  TTGACGTCCTT	  (Atto647N)	  AAGCTATAGTTCGAATAGCTACTTTTTGATATCGAATTCCTGCAGTT	  	  3’	  
AFM	   5'	  	  SH-­‐	  TTTTT	  CTGCAGGAATTCGATATCAA	  	  3'	  
Target	   5’	  	  AAAAAGTAGCTATTCGAACTATAGCTTAAGGACGTCTTTTTTTTTT	  (Biotin)	  	  3’	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Since the atomic force microscope (AFM) has evolved into a general purpose platform for mechanical
experiments at the nanoscale, the need for a simple and generally applicable localization of the AFM
cantilever in the reference frame of an optical microscope has grown. Molecular manipulations like
in single molecule cut and paste or force spectroscopy as well as tip mediated nanolithography are
prominent examples for the broad variety of applications implemented to date. In contrast to the
different kinds of superresolution microscopy where fluorescence is used to localize the emitter, we,
here, employ the absorbance of the tip to localize its position in transmission microscopy. We show
that in a low aperture illumination, the tip causes a significant reduction of the intensity in the image
plane of the microscope objective when it is closer than a few hundred nm. By independently varying
the z-position of the sample slide, we could verify that this diffraction limited image of the tip is
not caused by a near field effect but is rather caused by the absorbance of the transmitted light in
the low apex needle-like tip. We localized the centroid position of this tip image with a precision of
better than 6 nm and used it in a feedback loop to position the tip into nano-apertures of 110 nm
radius. Single-molecule force spectroscopy traces on the unfolding of individual green fluorescent
proteins within the nano-apertures showed that their center positions were repeatedly approached with
very high fidelity leaving the specific handle chemistry on the tip’s surface unimpaired. C 2015 AIP
Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4915145]
I. INTRODUCTION
The atomic force microscope (AFM) plays an increas-
ingly important role in numerous research fields ranging
from nano-sciences where they initially were developed for
material research and life sciences.1,2 Originally utilized
for topographic surface imaging, this microscope technique
evolved as an indispensable tool for spectroscopic analysis of
mechanical, electric, or even magnetic surface properties.3,4
Besides, its capability to employ forces in the realm of inter-
or intramolecular bonds opened up an entire research field
of biophysical applications: from single-molecule force spec-
troscopy to the controlled manipulation and rearrangement of
bio-molecular components on the single-molecule level.5–8
Since the first controlled nano-manipulation of individual
xenon atoms by a scanning tunneling microscope,9,10 the idea
of an AFM performing as a robotic arm with nanometer
accuracy became increasingly popular particularly for the
characterization and assembly of nano-objects with utmost
precision.11,12 While the force-resolution has been pushed to
sub-pN accuracy13 and the spatial position may be actively
controlled with atomic precision,14 AFM operations in a lab-
coordinate system (i.e., the coordinate system given by the
sample surface) are still not routinely achieved with nanometer
precision, especially at room temperature in water. High-
a)Electronic mail: diana.pippig@physik.uni-muenchen.de
resolution visual position sensoring and reliable alignment
of the AFM to arbitrary surface objects are mainly performed
under supervision by external microscopy, namely, by optical
or scanning electron microscopes (SEM). First, in this
manner, fully automated processes were achieved under low
temperature high vacuum conditions with special AFM/SEM
hybrids, which allow the controlled picking and placement of
nano-objects on micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS)15
to assemble novel nano-devices.
In biophysical applications, however, where aqueous
ambients and physiological temperatures are needed, the
realization of the AFM as a nano-handling robot working fully
automated on artificial structures is still challenging, although
various applications of such high control are considered: from
the analysis of non-trivial electric or magnetic field properties
in structured surroundings to the controlled characterization
and individual assembly of single molecules in the coordinate
system of present objects. The critical issue in these applica-
tions is the highly indispensible positional control of the AFM
tip. The mentioned AFM/SEM combination is performing
in ultra high vacuum (UHV) and so excludes adequate
conditions for most biophysical applications. Localization
by conventional optical microscopes may be sufficient for
a reliable positioning of the AFM on the microscale. On
the nanoscale, however, new superresolution approaches
seem required to overcome the diffraction limited resolution.
As a third option, many research instruments in this field
perform accurate tip-sample alignment by topographic scans
0034-6748/2015/86(3)/035109/8/$30.00 86, 035109-1 © 2015 AIP Publishing LLC
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coarsely aligned to the region of interest. After imaging,
the cantilever tip is positioned on a certain feature in
the scanned region.16 Unfortunately, this method harbors
several shortcomings: typical acquisition times of topographic
imaging hamper fast tip localizations, as they are required for
automated nanohandling. For example, operations on different
objects with undefined micrometer to millimeter distances to
each other would turn out to be time-consuming and thus
impractical if topographic scans for each of the individual
objects had to be recorded. Additionally, AFM imaging is not
capable of returning steady positional feedback, so an initial
alignment is prone to instrumental drift. Without steady optical
feedback, errors of the automated progress cannot be actively
controlled or corrected. By working to a great extent blindly,
a once established tip-object distance has to be maintained
with nanometer accuracy by stabilizing the whole system
with secondary drift compensations. Additionally, in some
biophysical applications, contact-mode scans are unfavorable
if a complex surface chemistry on sample and tip is utilized.
Prolonged contact between tip apex and sample surface leads
to interactions and physical damage, which either rubs off the
elaborate functionalization of the tip surface or comes along
with clogging of the cantilever.16 Both effects prevent or at
least diminish specific interactions between tip and surface.
To overcome these localization challenges, we developed
a fast and non-invasive optical technique of tip localization and
subsequent alignment to specific nano-objects with nanometer
accuracy. Processing the absorption profile of commercial
silicon cantilevers in transmission microscopy by background
correction and superresolution based fitting algorithms17,18
provides a spatial accuracy below 6 nm.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
Most advanced AFM instruments are combined with op-
tical microscopes. Already, a simple transmission microscope
allows identifying coarse surface structures on the sample and
a rough alignment of cantilever and specific surface objects for
further scanning procedures. This limited alignment is based
on the absorbance of the cantilever resulting in a shadow image
in the transmission microscope. We present an advancement of
this localization-by-absorption principle via superresolution
routines that allows locating the position of a cantilever’s tip
to an accuracy, which is substantially better than the diffraction
limited microscope resolution. Thus, relative positions of
surface objects to the tip are determined to a much higher
precision than their actual signal widths.
The general principle is depicted in Figure 1: Whereas
light in the visible range propagates through the cantilever
to a great extent, the fraction of light incident on the
high aspect-ratio tip is strongly absorbed. This is based
on the fact that the absorption lengths of typical cantilever
materials used in force spectroscopy lie in the same range
as their tip lengths. For example, crystalline silicon with an
absorbance length of about 1.8 µm in the visible spectrum
(at 600 nm)19 is rather transparent for a cantilever thickness
typically in the range of a few hundred nanometers, whereas
the tip with a length of several micrometers is significantly
longer than this typical absorption length. An additional gold
layer evaporated on the cantilever for enhanced laser beam
reflection is typically below 50 nm and hence transmits
about 10% of the illumination in the visible spectrum (for
40 nm gold layer thickness, 9% of the light are transmitted
at 600 nm). The observed absorption signal is isolated for
further superresolution approaches by background subtraction
routines.
Due to the geometry of tip and illumination, the distinct
absorption profile is only distinguishable from the back-
ground, if the tip apex is in the microscope’s focus. For
a non-coherent illumination source of a conventional light-
emitting diode (LED) used in transmission microscopy, the
objective collects light in a limited range of angles in the
upper half space (Figure 2(b)). This illumination angles are
mainly determined by the extension and distance of the
illuminating light source and not by the numerical aperture of
the microscope. For a cantilever apex angle comparable to the
angles of illumination, the fraction of absorbed light becomes
only significant in close vicinity to the imaged plane (Figure
2(b), right). For a distance of about 5 cm between cantilever
and LED illumination with an extension of approximately
1 cm, a maximum illumination angle of about 6◦ is estimated.
This opening angle compares to the apex angle of the used tip
(BL-AC40TS, Olympus) of about 4◦ (Figure 2(a)).
FIG. 1. (a) Schematic representation of the fast and non-invasive localization process of a cantilever tip using transmission microscopy. Incident light is
significantly absorbed within the high-aspect ratio tip whereas it transmits the cantilever to a great part. Thus, the tip absorption profile can be clearly identified
in the microscope’s image plane. (b) Since the background signal, mainly consisting of absorption and scattering of the cantilever, remains nearly constant
during tip-surface approach, subtraction of a non-contact image yields a remarkably enhanced signal quality for further localization algorithms.
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FIG. 2. (a) Width and apex angle of the cantilever tip used for localization imaged in a scanning electron microscope. An apex angle of about 4◦ is measured. The
electron beam deposition (EBD) is no intrinsic property of the cantilever and hence does not contribute to the extension of the imaged tip. (b) The microscope’s
focus plane images light of an illuminating light source for a given range of incident angles. Extension and distance of the light source determine the maximum
illumination angle, for which light can be collected. For comparable angles of the illumination cone and tip apex, the tip is imaged only in close vicinity to the
focal plane. For distances larger than 750 nm, however, in the presented experiment, non-absorbed background light surpasses the absorbance signal by the tip.
For increasing distance to the image plane, light passing
the cantilever without being absorbed surpasses the absor-
bance signal of the tip. Depending on the ratio of maximum
illumination angle and apex angle of the tip, its absorbance
is only detectable when being below a certain distance to
the image plane. Since image plane and sample surface are
usually aligned for surface-based applications, the absorption
signal becomes visible only when the tip is in touch with
the surface. However, experimental variation of the distance
between sample surface and focal plane yielded that the
tip’s absorption profile is independent of its vicinity to the
glass surface. The observed absorption is not based on near-
field effects caused by the proximity to the glass (Figure 3).
Further, spectral limitation of the used white-light LED to
monochromatic light using different filters in the light path did
not change the absorption profile compared to a full-spectrum
white-light LED (data not shown).
As a superposition of absorbed and scattered light from
both, tip and cantilever, the absorption profile may be far
from a perfect two-dimensional point-spread function, but
still a projection of a punctuate object below the diffraction
limit of the imaging system. The details within the spot
will stay unresolved, but the mid-position of the spot, and
hence the location of the tip, should be determinable with
sub-diffractional precision by reasonable post-processing and
superresolution routines.
The absorption profile collected by the microscope can
be subdivided into two parts: a weak, static fraction given by
the cantilever itself and a strong punctuate spot induced by the
tip. For typical approach distances of an AFM to the surface
in the micrometer range, the tip is out of focus and—as was
shown above—cannot be localized or identified by absorption.
During surface approach, the tip acts like a foreground
object—in front of a maintained background—being only
visible in close proximity to the surface. As a consequence, an
image subtraction of an unfocused referencing frame allows to
extract the “purified absorption profile” of the tip. Suppressing
the static background during AFM approach drastically
improves the signal quality for further localization routines.
It should be mentioned here, that for long-term stability of
the methodology, a permanent sharp focus on the surface
plane is of particular importance. In order to compensate for
focus drifts, auto-focus routines are indispensable to maintain
optimum localization accuracy.
A more detailed study of the change in absorption signal
with respect to AFM distance from the surface gives an
optimum distance range for the referencing image dependent
on used optics and microscope resolution. It turns out that the
selection of the right distance for reference and signal frame
is a fundamental factor for reliable localizations. It should be
chosen as close as possible to the surface, but without the tip
absorption being already distinguishable from the cantilever
background signal. Setting the background frame too close
to the surface results in loss of useful tip data. Appropriate
selection of the referencing height is further discussed in the
supplementary material.20
After extracting the absorption profile of the tip, the signal
still shows characteristic asymmetries. These may, to a certain
extent, originate from optical distortions of the microscope
itself as well as aberrations for imaging the extended three-
dimensional object. Since the tip is an object with asymmetric
geometry, the absorption signal always features certain asym-
metries independent of the optics. Figure 4 shows a close-up of
the tip absorption signal with and without background subtrac-
tion. The signal is spread over only a small number of pixels,
each corresponding to a size of about 90 nm. For this image
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FIG. 3. For a 900 nm × 900 nm image area around the determined tip po-
sition, the intensity during AFM approach is recorded in order to investigate
the effect of different distances between surface and the microscope’s focal
plane (see inset for schematic principle). As a general behavior, it can be
seen that the background light exceeds the tip absorption signal for distances
larger than 750 nm from the focus, so no remarkable intensity change during
approach can be observed in this range. For smaller distances, the absorption
of the cantilever tip becomes significant and dampens the collected light
intensity by absorption. Changing the relative distance between sample sur-
face and the microscope’s focus does not affect the properties of cantilever
absorption during approach (color gradient from green to red). The variation
of surface height is identified by plateaus in the intensity. Since the tip cannot
penetrate the glass surface, its minimal height is limited and stays constant for
further approach. No near-field effects at the surface interface seem to alter
the behavior of the absorption profile. Thus in experimental applications, an
autofocus routine can be used to align surface and image plane in a reliable
and reproducible manner.
magnification, the pixel size is about the standard deviation
of the localized point spread function, an optimal condition
for most superresolution applications. The centroid is deter-
mined by optimizing a two-dimensional fit between model
and data. The fit optimization is based on the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm.21 Usual fitting routines based on two-
dimensional elliptical Gaussian peak functions, however, only
poorly approximate the absorption profile. Remarkable devia-
tions in the residual provide a means for analyzing the error of
the fitting process and thus of the position measurement. Sub-
stantial imbalances in the residual for a symmetric Gaussian
function indicate an erroneous shift of the determined position.
A uniform and low residual signal is therefore essential in
order to localize the object. Consequently, in contrast to most
superresolution applications, only an adapted fitting function
different from a symmetric Gaussian shape is able to model the
centroid of the absorption profile with nanometer precision.
For adequate fitting accuracies beyond the microscope’s reso-
lution, a two-dimensional peaked function is applied featuring
different widths for each quadrant, full rotational capability,
and a tilted background plane (see Figure S2 in the supple-
mentary material for further details20). Figure 4 illustrates
a comparison of fitting procedures without these additional
degrees of freedom and reveals remarkable deviations of fit and
signal in the residual. Fitting the tip via the adapted function,
FIG. 4. Fitting an asymmetric signal by a symmetric function yields poor
agreement of fit and signal indicated by high imbalances in the residual. Blue
color indicates a negative residual whereas red shows a positive contribution
to the residual. As a result, the localized position is shifted from the actual
mean position (black frame). The applied background correction reduces
these asymmetries and improves the object localization via a conventional
two-dimensional Gaussian fit, but according to the residual, a positional shift
can still be assumed (grey frame). Sophisticated fitting routines based on
a non-symmetric Gaussian function featuring four different widths and an
implicit rotational angle are able to suppress remaining imbalances in the
residual (red frame) and are capable to model the tip absorption adequately.
however, shows fewer imbalances in the residual. The applied
model seems to represent the measured absorption profile
adequately and hence to determine its mid-position accurately.
III. RESULTS
To evaluate the positional error of the presented localiza-
tion method, the standard deviation of a statistically significant
number of subsequent localizations was investigated. The
mid position of each localization process was compared to
the overall mean of all determined positions. For signal
acquisition, the AFM tip, a BL-AC40TS (Olympus, Japan),
was kept in surface contact for longer than the exposure
time of the camera. The force threshold for being in surface
contact was 180 pN. For about 11.000 absorbed photons,
150 subsequent localizations resulted in a two-dimensional
Gaussian uncertainty with a standard deviation of about 5.2
nm (Figure 5(a)). Data points were corrected for directional
cantilever drift during the overall measurement time (Figure
S3, supplementary material20). The number of photons was
determined by counting negative photons with respect to the
non-absorbing background average.
After subtracting a referencing background image, the
absorption signal can be assumed as shot-noise limited, i.e., the
noise in each camera pixel should be dominated by the photons
that are transmitted through the localized object and not domi-
nated by background noise. Theoretical limits for shot-noise
limited signals scale as the inverse square root of the num-
ber of collected photons from the specific object.17 In Figure
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FIG. 5. (a) In superresolution applications, the localization precision of a fluorophore’s center via an optical microscope depends fundamentally on the number
of collected photons. For a cantilever absorbing about 11 000 photons during exposure time, an accuracy below 6 nm is determined. The accuracy was measured
as the two-dimensional standard deviation to the overall mean of a set of several subsequent localizations. The color gradient from red to blue of the data points
encodes their temporal evolution with time. A linear thermal drift correction was applied. (b) The theoretical power law for superresolution applications is given
by 1/
√
photons (black curve). A comparison of tip localization based on absorption shows accuracies in the same order of magnitude and equivalent photon
dependency as the theoretical limit (red). Determination of the tip’s position is apparently feasible with accuracies beyond diffraction. The number of photons
represents in this specific case the number of absorbed photons with respect to the measured background signal. For comparison, also the localization precision
of a nano-aperture with 220 nm diameter via extraordinary plasmonic transmission is shown (grey). The suitable geometric properties of the aperture—the radial
symmetry and a sub-diffraction diameter—yield a transmission signal that can be assumed as a point-spread function without losing localization accuracy.
5(b), the theoretical limit of determining a fluorophore’s center
is plotted with respect to the number of collected photons
(black). The susceptibility of the measurement considering
finite microscope resolution (pixelation noise), gain, and cam-
era sensitivity is regarded.
For comparison, the tip localization accuracy via absorp-
tion for different numbers of absorbed photons is also depicted.
The amount of collected negative photons could be tuned by
changing LED power of the transmission microscope as well
as the exposure time of the camera. The comparison of the
tip localization to the theoretical optimum reveals that, indeed,
some accuracy is lost, but it settles in equal orders of magnitude
and also obeys the same power law.
For additional comparison, also the localization accuracy
of a nano-aperture with 110 nm nominal radius, which acts as
a so called zero-mode waveguide,22 is shown in Figure 5(b)
for different numbers of collected photons. Zero-mode wave-
guides are subwavelength holes in the metal coating of glass
cover slips, which have no propagating light mode inside their
cavity due to their sub-diffractional geometry. Using these
structures, the observation volume of optical microscopes
can be reduced up to three orders of magnitude compared
to diffraction limited optics.23,24 The transmitted light used
for localization arises from photons tunneling through the
nano-cavity via extraordinary plasmonic transmission.25,26
The results show that the more adequate geometry of the
sub-diffraction nano-aperture can be assumed to be a perfect
point-spread function without losing localization precision
compared to a fluorophore. Since both, AFM tip and zero-
mode waveguide, are objects not affected by photobleaching,
more photons per time as well as in absolute number can be ob-
tained compared to fluorophores. Localization of photostable
sub-diffractional objects keeps the potential of accuracies even
better than those usually obtained in conventional superreso-
lution applications.
The following set of experiments quantitatively inves-
tigates the overall accuracy for the presented localization
method with subsequent alignment to a specific surface ob-
ject, e.g., a zero-mode waveguide. As presented before, the
individual localization accuracy for a cantilever tip as well as
for a zero-mode waveguide is on the order of 5 nm for sufficient
numbers of collected (negative) photons. This precision should
suffice to align the two objects with adequate accuracy to
operate with the AFM tip within the zero-mode waveguide.
The accessibility of the upper half-space of the zero-mode
waveguide sample allows its employment in combination with
the AFM. The experiments were performed on an artificially
structured surface fabricated by e-beam photolithography27
containing arrays of nano-apertures of about 220 nm in diam-
eter (see Figure 4(a) and the supplementary material).20 The
height of the apertures is 100 nm according to the thickness of
the evaporated opaque aluminum film. Additional micrometer
sized glass areas without aluminum serve for orientation,
coarse alignment of the AFM with the microscope’s field of
view, and for the presented tip localization routine. A custom-
written software (LabView) performs in a fully automated
manner the previously described background image correc-
tion during AFM approach and determines the tip position
by fitting an asymmetric Gaussian function to the measured
absorption profile. After additionally localizing a specific
zero-mode waveguide by its plasmonic transmission profile,
both positions in the optical coordinate system are aligned
by piezo-driven movement of the sample. A subsequent sur-
face approach of the AFM should be within the respective
zero-mode waveguide. For this application, very small apex
angles of the cantilever tip as the one used are of particular
importance. Simultaneous measurement of the contact point
between surface and AFM tip serves as an experimental vali-
dation as for whether the approach was inside the aperture and
thus whether the alignment of the two objects was successful.
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Due to the topography of the apertures, a 100 nm difference
for successful and non-successful approaches can be measured
(see Figure 6(b)).
For 14 different zero-mode waveguides within one
220 nm size array, the localization and alignment cycle
was repeated 50 times each to prove its reliability and
reproducibility. Additionally, some approaches next to zero-
mode waveguides on aluminum were performed to illustrate
the signal for a failed alignment procedure. Zero-mode
waveguide and aluminum approaches form two distinct height
populations separated by about 100 nm (Figure 6(b), red
and blue markers). Of altogether 700 approaches in zero-
mode waveguides, only two appear to be not within the
aperture by being outliers in the height signal. One cycle was
typically performed within 15 s. The sample was sufficiently
equilibrated during the preparation of the experiment, so
that vertical surface drifts became negligible for the actual
measurement. A sample tilt correction was applied to the data
by a linear fit. The shown experiment further confirms that the
presented localization method allows for a fast, non-invasive,
reliable, and reproducible alignment of the AFM with a nano-
object like a 220 nm zero-mode waveguide.
In order to give a quantitative number of the alignment
precision, the behavior close to a zero-mode waveguide side-
wall was additionally investigated. Adding varying spatial
offsets to the localized aperture position allows imaging the
topography of the aperture. For small offsets, the AFM still
operates within the zero-mode waveguide whereas for offsets
larger than the diameter, this does not hold any more. Figure
6(c) illustrates the contact height with respect to the offset in
a certain direction. For each surface approach, tip localiza-
tion and aperture alignment were repeated. Two plateaus are
clearly distinguishable for the regions within and outside the
aperture linked by a crossing section representing the rim of
the zero-mode waveguide. Assuming a perfectly steep topog-
raphy of the apertures, one would expect a stepwise behavior
for this particular region. There are two main reasons for
experimentally measured deviations: an extended geometry
of the probing tip as well as inaccuracies in the alignment
routine. Thus, the standard deviation of the rim region can be
taken as an upper limit for the process accuracy neglecting
other effects. Excluding points being part of the two identified
plateaus (Figure 6(c), red points), a standard deviation of 13
nm for imaging the zero-mode waveguide border is obtained.
As an upper limit, this proves the nanoscale precision of the
localization and subsequent alignment of the two objects.
To prove that the presented alignment procedure is not
only fast and accurate but also does not damage the specific
surface chemistry on the cantilever, the applicability of the
localization routine in force spectroscopic measurements was
tested. The mechanical unfolding of a green fluorescent
protein (GFP), covalently immobilized to the bottom of zero-
mode waveguides, was addressed. Its typical unfolding pattern
could be detected and the characteristic contour length of 77
nm was measured (Figure 7)28 without observing additional
features in force-distance curves that would arise from harsh
contact of the cantilever with the sidewalls of the aperture. For
each force curve, the contact point of tip and surface was noted
to ensure that the tip was actually probing within the zero-
mode waveguide. Furthermore, in order to prevent unspecific
binding of the protein to the surface, the aluminum was
passivated for protein binding sites by polyvinylphosphonic
acid.29 In a total of 850 recorded force curves distributed
over 11 different zero-mode waveguides, 40 specific binding
FIG. 6. (a) The presented localization allows a fast and reliable alignment of cantilever and a given sample structure, e.g., an array of nano-apertures in
transmission microscopy. To demonstrate the high reliability of the method, the tip was localized repeatedly in a specifically designed localization area and
subsequently aligned with a zero-mode waveguide array (220 nm diameter and 100 nm height). (b) For each zero-mode waveguide, the localization process was
repeated 50 times. As control parameter for successful alignment, the height at which surface and tip get in first contact is used as illustrated by the schematic
principle. Blue markers represent tip approaches next to cavities on aluminum to illustrate the signal for non-successful alignment processes. For 700 fully
automated approaches within 14 zero-mode waveguides (red), only two cycles can be clearly identified as non-successful, i.e., not inside the specific zero-mode
waveguide. (c) Quantitative accuracy of the complete alignment process is checked by tip approaches with controlled offset within one zero-mode waveguide.
After center alignment of zero-mode waveguide and cantilever, a specific offset in a certain spatial direction is added. By repeating the process for different
offsets, the sidewall of the cavity gets imaged with a measurable uncertainty. The steep rim is mapped with an accuracy of 13 nm, giving a quantitative number
for the alignment precision. Since contributions by the extended geometry of the cantilever tip and a non-ideal edge steepness of the zero-mode waveguide are
neglected, the measured value can be assumed as an upper accuracy limit.
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FIG. 7. One possible application of the presented alignment procedure is high-throughput force spectroscopy inside the nano-apertures of zero-mode
waveguides. Single GFP unfolding events with characteristic contour lengths are depicted. Comparison to rupture events on a glass reference of the same
sample confirms that the characteristic unfolding behavior is not altered when measured inside a zero-mode waveguide.
events could be observed in less than 2 h. This represents
a successful binding efficiency of almost 5%, which is in
total agreement to the efficiency of a subsequent control
experiment on a pure glass area on the same sample with
the same lateral density of immobilized proteins on the
surface. In future applications, a conventional fluorescence
microscope, such as a total internal reflection fluorescence
(TIRF) microscope, should be simultaneously triggered and
force-distance information should be simultaneously collected
by the AFM. Such custom-built hybrid setups combining
atomic force with TIRF microscopy were developed in
previous work and will allow for high-throughput force
spectroscopy in zero-mode waveguides with simultaneous
fluorescence read-out.30
Strong anticipated applications of the presented tip
localization method with subsequent nano-structure alignment
are single-molecule cut and paste arrangements of enzymatic
circuits like replication machineries or cellulosomes and
furthermore force spectroscopy in zero-mode waveguides.31,16
With high throughput efficiencies comparable to those of
standard force spectroscopy, the presented approach could
become state-of-the-art in the biomolecular research of force-
activated biomolecules32 by direct observation of enzymatic
substrate turnover.33 Since zero-mode waveguides are appli-
cable to most biophysical assays,23,34–36 this optomechanical
methodology could give insight into many mechanoenzymatic
processes obscured so far, especially on the single-molecule
level. In contrast to other localization routines, the presented
superresolution methodology using the tip’s absorption profile
offers the necessary requisites for high-throughput experi-
ments with efficiencies comparable to those in common force
spectroscopy.
IV. CONCLUSION
Being able to localize an AFM tip with nanoscale preci-
sion in the coordinate system of a sample with macroscopic
dimensions grants access to a wide range of novel applications,
be it in nanoprecision manufacturing or sophisticated single
molecule research. Here, we demonstrated that conventional
optical transmission microscopy in combination with elabo-
rate image analysis allows to localize the AFM tip with more
than 6 nm precision with reference to the optical axis of the
microscope. The large actuation ranges of the microscope
stage now allow addressing large sample areas with this novel
technique. At the same time, a precision is achieved that allows
to investigate individual molecules. Remarkably, the elaborate
functionalization of the probe, which is indispensible to such
sensitive measurements, is unimpaired by the localization
process. This could be verified by the single-molecule force
spectroscopy unfolding experiment on individual GFPs in the
apertures of a zero-mode waveguide.
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I. SUPPLEMENT 
A. Choosing the background distance 
Subtracting the adequate reference image isolates efficiently the tip signal for further routines by reduc-
ing the constant cantilever background. For this process, however, the choice of the right referencing 
frame is fundamental to guarantee a reliable localization with high accuracy. In order to investigate the 
localized position dependent on which images are taken for it, a wide comparison for different combina-
tions of background and signal frames was performed. The complete AFM approach is recorded as a 
full set of image frames. By knowing the approach velocity as well as the contact point of AFM and 
surface, each frame can be associated wit a tip-surface-distance. In the case presented here, the AFM 
approaches linearly wit about 12.5 nm per each image frame. For the whole image set, any possible 
combination of signal frame m and background image n was taken for localizing the tip coordinates xm,n 
and ym,n. It turns out, that for tip distances larger than 200 nm the tip signal is too blurry for stable con-
vergence of the Gaussian fit. For background frames closer than 300 nm, important signal information is 
apparently subtracted leading to a non-convergent fit as well (figure S1a). For image combinations 
within these respective distance limits, meaningful localization positions are obtained. In order to fur-
ther evaluate the reliability of different image combinations the stability of their specific localization is 
checked. To do so, the spatial standard deviation sm,n (xm,n, ym,n) for signal image m and a set of neighbor-
ing background images [n-2; n+2] was calculated. For a stable and hence reliable combination of two 
images, it was assumed, that small variations of the background image should not result in high fluctua-
tions of the localized position. Figure S1a illustrates that a stable region (i.e. smallest sm,n values) is 
found for the tip being in surface contact combined with a background image in about 600 to 800 nm 
distance.   
This result is in good agreement of findings investigating at which distances the tip absorption signal 
becomes distinguishable from the cantilever background. For a camera image of 1 µm x 1 µm at contact 
position, the mean image intensity is plotted during surface approach. For a starting distance of 2000 
nm, the mean intensity within the area does not change significantly at first. The tip absorbance is out of 
focus and therefore not imaged by the microscope whereas the cantilever background stays rather con-
stant. For distances smaller than 750 nm, however, the image mean becomes drastically reduced by the 
strong absorbance of the tip (figure S1b). Since the tip absorbance is not predominant until 750 nm sur-
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face distance, the referencing frame can be chosen here without loosing important tip signal by subtrac-
tion, but still providing a background profile as close as possible. In the fully automated software rou-
tine, a region of interest at the tip’s position is chosen and the mean intensity during approach is re-
corded. Out of these values the change from stagnant to declining behavior is measured in order to de-
fine an adequate picture as a reference frame. The actual signal profile is always best during surface 
contact. All of the measurements as well as the presented data here were done after an autofocus routine 
in order to have reliable results. 
 
FIG. S1.  
a) Standard deviation of the determined tip position for different combinations of signal and background distances. Stable convergence of 
the Gaussian fit is only given for the tip in close proximity of the surface and a minimal distance between signal and background frame of 
at least 300 nm. The standard deviation has a stable minimum plateau for tip and background frames at a distance between 600 and 800 nm 
to each other indicating best signal qualities there.  
b) Mean intensity of 1 µm x 1 µm region of interest during tip approach. The absorption of the tip becomes only measurable for distances 
less than 750 nm to the surface. Choosing a background frame with a tip distance larger than 750 nm no important signal information is 
lost during background subtraction 
 
 
B. Asymmetric Gaussian fit 
The adapted asymmetric Gaussian fitting function features the following parameters:  
- A: amplitude of the peaked function 
- ϕ : rotational angle of the 2D coordinate system   
- x0’, y0’: peak position 
- σx,1, σx,2, σy,1, σy,2: for each half-plane in x’ or y’ the Gaussian width changes at mid-point x0’, y0’ 
 
- kx, ky: modeling a tilted background plane 
- C: constant background level 
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FIG. S2.  
Example for modeling the absorption of a cantilever tip by an adapted Gaussian fit. The signal features an asymmetric shape for both 
coordinate axes as well as a tilted background plane. The coordinate axes are capable to rotate in the horizontal plane for adapting the 
asymmetries of the tip signal. For improved illustration, but without loss of generality, the shown example yields ϕ=0° for horizontal rota-
tion. The color-code in the residual illustrates regions of negative (blue) or positive (red) difference between fit and signal. Only small 
imbalances are observed indicating a reliable modeling of the absorption signal.  
 
 
 
C. Linear drift correction of localized tip 
 
FIG. S3.  
Correction method for systematic positional drift of the cantilever tip during measurement of the experimental localization accuracy. A 
linear fit is applied to the data and subtracted. In this data set (11000 photons per localization), a drift of about one nanometer per minute is 
detected. The sample was settled on the experimental setup for several hours before measurement to minimize drift effects during data 
collection.  
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D. AFM measurements 
A custom built AFM head and an Asylum Research MFP3D controller (Asylum Research, Santa Bar-
bara, USA), which provides ACD and DAC channels as well as a DSP board for setting up feedback 
loops, were used. Software for the automated control of the AFM head and xy-piezos during the ex-
periments was programmed in LabView and Igor Pro (Wave Metrics, Lake Oswego, USA). Cantilevers 
were calibrated in solution using the equipartition theorem1,2.  
 
E. Zero-mode waveguide lithography 
Zero-mode waveguide samples were fabricated with negative e-beam lithography similar to [3] and [4]. 
The diameters of the zero-mode waveguides used in the localization experiments were measured after-
wards with scanning electron microscopy (figure S4). 
 
FIG. S4.  
Scanning electron microscopy image of a representative zero-mode waveguide used in the shown alignment with the cantilever tip.  
F. Preparation of the sample surface 
After cleaning of the samples as described in [4] and chemically selective passivation of the aluminum 
on the surface5 the samples were incubated in 3-aminopropyldimethylethoxysilane (ABCR, Karlsruhe) 
for 5 minutes. Subsequently, they were washed in toluol, 2-propanol and ddH20 and dried at 80 °C for 
30 min. After deprotonation in sodium borate buffer (50mM H3BO3, 50mM Na2B4O7•10 H2O pH=8.5; 
Carl Roth GmbH & Co. KG, Germany) for 1 hour, a heterobifunctional PEG crosslinker with N-
hydroxy succinimide and maleimide groups (MW 5000, Rapp Polymere, Tübingen, Germany) was ap-
plied for 30 minutes at 12.5 mM in sodium borate buffer. The slide was thoroughly washed with ddH20, 
before it was incubated another hour with Coenzyme A (Merck Millipore, USA) dissolved in coupling 
buffer (50mM NaHPO4, 50mM NaCl, 10mM EDTA at pH=7.2). Again the slide was washed with 
ddH2O.  
A superfolder GFP6 construct was used and attached to the surface via an N-terminal ybbR-tag 
(DSLEFIASKLA)7. Expression and protein purification were according to [8]. Via a Phosphopan-
tetheinyltransferase Sfp-mediated coupling strategy9 the Coenzyme A on the glass slide was linked to 
the ybbR-tag of the protein in humid atmosphere at room temperature during three hours incubation 
time. For this, the protein construct GFP was mixed with Sfp-buffer (120 mM TrisHCl pH7.5, 10 mM 
MgCl2, 150 mM NaCl, 2% Glycerol, 2 mM DTT) and Sfp-Synthetase. All protein that did not bind to 
the surface was washed off step-wise by 15ml 1xPBS. This buffer was also used for the force spectros-
copy measurements.  
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Strep-Tactin, an engineered form of streptavidin, binds avidly to the genetically encoded peptide Strep-tag II in a manner
comparable to streptavidin binding to biotin. These interactions have been used in protein purification and detection
applications. However, in single-molecule studies, for example using atomic force microscopy-based single-molecule
force spectroscopy (AFM-SMFS), the tetravalency of these systems impedes the measurement of monodispersed data.
Here, we introduce a monovalent form of Strep-Tactin that harbours a unique binding site for Strep-tag II and a single
cysteine that allows Strep-Tactin to specifically attach to the atomic force microscope cantilever and form a consistent
pulling geometry to obtain homogeneous rupture data. Using AFM-SMFS, the mechanical properties of the interaction
between Strep-tag II and monovalent Strep-Tactin were characterized. Rupture forces comparable to biotin:streptavidin
unbinding were observed. Using titin kinase and green fluorescent protein, we show that monovalent Strep-Tactin is
generally applicable to protein unfolding experiments. We expect monovalent Strep-Tactin to be a reliable anchoring tool
for a range of single-molecule studies.
Specificity and exact control over the alignment and geometry ofmolecular constituents are prerequisites to successful nano-spectroscopy experiments. For example, in single-molecule
force spectroscopy (SMFS), the way in which the probed molecules
(for example, proteins) are tethered largely influences the exper-
imental performance as well as the reliability and interpretation of
the data obtained. We aimed to adapt molecular interactions
based on or related to avidin-like proteins to tackle this challenge
and establish a versatile anchoring tool to study any protein of inter-
est at the single-molecule level. After the discovery of avidin (A)1,2 in
1940 and streptavidin (SA)3 in 1964 as biotin sequestering proteins,
their impact in biotechnology was quickly exploited4,5. With their
outstanding femtomolar-range affinity towards biotin, the proteins
found versatile application and rapidly became a molecular link
between nano- and biotechnology, especially when the biotinylation
of samples became accessible6–8. The biotin:SA/A interaction was
the first molecular complex studied by atomic force microscopy
(AFM)-based SMFS9,10. Strep-Tactin (ST) is an engineered SA11
that specifically binds to the genetically encodable peptide
Strep-tag II (amino acid sequence SII: WSHPQFEK). SII occupies
the same binding site in SA and ST as biotin would11,12. The
SII:ST system is predominantly used in protein purification13, but
also in affinity imaging and various in vivo applications14–16.
The tetravalency in avidin-like proteins accounts for their strik-
ing avidity. Nevertheless, it can be disadvantageous to certain appli-
cations that rely on 1:1 stoichiometries. Stable, high-affinity
monomeric forms of avidin-like proteins are challenging to obtain
due to the interplay of the neighbouring subunits. Substantial
protein engineering has given rise to monomeric SA variants with
compromised binding properties17. Howarth and colleagues intro-
duced a tetrameric, but monovalent SA (monoSA) with unimpaired
biotin affinity. Key to this is the creation of a point-mutated SA con-
struct that is incapable of binding biotin18. MonoSA is used in
structural biology19,20, nanobiotechnology21,22 and in vivo detec-
tion23,24. Similarly, applications for monovalent ST (monoST)
arise, for example, in vivo, where biotin labelling is not always an
option and working with genetically encoded SII is convenient.
We introduce monoST with a single SII binding site and a unique
cysteine (Cys) that confers either specific immobilization or fluor-
escence labelling. Monovalency is achieved by reassembling a het-
erotetrameric ST, analogous to monoSA18. Remarkably, we found
the biotin-binding-deficient SA mutant equally unable to bind SII.
MonoST thus consists of one functional ST subunit with a unique
Cys residue, as well as three mutant SA subunits. Various appli-
cations of the construct, for example, as a fluorescence probe in
the detection of SII-tagged targets in cells, can be envisioned.
Here, we focus on the force-spectroscopic characterization of the
SII:monoST interaction, thus establishing the pair as a reliable
anchoring tool for various implementations of SMFS.
Other than bulk affinities, unbinding forces provide insight into
the mechanical character of an interaction. Application-dependent,
the tolerance of a complex to, for example, shear stress can be
advantageous. Here, we present dynamic SMFS data of the SII:ST
interaction obtained with an AFM, using a site-specifically immobi-
lized monoST. SII-fused green fluorescent protein (GFP) and titin
kinase (TK) constructs were probed to demonstrate the general
applicability of this system in protein unfolding experiments. This
is the first SMFS study of an SA-like protein exploiting an unam-
biguous tethering geometry. We expect monoST to find broad
application in nanobiotechnology. As a force-spectroscopy tool,
monoST offers deeper insight into, for example, the mechanism
of the force-activation of mechano-sensitive enzymes.
Both biotin:SA/A as well as SII:ST have been investigated by force
spectroscopy9,10,25–27, and very high unbinding forces between biotin
and SA/A have been reported. Owing to the tetravalency in SA/A
and the measurement geometry, pinpointing the exact rupture
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forces of the interaction between biotin and a distinct subunit of the
SA/A tetramer is challenging. In the case of ST, data from studies
using ambiguous tethering geometries suggest that the force
required to unbind SII from monoST is low compared to that in
the biotin:SA/A interaction (37 pN, ref. 28; 20–115 pN, ref. 26). In
AFM-SMFS, well-defined coupling strategies are desirable. Ideally,
the interaction between a tethering molecule attached to the canti-
lever and a handhold-tag on the sample is strong to permit applica-
bility to the various proteins to be probed29–31. A small handhold is
less likely to interfere with the native protein fold of the sample. The
SII:ST pair generally meets these requirements.
A unique Cys residue in monoST enables selective coupling
ST harbours four functional SII-binding subunits that are indistin-
guishable in their binding capacity. Selective coupling to the AFM
cantilever is not possible with this construct, and the tetravalency
impedes the measurement of monodispersed force-spectroscopy
data. We therefore engineered a monovalent ST heterotetramer with
a single Cys that can be reacted to maleimido-polyethyleneglycol
(PEG) functionalized surfaces, such as AFM cantilevers. To obtain
uniform rupture force distributions, the monoST variant accommo-
dates only one functional subunit. The remaining three subunits
were adapted from monoSA, as established previously18. The struc-
tural model in Fig. 1 illustrates the composition of monoST. The
functional subunit contains the Cys modification for selective
immobilization, guaranteeing a consistent pulling geometry and
thus homogeneous rupture data. As the Cys is located opposite
the SII binding pocket of the β-barrel in the ST monomer, the
force propagates through a single subunit (Fig. 1). If the other sub-
units were also functional, more complex pulling geometries and
force-propagation scenarios would arise.
The structural integrity and stoichiometry of reconstituted
monoST were verified by denaturing gel electrophoresis
(Supplementary Fig. 1) and a GFP pull-down assay
(Supplementary Fig. 2). The 1:3 ratio of functional-to-mutated sub-
units and accessibility of Cys were confirmed (Supplementary
Fig. 1). For the SII binding test, ST constructs (tetra-, monovalent
and fully mutated) were attached to a PEGylated glass surface via
their Cys residue. GFP was pulled down in areas with functional
ST. Increased fluorescence intensity coincided with immobilized
tetraST compared to the monoST spot. This correlates with the
anticipated SII binding capacities. No fluorescence signal, and
thus GFP-SII interaction, was observed for the completely
mutated construct. Aside from the capability of monoST to
indeed bind a single SII-tagged GFP, this also confirms ST construct
immobilization via Cys.
To determine the affinity of monoST to a SII-peptide and
compare it to commercially available tetraST (IBA), isothermal
titration calorimetry (ITC) measurements were conducted (Fig. 2).
For both monoST and tetraST, the measured Kd for SII binding
was ∼2.3 µM. This compares well to published values
(0.2/1.4 µM)11,32. The respective binding stoichiometry of four and
one binding sites was confirmed in the experiment. Slight deviations
from theoretical stoichiometries can be attributed to errors in deter-
mining the protein concentrations. Because the binding constants
are deduced from the slope of the sigmoidal fit, a discrepancy in
functional protein concentration should primarily affect the
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Figure 1 | Model of monoST based on the crystal structures of SA and ST.
For SA, non-functional subunits adapted from protein data bank (PDB) entry
1RSU are depicted in grey, and residues N23A, S27D and S45A affecting
biotin18 as well as SII binding, when mutated, are highlighted in green. For
ST, the functional subunit adapted from PDB entry 1KL3 is depicted in red,
SII peptide is shown in yellow, the loop altered for ST compared to SA
(residues 44–47: ESAV→VTAR) is highlighted in blue, with residues in a
stick representation. The model is depicted from the top and rotated by 90°
in side view. The hexa-His-tag and Cys residue opposite the SII binding site
in the functional subunit are highlighted in cyan. Black spheres schematically
represent anchor points, with corresponding directions of applied force in
the AFM experiments. In the experiments, the probed proteins are fused to
SII either with their N- or C-terminus.
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Figure 2 | ITC measurements of ST constructs and SII peptide. Data obtained for monoST (scheme with active, Cys-modified subunit in red and mutated
subunits in grey) and tetraST (IBA, four functional subunits, red) were analysed by fitting a one-site binding model to obtain Kd, N (binding stoichiometry)
and ΔH (enthalpy). The corresponding confidence interval of fits for three (monovalent) and five (tetravalent) data sets is depicted in grey. Errors were
obtained from global fits of all data points of all respective data sets.
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stoichiometry, not the Kd. The Kd for monoST binding to GFP with
either an N- or C-terminal SII-tag, determined by ITC, is in the
range of 1 µM. The fully mutated construct did not exhibit any
measurable interaction.
Dynamic SMFS of the SII:monoST interaction
The SII:ST interaction was previously investigated in other contexts
using SMFS. Moayed and colleagues33 used a tandem repeat SII in
an optical tweezer set-up that stretched DNA to compare different
tethering methods. Tang and co-workers28 used tetraST in
AFM recognition imaging, giving an estimate of the unbinding
force between SII and ST (37 pN at 337 pN s–1 loading rate).
Kim et al.26 probed the dynamic range of the interaction, providing
SII-tagged protein fingerprint constructs (immunoglobulin-like
domain I27 and SNase) at both the surface and the cantilever.
Tethering was only achieved if an ST tetramer in solution connected
two SII samples. In this way, two differentiated rupture force distri-
butions were obtained for SII:ST unbinding. This can be attributed
to the multiple binding site occupation scenarios in the asymmetric,
dimeric substructure of the ST tetramer (four binding sites, two SII).
Similarly, immobilized tetraST offers four different interaction sites
and hence pulling geometries for SII.
Figure 3 presents the general arrangement of the present AFM
experiment as well as an exemplary force versus distance curve dis-
playing GFP unfolding and the final SII:monoST rupture. MonoST
is specifically attached to the cantilever via the unique Cys of the
functional subunit. The mutated subunits have no active means of
interaction with the sample and are bypassed from the obvious
path of force propagation. AFM-SMFS data analysis was intended
to be semi-automated for minimal bias in the analysis. Specific
SII:monoST binding and rupture events are clearly observed if
GFP is unfolded. For the evaluation of the SII:monoST interaction,
we therefore only considered curves with a single GFP unfolding
event, fully exploiting the advantage of the GFP fingerprint in the
experimental set-up and thus improving data reliability. Because
the force drops back to almost zero as soon as the GFP is unfolded,
it can be presumed that SII:monoST is not under load at that point.
Accordingly, the observed rupture force distribution for SII:monoST
unbinding at a given loading rate after initial GFP unfolding is
considered representative (Supplementary Fig. 3). Including single
rupture events where the GFP was not unfolded did not significantly
alter the measurement-derived data, but the statistics could be
biased by taking non-specific events into account.
Unbinding forces vary for N- and C-terminal SII placement
GFP constructs were probed either with N- or C-terminally fused
SII and it was found that only GFP with C-terminal SII is frequently
unfolded (Supplementary Fig. 4). The strength of the SII:monoST
interaction is thus dependent on tag placement and the pulling geo-
metry arising from it (Fig. 4a). To verify this finding we also probed
a low force fingerprint TK construct with an N-terminal SII-tag. We
observed frequent TK kinase domain unfolding, with data yields
comparable to the GFP experiment (Supplementary Fig. 5).
To evaluate the interaction and dynamic rupture force range
between SII and monoST for GFP-SII and SII-TK constructs, we
analysed representative data sets containing 8,774 and 4,933 retrac-
tion curves, respectively, for each of five distinct retraction velocities
(200, 800, 2,000, 5,000 and 10,000 nm s–1; Fig. 4). Figure 4b presents
the most probable forces and respective loading rates for the final
SII:monoST rupture and GFP unfolding in the case of construct
GFP-SII for each retraction velocity set. From a fit according to
the Bell–Evans model34,35, the width of the binding potential Δx
could be determined, yielding 0.50 nm for GFP unfolding and
0.23 nm for SII:monoST unbinding for the GFP-SII construct.
The respective koff values are 2.9 × 10
−4 s−1 and 0.34 s−1. For the
SII-TK construct, Δx was determined to be twice as high
(0.45 nm) as that for the C-terminally SII-tagged sample, which
correlates well with the rupture forces dropping by a factor of
two. The value of koff is in a comparable range (0.60 s
−1). The
force-spectroscopy-derived off rates for SII:monoST unbinding are
comparable to surface plasmon resonance data (0.03–0.26 s−1)32.
For the GFP-SII sample, the loading rate dependence fits for GFP
unfolding and final rupture intersect one another; in other words,
at low loading rates, the force required for GFP unfolding is more
likely to exceed the SII:monoST rupture force. With increasing
loading rates this behaviour is inverted. GFP unfolding at low
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Figure 3 | Characterization of SII:monoST as a general handhold system in AFM-based SMFS. The scheme illustrates the measurement set-up with
immobilized GFP harbouring a C-terminal SII and acting as a fingerprint domain. MonoST is represented by four spheres, three mutated, non-functional
subunits are depicted in grey, the functional one in red. Each unfolding and rupture process is illustrated according to the observed, exemplary
force–distance curve. Unfolding and rupture events are fitted according to the worm-like chain (WLC) model.
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loading rates is observed, owing to the inherently broader
distribution of the SII:monoST rupture force (Fig. 4c and
Supplementary Fig. 3). In the experimentally covered loading rate
range, the rupture force distribution for the final SII:monoST
rupture always coincides with the much narrower distribution for
GFP unfolding. The most probable forces for SII:monoST rupture
for the N-terminal SII construct are significantly lower than for
GFP unfolding, which is in line with the observation that GFP is
not suited to being a fingerprint when using N-terminal SII.
It is evident that the force distribution of the GFP unfolding is
much narrower than that of SII:monoST unbinding. This is to be
expected, as the potential width of the unfolding is much higher
than that of the SII:monoST rupture (Fig. 4b,c). A fit of the histo-
grams in Fig. 4c based on the standard Bell–Evans model results in
Δx of ∼0.29 and ∼0.14 nm for unfolding and unbinding, respectively.
For N-terminal SII, Δx is 0.31 nm. These values are slightly lower
than those determined from the force loading rate dependence
(Fig. 4b), for which only the peak positions of the force distributions
are analysed. The narrow distribution of GFP unfolding forces
suggests that instrument drift and cantilever aging are negligible
(also compare Supplementary Fig. 7). The width of the SII:monoST
rupture force histograms is thus inherent to the narrow binding
potential and, as such, is a genuine property of this molecular pair
in the given pulling geometry (C-terminal SII). Notably, this differs
for an N-terminal SII, where lower unbinding forces and increased
potential widths correlate with the broadened binding potential.
To verify the selectivity and reliability of the tethering established
here, several control experiments were performed. SII-tagged GFP
was compared to GFP fused with a GCN4-tag in AFM-SMFS.
Significant sample interaction was only observed in probed areas
where GFP-SII was immobilized (Supplementary Fig. 6). When
implementing an ST with four non-functional subunits, no signifi-
cant interactions could be observed. The tethering specificity was
also confirmed by competition, by adding 1 mM desthiobiotin
during data collection. After adding the competitor, SII:monoST
interactions became less abundant by far (Supplementary Fig. 6).
This possibility of competing with the interaction is key to the
system’s use in affinity purification. The effect could also be relevant
to other applications with monoST, for example, in the targeted
release of SII-tagged ligands, as previously demonstrated with a
cell-membrane-penetrating ST variant36.
Previously, a rupture force distribution exhibiting two distinct
maxima had been postulated for the SII:ST interaction (C-terminal
SII constructs) by Kim and co-authors26. We did not observe two
force regimes for the bond rupture between monoST and either
SII-tagged GFP or TK. Using a selectively anchored monoST to
bind a single SII exposed by the GFP or TK molecules on the
surface eliminates the issue of inhomogeneous rupture force distri-
butions. By offering only one binding site for the SII in an entirely
unambiguous attachment geometry, monodisperse unbinding force
distributions are to be expected.
We compared AFM-based force spectroscopy measurements
using either specifically immobilized tetra- or monoST. A clear
increase in single GFP-unfolding events as well as overall data
yield was observed when using monoST (Supplementary Fig. 7
and Supplementary Table 1). TetraST measurements yielded
about 2% single GFP-unfolding events, but about 8% were obtained
for monoST. Using monoST proved much more reliable. With
tetraST, periods of sparse interaction during the typically ∼14 h
measurements were observed, and cantilever wear was more
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Figure 4 | Comparison of SII:monoST unbinding forces depending on the placement of SII on the termini of the probed protein. a, Schematic of monoST
with SII occupying the functional binding site (based on PDB: 1KL3). The C-terminal part of SII is buried more deeply in the binding site than the N-terminal
part. Generally, the two different attachments and thus pulling geometry scenarios can be expected to vary the SII:monoST unbinding forces. b, Dynamic
force spectrum of the SII:monoST interaction for measurements with either N- or C-terminally fused SII. The force versus loading rate dependences of the
SII:monoST rupture for a GFP construct with C-terminal SII (filled circles) in comparison to GFP unfolding (open green triangles), as well as for the
SII:monoST rupture for a TK construct with N-terminal SII (open diamonds) are shown. Most probable rupture forces were obtained by fitting the rupture
force histograms of each retraction velocity set with the Bell–Evans model. Loading rates were obtained by Gaussian fitting of values derived from the slope
of individual extension traces. Only force–distance curves with a single GFP unfolding event or TK unfolding fingerprint were considered and evaluated.
Δx and koff were obtained by fitting data points according to the Bell–Evans model. The SII:monoST interaction is about half as strong at comparable loading
rates when SII is N-terminally fused to the probed protein (here TK) compared with the C-terminal tag (here GFP). Accordingly, Δx is doubled for the
weaker bond. c, Exemplary rupture force histograms for SII:monoST rupture at 800 nm s–1 retraction velocity in the AFM experiment. Top: data for the final
rupture of C-terminally SII-tagged GFP (grey bars, solid line) and GFP unfolding (dashed green line). Bottom: data for the SII:monoST rupture of the
N-terminally tagged TK construct (open bars, solid line). The presence of a few high force rupture events in the case of SII-TK may be attributed to a
negligible number of unspecific attachment events via the Ig-like domains in the construct. Most probable rupture forces and Δx were derived from fitting
data according to the Bell–Evans model.
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drastic (Supplementary Fig. 7). We attribute this effect to tearing of
the tetrameric ST structure. This is in agreement with former SMFS
studies on the disruption of the SA dimer interface, which was
found to occur at ∼100 pN (ref. 37). If high forces need to be
probed, as in our exemplary GFP-unfolding experiment, monoST
is a superior choice to conventional tetraST. Notably, because the
mean rupture force for the (C-terminal)SII:monoST bond, even at
low loading rates, still exceeds 50 pN, it can be assumed that the
handhold pair is applicable to a broad range of mechanically
stressed coupling reactions, such as in protein force
spectroscopy studies.
Comparing the SII:monoST interaction strength with that of
biotin:SA/A, we find that in a certain loading rate regime, the
forces are in the same range25. The nonlinearity that is observed
for the biotin:SA/A rupture, which is representative of the presence
of more than one energy barrier along the unbinding coordinate,
was not found for the SII:monoST interaction. This may be due
to the limited loading rate range covered in the present experiments.
Considering the altered conformation in the loop proximal to the
ligand binding pocket in ST compared with SA, differences in the
unbinding energy landscape would also not be unexpected38. The
discrepancy in equilibrium stability versus rupture force between
the two complexes biotin:SA and SII:monoST probably originates
from the minor change in the loop region on top of the binding
pocket. For SA, this loop undergoes substantial conformational
changes upon biotin binding to close up the binding site like a
lid. This movement is not observed in ST upon SII-binding.
Furthermore, this loop closure has been concluded to be partially
responsible for the outstanding off rates, and thus for the Kd value
found for biotin:SA39. Additionally, SA variants such as the so-
called ‘traptavidin’ exist, in which the introduction of slight altera-
tions in this loop region lead to a stabilized closed form and thus
even lower dissociation rate constants40. As the unbinding force is
dominated by the primary interactions between ligand and
binding pocket, the ‘lid closure effect’ may have little influence.
Thus, the mode of forced ligand unbinding would be comparable
in biotin:SA and SII:ST, despite their vastly differing equilibrium
stabilities. In addition, biotin or SII affinity may be influenced by
the properties of the molecule to which they are attached41. It is
worthwhile noting that none of the hitherto published biotin:
SA/A force spectroscopy studies used a completely specific attach-
ment strategy for either binding partner (for example, biotinylated
bovine serum albumin or microspheres, as well as non-specifically
attached SA). While not exhibiting any obvious disadvantages
over biotin, SII represents an attractive alternative to probe proteins
in a comparable force range. In many instances, the genetically
encoded peptide tag is preferable to a biotin modification, which
requires additional coupling and purification steps after protein
expression. Another advantage of using SII as a handhold rather
than a biotin modification lies in their respective affinities to ST
and SA. Their Kd values differ tremendously (micromolar for SII:
ST versus femtomolar for biotin:SA)11,18,41. Thus, when probing
SII-tagged protein the cantilever is less prone to get clogged than
when using biotinylated protein, as even trace amounts of free
biotin or non-covalently coupled biotinylated protein can block
the cantilever, nearly irreversibly.
Conclusions
We have established a robust tethering strategy applicable to and
adaptable by a broad range of nanotechnology applications. Such
stable biomolecular complexes are needed in AFM-based or other
force spectroscopy techniques. The use of genetically encoded SII
as a handhold is superior to those that require post-translational
modification (for example, biotin or digoxigenin). The strength of
its interaction with monoST renders the pair an excellent choice
for such applications. Remarkably, the difference in binding
strength when using SII on either the N- or C-terminus could
only be identified as a consequence of the high specificity of our
tethering system and the superb understanding and control its
pulling geometry provides. As this renders the SII:monoST inter-
action a tunable rupture force system, other implementations may
arise, for example, in ‘single-molecule cut & paste’42. Finally, the
modification of ST to hold a unique immobilization and single func-
tional SII binding site boosts the robustness and applicability of the
system. Fluorescently labelled monoST may be used, for example,
for super-resolution microscopy, exploiting the advantage of the
1:1 stoichiometry. Other applications, such as in structural biology
and more general fluorescence imaging and tracking, should also
be feasible, as the extremely high affinity found for biotin:SA is
not a general necessity for such implementations. MonoST builds
on the prevalence and popularity of SA and ST and therefore
enables the probing of readily available protein constructs with
improved specificity and stability.
Methods
Methods and any associated references are available in the online
version of the paper.
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Methods
A full description of experimental details can be found in the Supplementary
Information. In brief, ST and mutant SA (deficient in SII binding) constructs were
cloned into pET vectors (Merck Millipore), if applicable with a hexa-His-tag and Cys
or without for the non-functional subunits that were not meant to attach to the
AFM-cantilever surface. ST and mutant SA with and without the extra Cys were
expressed separately in E. coli BL21(DE3)-CodonPlus. The constructs formed
inclusion bodies that were isolated as described previously18,43.To reconstitute
monoST and to provide a 1:3 ratio of functional ST to non-functional SA in the final
tetramer, inclusion bodies were solubilized in 6 M guanidinium chloride and then
mixed in a 1:10 ratio before refolding and purification, which was accomplished by
means of the His-Tag on the Cys-modified subunit. Stoichiometry and the binding
affinity between monoST and an SII-peptide were analysed by ITC. To characterize
the SII:monoST interaction and as a proof of general applicability of the pair, we
used it with GFP and TK in a dynamic AFM-SMFS experiment. Passivation of the
sample surfaces, here the glass coverslip and the AFM cantilever, was ensured by
heterobifunctional PEG spacers used for specific sample immobilization44,45.
Covalent and site-selective attachment of the protein to be probed was achieved
using the ybbR-tag/Sfp-synthase system, which has been successfully used in recent
force spectroscopy measurements46–48. This reaction is highly efficient with N- or
C-terminally ybbR-tagged proteins. Cys-modified monoST was immobilized on
maleimido-PEG 5000 (Mw = 5,000 Da) functionalized BioLever Mini cantilevers
(Olympus)49. One GFP construct harboured an N-terminal ybbR-tag for surface
immobilization and a C-terminal SII for recognition by the monoST-decorated
cantilever tip. For control measurements, a construct harbouring a GCN4-tag
instead of SII was used. GFP was attached to a PEG5000-coenzymeA (CoA)
modified glass surface via the ybbR-tag (Sfp catalysed)47. Protein coupling to the
CoA/PEG-surface was achieved under saturating conditions, so the density of
coupled GFP was adjusted by using a fraction of non-reactive CH3-PEG5000.
The ratio of maleimido(CoA)-PEG5000 to CH3-PEG5000 was chosen such that
the surface density gave rise to a high yield of single-tethering event curves. A
fraction of curves devoid of any interaction is acceptable for the sake of improved
automated data sorting, evaluation and to obtain fewer multi-event curves. GFP
constructs were cloned with their respective tags (ybbR and SII or GCN4-tag) into
pGEX vectors (GE Healthcare) and expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3)-CodonPlus
(Agilent Technologies). Purification was achieved by GST- and His-tag based
affinity chromatography. The GST-tag was removed from the final construct.
Constructs with an N-terminal SII-tag, SII-GFP-ybbR and a titin kinase construct
(SII-TK-ybbR) were implemented accordingly in force spectroscopy experiments.
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Preparation	  of	  the	  Strep-­‐tagII	  Fusion	  Constructs	  
	  
A	  superfolder	  Green	  Fluorescent	  Protein	  (GFP)2	  construct	  was	  designed	  to	  harbour	  
an	  N-­‐terminal	  ybbR-­‐tag	  (DSLEFIASKLA)3, 4	  and	  a	  C-­‐terminal	  Strep-­‐tagII	  
(SAWSHPQFEK	  =	  SII).	  The	  GFP	  gene	  was	  PCR	  amplified	  from	  a	  synthetic	  template	  
(Lifetechnologies,	  Paisley,	  UK)	  with	  primers	  containing	  the	  respective	  tag	  coding	  
sequences.	  The	  construct	  was	  cloned	  into	  a	  modified	  pGEX6P2	  vector	  (GE	  
Healthcare,	  Little	  Chalfont,	  UK)	  that,	  in	  addition	  to	  the	  GST-­‐tag,	  harbours	  a	  6xHis-­‐
Tag	  and	  a	  TEV-­‐Protease	  cleavage	  site,	  by	  means	  of	  NdeI	  and	  XhoI	  restriction	  sites.	  
The	  resulting	  fusion	  protein	  (ybbR-­‐GFP-­‐SII)	  harboured	  a	  GST-­‐	  as	  well	  as	  a	  6xHis-­‐tag	  
and	  was	  expressed	  in	  E.coli BL21(DE3)-CodonPlus cells (Agilent Technologies, Inc., 
Santa Clara, CA, USA). For this, 1 l of SB medium was inoculated with 10 ml of an 
overnight culture and grown at 37 °C. When an OD600 of 0.7 had been reached, over 
night expression at 18 °C was induced by adding 0.25 mM IPTG. Cells were lysed in 50 
mM Tris HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM DTT, 5% Glycerol, by sonification. The 
ybbR-GFP-SII construct was obtained in the soluble fraction and purified by Glutathione 
affinity chromatography on a GSTrap column (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK). 
During over night incubation with PreScission protease the GST-tag was removed and 
the protein further purified by Ni-IMAC over a HisTrap HP column (GE Healthcare, 
Little Chalfont, UK). The purified protein was dialyzed against 50 mM Tris HCl pH7.5, 
150 mM NaCl, 2 mM DTT, 5% Glycerol and then stored at -80 °C at a final 
concentration of ~12 µM. The control construct ybbR-GFP-GCN4 was prepared 
accordingly5. Further, a SII-GFP-ybbR construct and a Titin Kinase construct with 
identical tag placement (SII-TK-ybbR) were prepared and purified by Ni-IMAC and in 
addition size exclusion chromatography for the TK construct. The TK construct was 
expressed in insect cells. All proteins were used at comparable concentrations for surface 
conjugation. 
 
 
Preparation of Monovalent Strep-Tactin (monoST) 
 
Two Strep-Tactin (ST) constructs were designed: one harbouring an intact SII binding 
site and an N-terminal 6xHis-tag as well as a unique Cysteine (Cys) residue. The other 
one resembled a Streptavidin variant that had formerly been shown to not bind biotin 
anymore and still assemble in the tetrameric structure6. Both ST variants were PCR 
amplified from synthetic templates (Centic, Heidelberg, Germany) and cloned into pET 
vectors. Expression was, similar to the GFP construct, achieved in 300 ml and 700 ml SB 
cultures of transformed E. coli BL21(DE3)-CodonPlus, respectively. The harvested cell 
pellets were treated separately in the beginning and dissolved in 4 ml per 1 g cell mass B-
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PER. After addition of Lysozyme and DNase cells were fully lyzed by sonification. 
Insoluble cell debris as well as inclusion bodies were sedimented by centrifugation at 
20000 g for 30 min. After discarding the supernatant the inclusion body containing pellet 
was again resuspended in 4 ml / 1 g washing buffer (30 mM Tris HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM 
NaCl and 0.1% TritonX-100). Centrifugation and washing of the inclusion bodies were 
repeated four times, when the supernatant appeared fairly cleared. The inclusion bodies 
containing the Cys-modified functional ST were then dissolved in 6 ml solubilization 
buffer (20 mM Tris HCl pH 7.5, 6 M Guanidinium HCl), the ones containing the non-
functional and untagged variant in 12 ml. After determining the protein concentration in 
the solubilized fractions by measuring the absorbance at 280 nm, the entire amount of 
non-functional ST was used and mixed with the volume equivalent of a tenth in mass of 
the latter with functional 6xHis-mono-Cys-ST. The mixed solubilized protein was again 
subjected to centrifugation for 30 min at 20000 g and the supernatant with the unfolded 
ST constructs collected. To accomplish refolding the mixture was slowly and drop-wise 
added to a stirred reservoir of 500 ml 1x PBS and 10 mM β-Mercaptoethanol (the use of 
DTT or the more expensive TCEP as reducing agents is also possible, if compatible with 
the Ni2+-column matrix used for the following His-Tag affinity purification step). The 
mixture was stirred over night at 4 °C to maximize refolding of the mixed ST. Next, the 
500 ml protein sample was filtered through a cellulose filter to remove precipitate and 
then loaded onto a 5 ml HisTrap FF column (GE Healthcare) for Ni-IMAC purification. 
Elution of the reassembled monoST was achieved by a linear gradient from 10 to 300 
mM Imidazole (in 1x PBS, 10 mM β-Mercaptoethanol). Elution fractions were analysed 
in gel electrophoresis. If the samples were not heated in gel loading dye prior to loading 
them onto the gel the protein remained a tetramer during gel electrophoresis. For samples 
that were incubated at 95 °C for 5 min in gel loading dye, the subunits were separated 
and subunits migrated separately as monomers (Supplementary Fig. S1). Thus, the 
stoichiometry of functional (slightly larger due to the 6xHis-tag and additional Cys) and 
non-functional (non-tagged) ST could be assessed. As intended by using a 10fold excess 
of non-functional, non-tagged construct, the ratio of functional to non-functional ST 
appears to be 1:3 (Supplementary Figure S1). Samples were pooled after elution from the 
affinity column and dialyzed against 1x PBS. As free reducing agent in the storage buffer 
would later on interfere with Mal-PEG immobilization of the monoST, bead-immobilized 
TCEP was added to the protein inside the dialysis tubing. ST was long-term stored at 4 
°C in presence of TCEP beads. Generally, yields of 20 mg of purified protein per 1 l (300 
ml for expression of His-tagged, functional protein, which is the yield affecting 
constituent) culture could be obtained. 
For control experiments a tetramer harbouring a non-functional 6xHis-tagged and Cys-
modified subunit in addition to the three unmodified non-functional ones was prepared 
accordingly (Supplementary Figure S1). Further, a variant containing four functional 
subunits with one harbouring a 6xHis-tag and a Cys was produced for comparison. 
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Typically, final protein concentrations ranged around 14 µM. To verify Cys accessibility 
for cantilever immobilization, the ST constructs were reacted to Maleimido-ATTO647N 
and analysed by gel electrophoresis. As expected only the large 6xHis and Cys containing 
subunit is labelled (Supplementary Fig. S1) and reactivity towards surface coupled PEG-
Maleimide should be comparably efficient. 
 
Supplementary Figure S1. SDS PAGE gel of refolded ST variants. MonoST and the non-
functional variant were successfully refolded to form a heterotetramer (lanes 4/5 and 6/7, not 
heated and treated at 95 °C for 5 min in loading buffer, respectively) consisting of non-functional 
ST and functional 6xHis-Cys-ST or non-functional 6xHis-Cys-ST, respectively, in an estimated 
3:1 ratio. For comparison, lanes 8 and 9 show the commercially available tetraST (IBA, 
Göttingen) homotetramer (not heated - 8; heat treated - 9). Cys-accessibility was tested by 
reacting Maleimide-ATTO647N to the refolded and purified hetero-tetramers (lane 1: 
monovalent, lane 2: non-functional mutant – consisting of four mutated subunits, one harbouring 
an extra Cys and 6xHis-Tag ). Functional subunits are depicted in red, mutated ones in grey, the 
additional Cys residue as well as the 6xHis-Tag are highlighted in cyan. 
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Strep-Tactin Immobilization and ybbR-GFP-SII Pull-down 
 
As a control, modified ST constructs tetraST, monoST and the completely mutated 
variant that is supposedly not capable of binding the SII, were immobilized on the same 
PEG-Maleimide functionalized glass surface (same chemistry as used for the cantilever 
coupling). After washing off unreacted protein, SII-tagged GFP was incubated on the 
surface for 15 min. After rinsing off unbound GFP, the fluorescence on the surface was 
evaluated (Supplementary Fig. S4.). Whereas for the spot with the binding pocket mutant 
no signal was detected (max. signal: ~2000 counts, background range), the tetraST spot 
yielded a GFP signal (max. signal:  60000 counts) that was higher than at the spot were 
monoST (max. signal: ~15000 counts) was immobilized that also showed GFP binding 
(Supplementary Fig. S2). 
 
 
Supplementary Figure S2. Cys-modified ST variants were coupled to the same glass surface 
via PEG-Maleimide and incubated with ybbR-GFP-SII. The fully non-functional ST is not 
capable of binding SII-tagged GFP, whereas the monovalent construct appears to bind less GFP 
molecules than the tetravalent construct. Functional subunits are depicted in red, mutated ones in 
grey, the additional Cys residue as well as the 6xHis-Tag are highlighted in cyan. 
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C
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Affinity Measurements 
 
To avoid background effects from varying protein storage buffers, all protein samples 
were desalted and the buffer exchanged to the respective measurement buffer in 
MicroSpin columns (Thermo Scientific). The peptides were dissolved in 1x PBS. 
Affinities were determined by Isothermal Titration Calorimetry on a MicroCal iTC200 
instrument (Malvern, Worcestershire, UK). ST constructs were provided in a volume of 
250 µl in the measurement cell (IBA ST at 12 µM and monoST at 56 µM). SII peptide 
(IBA, Göttingen) was titrated in from a stock concentration of 440 µM and 630 µM 
respectively, to account for the difference in binding stoichiometry between the ST 
variants (4 vs. 1 binding site). Data were fit with a one-site binding model in OriginPro 
(OriginLab, Northampton, UK) to obtain Kd values as well as the binding stoichiometry. 
We further tried to measure affinities in more sensitive fluorescence polarization assays. 
However since the fluorophore on the SII peptide seems to increase the affinity to ST and 
due to observed unspecific interactions of ST with glass and plastic ware those 
measurements were not considered reliable enough. One conclusion could still be drawn 
from these experiments: While we observed binding for the functional ST variants the 
fully mutated construct did not seem to significantly interact with the labelled peptide 
even at high concentrations (much higher than for the functional constructs). Thus, proper 
determination of the Kd with ITC was not considered feasible. 
 
 
Preparation of Cantilevers 
 
Cantilevers (BioLever Mini obtained from Olympus, Japan) were oxidized in a UV-
ozone cleaner (UVOH 150 LAB, FHR Anlagenbau GmbH, Ottendorf-Okrilla, Germany) 
and silanized by soaking for 2 min in (3-Aminopropyl)dimethylethoxysilane (ABCR, 
Karlsruhe, Germany; 50% v/v in Ethanol). Subsequently, they were washed in toluene, 2-
propanol and ddH2O and dried at 80 °C for 30 min. After incubating the cantilevers in 
sodium borate buffer (pH 8.5), a heterobifunctional PEG crosslinker7, 8 with N-hydroxy 
succinimide and maleimide groups (MW 5000, Rapp Polymere, Tübingen, Germany) 
was applied for 30 – 60 min at 25 mM in sodium borate buffer. Afterwards, monoST was 
bound to the cantilevers at room temperature for 1 h. Finally the cantilevers were washed 
and stored in 1x PBS. 
 
 
Preparation of Glass Surfaces 
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Glass cover slips were sonicated in 50% (v/v) 2-propanol in ddH20 for 15 min and 
oxidized in a solution of 50% (v/v) hydrogen peroxide (30%) and sulfuric acid for 30 
min. They were then washed in ddH2O, dried in a nitrogen stream and then silanized by 
soaking for 1 h in (3-Aminopropyl)dimethylethoxysilane (ABCR, Karlsruhe, Germany, 
1.8% v/v in Ethanol). Subsequently, they were washed twice in 2-propanol and ddH2O 
and dried at 80 °C for 40 min. After incubation in sodium borate buffer (pH 8.5), a 
heterobifunctional PEG crosslinker with N-hydroxy succinimide and maleimide groups 
(MW 5000, Rapp Polymere, Tübingen, Germany) mixed 2:1 with mono-functional NHS-
PEG-CH3  (MW 5000, Rapp Polymere, Tübingen) was applied for 1 h at 25 mM in 
sodium borate buffer. After rinsing the surfaces, 20 mM Coenzyme A (Calbiochem) in 
coupling buffer (sodium phosphate, pH 7.2) was added on top of the surfaces to react 
with the maleimide groups. Protein was coupled to the surface after removal of residual 
CoA by adding a mix of e.g. 8 µl 11 µM ybbR-GFP-SII, 1 µl Sfp-Synthase (133 µM)5, 9 
and 1 µl of 10x reaction buffer (100 mM Tris pH 7.5, 100 mM MgCl2) and incubation 
for 2 h at room temperature. Surfaces were rinsed in 1x PBS prior to the measurement to 
prevent unbound protein to block the cantilever. 
It should be noted, that it is also possible to couple protein from cruder samples or cell 
lysates directly to the surface, as the ybbR/CoA/Sfp chemistry is highly selective and 
reactive9. Purification of protein samples utilizing the anyway attached SII is also 
possible. Generally, residual biotin or desthiobiotin from expression media, cell extract or 
elution buffer should get disposed of by thoroughly rinsing the surface after protein 
immobilization. Trace amounts of these competitors can be further scavenged by addition 
of Neutravidin to the measurement buffer, that sequesters biotin but does not interact with 
Strep-Tactin10. 
 
 
AFM Measurements 
 
A custom built AFM head and an Asylum Research MFP3D controller (Asylum 
Research, Santa Barbara, USA), which provides ACD and DAC channels as well as a 
DSP board for setting up feedback loops, were used. Software for the automated control 
of the AFM head and xy-piezos during the force spectroscopy measurements was 
programmed in Igor Pro (Wave Metrics, Lake Oswego, USA). BioLever Mini (BL-
AC40TS) cantilevers (Olympus, Japan; 10 nm nominal tip radius, sharpened probe) were 
chemically modified (see Preparation of Cantilevers) and calibrated in solution using the 
equipartition theorem11,12. Dynamic force spectroscopy data was collected employing five 
different retraction velocities: 200, 800, 2000, 5000 and 10000 nm/s. To minimize 
unspecific interaction and since the on-rate of SII:monoST is in the time-scale of contact 
between probe and sample surface, no dwell times were employed. The contact time 
between functionalized AFM probe and the protein surface (ranging between ~5 and 70 
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ms) is therefore only determined by the retraction velocity, approach velocity (3000 
nm/s), the indentation force (180 pN) and the substrate stiffness. The surface is sampled 
in steps of 100 nm distance. 
Typically datasets containing between 5000 and 9000 force vs. distance curves per 
retraction velocity were collected. Curves were sorted by employing certain force and 
distance cut-­‐offs, mainly restricting the low force regime to minimum 30 pN (for GFP-
SII), as otherwise automated data evaluation was hampered by noise peaks. For SII-TK 
data was selected by correlating the recurring, characteristic TK kinase unfolding 
fingerprint. Rupture forces were evaluated from AFM force vs. distance curves utilizing a 
quantum mechanically corrected WLC model13 (force spectroscopy data was evaluated in 
Python 2.7). Loading rates of individual unfolding/rupture events were determined by 
fitting the respective slope prior to the force peak (last 3 nm). For GFP constructs, in the 
final evaluation only curves with a single unfolded GFP, i.e. two peaks (1st: GFP-
unfolding, 2nd: SII:monoST rupture) were considered. A distinction between specific and 
unspecific rupture events for single peak curves was not feasible. This is also not 
considered crucial, as the GFP fingerprint acts as an internal selection criterion and 
quality control. It can be assumed, that the force nearly drops back to zero when GFP is 
unfolded and that the SII:monoST interaction does not memorize the afore-sensed force. 
It also does not undergo irreversible or slowly reversing conformational changes under 
force load (otherwise repetitive probing of different molecules on the surface with the 
same monoST molecule on the cantilever would not be feasible). Generally, 
characteristic fingerprints should be obtained when using the SII:monoST pair to 
characterize arbitrary proteins concerning their unfolding behaviour. 
Final rupture forces for each velocity set were binned to histograms that were fitted with 
the Bell-Evans model14, 15 yielding the most probable rupture force (Supplementary Fig. 
S3). The average loading rate was determined by a Gaussian fit of the binned distribution 
for each retraction velocity. The most probable rupture force vs. loading rate dependency 
could be fitted according to the standard Bell-Evans model (f(r)=(kBT/∆x)ln(∆x 
r/kBTkoff)) to yield the width of the binding potential ∆x and the dissociation rate koff at 
zero force for the SII:monoST interaction.  
When	  using	  GFP	  as	  a	  fingerprint,	  due	  to	  the	  distribution	  of	  rupture	  force	  
probabilities,	  we	  found	  a	  drop	  in	  the	  amount	  of	  observed	  GFP-­‐unfolding	  events	  at	  
low	  loading	  rates	  (Supplementary	  Fig.	  S3,	  compare	  N=140	  at	  200	  nm/s	  and	  N=706	  
at	  10000	  nm/s),	  which	  should	  not	  affect	  the	  derived	  values	  for	  the	  most	  probable	  
rupture	  force.	  In	  support	  of	  this,	  the	  rupture	  force	  histograms	  are	  clearly	  
monodisperse	  and	  do	  not	  exhibit	  any	  sudden	  cut-­‐off	  in	  the	  low	  force	  regime	  that	  
would	  indicate	  loss	  of	  substantial	  data	  (Fig.	  4C,	  Supplementary	  Fig.	  S3). 
We further tested, whether placing SII on either terminus of the protein in question alters 
the SII:ST unbinding behavior. When comparing N- and C-terminally labeled GFP, we 
indeed observed significantly fewer GFP unfolding events when using an N-terminally 
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SII-tagged construct (Supplementary Fig. S4). For comparison, only considering single 
GFP unfolding events, we found 8.3	  %	  out	  of	  3250	  curves	  total	  for	  ybbR-­‐GFP-­‐SII	  and	  
0.4	  %	  GFP	  unfolding	  events	  out	  of	  3840	  curves	  in	  total	  SII-­‐GFP-­‐ybbR.	  Analysis	  of	  the	  
loading	  rate	  dependence	  of	  the	  final	  rupture	  force	  was	  not	  feasible	  for	  the	  SII-­‐GFP-­‐
ybbR	  data	  due	  to	  the	  low	  number	  of	  events.	  With	  the	  reduced	  rupture	  force	  between	  
N-­‐terminally	  fused	  SII	  and	  monoST,	  GFP	  turned	  out	  to	  be	  too	  robust	  to	  act	  as	  a	  
reliable	  fingerprint	  in	  aid	  of	  distinction	  of	  specific	  from	  unspecific	  interactions.	  I.e.	  
the	  rupture	  force	  distributions	  inherent	  to	  GFP	  unfolding	  and	  to	  the	  SII:monoST	  
interaction	  appear	  to	  not	  overlap	  sufficiently	  in	  this	  specific	  case	  of	  an	  N-­‐terminal	  
SII	  fusion.	  
As	  GFP	  unfolds	  at	  fairly	  high	  forces	  around	  100	  pN	  it	  can	  be	  considered	  a	  rather	  
robust	  fingerprint.	  Thus,	  when	  studying	  other	  proteins	  of	  interest	  they	  might	  exhibit	  
specific	  unfolding	  patterns	  at	  much	  lower	  forces.	  
As	  another	  example	  and	  to	  utilize	  a	  specific	  fingerprint	  in	  a	  lower	  force	  range,	  we	  
studied	  a	  Titin	  Kinase	  (TK)	  construct.	  In	  this	  case	  SII	  was	  also	  placed	  N-­‐terminally	  
and	  the	  ybbR-­‐tag	  fused	  to	  the	  C-­‐terminus.	  We	  could	  show	  that	  the	  tethering	  strategy	  
works	  equally	  well	  for	  this	  protein	  sample.	  Data	  yields	  compare	  to	  the	  GFP	  
experiment	  and	  the	  specificity	  of	  SII:monoST	  as	  handhold	  pair	  is	  evident	  as	  we	  
frequently	  see	  the	  low	  force	  kinase	  domain	  unfolding	  fingerprint	  (Supplementary	  
Fig.	  S5).	  In	  addition,	  this	  experiment	  shows	  that	  SII	  can	  be	  utilized	  as	  either	  N-­‐	  or	  C-­‐
terminal	  fusion,	  although	  rupture	  forces	  are	  decreased	  for	  N-­‐terminal	  SII	  
(Supplementary	  Fig.	  S4	  and	  Fig.	  4).	  Supplementary	  Figure	  S5	  depicts	  a	  
superposition	  of	  1730	  TK	  unfolding	  curves.	  While	  the	  Kinase	  domain	  is	  frequently	  
fully	  unfolded,	  we	  rarely	  observe	  Immunoglobulin	  (Ig)-­‐like	  domain	  unfolding.	  This	  
is	  in	  agreement	  with	  the	  ~200	  pN	  known	  to	  be	  required	  for	  Ig-­‐domain	  unfolding,	  
which	  exceeds	  the	  unbinding	  force	  distribution	  for	  SII:monoST	  rupture.	  Further,	  
this	  emphasizes	  the	  capacity	  and	  specificity	  of	  the	  system,	  as	  frequent	  Ig-­‐like	  
domain	  unfolding	  should	  be	  only	  occurring	  when	  pulling	  non-­‐specifically.	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Supplementary Figure S3. Evaluation of AFM SMFS data for the interaction between GFP-
SII and monoST. Only force-distance curves with a single GFP unfolding event were considered 
and evaluated. Rupture force histograms for SII:monoST rupture (grey bars and solid line) and 
GFP unfolding (dashed green line) at different retraction velocities in the AFM experiment are 
depicted. 
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Supplementary	  Figure	  S4.	   Comparison	  of	  force	  spectroscopy	  data	  with	  respect	  to	  Strep-­‐
tag	  II	  attachment	  at	  either	  N-­‐	  or	  C-­‐terminus	  of	  GFP.	  Only	  with	  a	  C-­‐terminal	  Strep-­‐tag	  II	  high	  
enough	  rupture	  forces	  between	  the	  tag	  and	  the	  monoST	  at	  the	  cantilever	  are	  achieved	  to	  
frequently	  unfold	  GFP.	  Data	  was	  collected	  with	  the	  same	  cantilever.	  Events	  obtained	  at	  a	  
retraction	  velocity	  of	  5000	  nm/s	  are	  shown.	  	  Evaluating	  data	  from	  five	  different	  retraction	  
velocities	  yields:	  8.3	  %	  GFP	  unfolding	  events	  out	  of	  3250	  curves	  total	  for	  ybbR-­‐GFP-­‐SII	  and	  
0.4	  %	  GFP	  unfolding	  events	  out	  of	  3840	  curves	  in	  total	  SII-­‐GFP-­‐ybbR.	  
Supplementary	  Figure	  S5.	   Superposition	  of	  1730	  unfolding	  force	  vs.	  distance	  curves	  of	  a	  
Titin	  Kinase	  construct	  (SII-­‐I27-­‐I27-­‐Fn-­‐Kinase-­‐I27-­‐I27-­‐ybbR;	  I27	  –	  Ig-­‐like	  domain,	  Fn	  –	  
Fibronectin	  domain)	  obtained	  by	  immobilization	  via	  a	  ybbR-­‐tag	  and	  pulling	  via	  the	  SII-­‐tag.	  
Curves	  were	  obtained	  from	  measurements	  in	  five	  different	  retraction	  velocities	  (200,	  800,	  
2000,	  5000	  and	  10000	  nm/s).	  The	  heat	  map	  illustrates	  data	  density.	  I27	  unfolding	  is	  rarely	  
observed	  as	  the	  required	  forces	  exceed	  the	  most	  probable	  rupture	  force	  of	  the	  SII:monoST	  
interaction.	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Since	  TK	  proved	  to	  be	  a	  useful	  (low	  force)	  fingerprint	  to	  select	  and	  sort	  specific	  
curves	  from	  the	  dataset,	  we	  could	  also	  perform	  a	  loading	  rate	  dependence	  analysis	  
of	  the	  rupture	  force	  between	  N-­‐terminally	  fused	  SII	  and	  monoST	  (Fig.	  4B).	  The	  
rupture	  forces	  for	  the	  C-­‐terminally	  tagged	  GFP-­‐SII	  fusion	  are	  about	  twice	  as	  high	  as	  
for	  N-­‐terminally	  SII-­‐tagged	  TK.	  In	  agreement	  with	  this,	  the	  potential	  is	  broadened	  
about	  twofold	  for	  the	  latter	  (Δx=0.45	  nm	  vs.	  0.23	  nm	  for	  GFP-­‐SII).	  Koff	  is	  in	  a	  
comparable	  range	  for	  the	  two	  different	  geometries,	  taking	  into	  account	  that	  fusing	  
SII	  to	  different	  proteins	  can	  already	  lead	  to	  large	  deviations	  (0.02-­‐0.3	  s-­‐1	  from	  
surface	  plasmon	  resonance	  measurements	  for	  GFP-­‐SII	  and	  Cytb562-­‐SII)16.	  It	  has	  to	  be	  
noted,	  that	  no	  literature	  data	  exists	  concerning	  off-­‐rates	  of	  an	  N-­‐terminally	  SII-­‐
tagged	  protein	  from	  ST.	  For	  our	  ITC-­‐based	  Kd	  measurements	  utilizing	  N-­‐	  or	  C-­‐
terminally	  tagged	  GFP,	  values	  are	  in	  the	  same	  range	  at	  around	  1	  µM.	  The	  
discrepancy	  in	  unbinding	  force	  for	  the	  different	  constructs	  can	  thus	  be	  more	  likely	  
attributed	  to	  the	  altered	  pulling	  geometry.	  
 
Control measurements were carried out either employing a C-terminally GCN4-tagged 
GFP variant that was immobilized via the ybbR-tag on the surface (Supplementary Fig. 
S6), accordingly or by utilizing a ST construct on the cantilever that was completely 
devoid of a SII binding site.  The fully mutated construct did not show any significant 
interaction, i.e. little interaction was observed and mainly single-WLC curves were 
obtained, likely originating from PEG stretching through unspecific interaction (data not 
shown). Further, desthiobiotin at 1mM concentration in the measurement buffer was used 
to block specific SII:monoST interactions (Supplementary Fig. S6). Even though initially 
GFP unfolding is still observed, the number of events is reduced compared to the data 
obtained before addition of the competitor, even more so over time when the competitor 
is fully diffused throughout the measurement buffer. 
 
Successful coupling of ybbR-GFP constructs for control experiments and generally all 
measurements could be verified by detecting the GFP fluorescence on the surface (data 
not shown). 
Further, the performance of monoST and tetraST in ybbR-GFP-SII force spectroscopy 
experiments was compared. Looking at the number of successful single-GFP unfolding 
events over time (illustrated by final rupture force vs. curve number) shows that the 
monoST construct is more stable over the entire measurement than the tetravalent version 
(Supplementary Fig. S7). A comparison of data yield for different measurements utilizing 
either tetra- or monoST is shown in Supplementary Table 1. A clear increase in yield of 
single event curves when employing the monovalent construct is evident. Remarkably, 
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this is only looking at curves showing single GFP unfolding with subsequent SII/ST 
unbinding. 
Supplementary Figure S6.  Control and blocking experiments to validate specific 
SII:monoST interactions. The upper panel displays final SII:monoST unbinding forces (when a 
single GFP was unfolded) according to the curve number (at 10000 nm/s retraction velocity). 
First a GFP construct harbouring a C-terminal SII-tag was probed. After 2000 curves the same ST 
functionalized cantilever was moved to a position on the same glass surface where a GFP devoid 
of SII and harbouring a GCN4 peptide tag instead (also C-terminal) was immobilized. Again after 
another 2000 probing events the cantilever was moved back to the previous protein area. The 
lower panel depicts data obtained without and after addition of 1 mM desthiobition to the 
measurement buffer (same surface, same cantilever) that competes with the SII binding site. 
 
Supplementary Table 1. Comparison of data yield from different AFM experiments. Exemplary 
measurements with tetraST and monoST were evaluated. For comparison data obtained with a 
retraction velocity of 5000 nm/s was taken into account. As the total number of collected curves 
varies, the ratio #single GFP unfolding events to #total curves is a good evaluation criterion. 
measurement #total curves #single GFP unfolding events Ratio [%] 
Tetra I 8194 203 2.48 
Tetra II 6531 170 2.60 
Tetra III 8171 70 0.86 
Tetra IV 10490 336 3.20 
Mono I 8774 747 8.51 
Mono II 6706 571 8.51 
Mono III 10218 635 6.21 
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Supplementary Figure S7. Successful rupture event distribution during the course of a 
measurement. Final SII/ST unbinding forces are depicted (for single GFP unfolding events) 
according to the curve number throughout the experiment. Only curves from the sub data set with 
5000 nm/s retraction velocity were evaluated. The upper two panels display exemplary data 
obtained with tetraST (8000 and 6000 curves total, respectively), the lower one with monoST 
(8000 curves total). 
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Construct	  sequences	  
	  
6xHis-­‐Cys-­‐Strep-­‐Tactin	  
MGSSHHHHHHHMCGSEAGITGTWYNQLGSTFIVTAGADGALTGTYVTARGNAESRYVLTGRYDSAPATDGS
GTALGWTVAWKNNYRNAHSATTWSGQYVGGAEARINTQWLLTSGTTEANAWKSTLVGHDTFTKVKPSAAS 
 
Non-­‐functional	  Strep-­‐Tactin	  
MEAGITGTWYAQLGDTFIVTAGADGALTGTYEAAVGNAESRYVLTGRYDSAPATDGSGTALGWTVAWKNNY
RNAHSATTWSGQYVGGAEARINTQWLLTSGTTEANAWKSTLVGHDTFTKVKPSAAS 
 
 
ybbR-­‐superfolderGFP-­‐SII	  
GPLGSTMGSSHHHHHHSSGENLYFQGHMDSLEFIASKLAMSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVRGE
GEGDATIGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTLTYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERTISFKDD
GKYKTRAVVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGTDFKEDGNILGHKLEYNFNSHNVYITADKQKNGIKANFTVRHNVEDG
SVQLADHYQQNTPIGDGPVLLPDNHYLSTQTVLSKDPNEKRDHMVLHEYVNAAGITHGMDELYKSGSGSAW
SHPQFEK 
	  
SII-­‐TK-­‐ybbR	  
MASWSHPQFEKGAETAVPNSPKSDVPIQAPHFKEELRNLNVRYQSNATLVCKVTGHPKPIVKWYRQ 
GKEIIADGLKYRIQEFKGGYHQLIIASVTDDDATVYQVRATNQGGSVSGTASLEVEVPAKIHLPKT 
LEGMGAVHALRGEVVSIKIPFSGKPDPVITWQKGQDLIDNNGHYQVIVTRSFTSLVFPNGVERKDA 
GFYVVCAKNRFGIDQKTVELDVADVPDPPRGVKVSDVSRDSVNLTWTEPASDGGSKITNYIVEKCA 
TTAERWLRVGQARETRYTVINLFGKTSYQFRVIAENKFGLSKPSEPSEPTITKEDKTRAMNYDEEV 
DETREVSMTKASHSSTKELYEKYMIAEDLGRGEFGIVHRCVETSSKKTYMAKFVKVKGTDQVLVKK 
EISILNIARHRNILHLHESFESMEELVMIFEFISGLDIFERINTSAFELNEREIVSYVHQVCEALQ 
FLHSHNIGHFDIRPENIIYQTRRSSTIKIIEFGQARQLKPGDNFRLLFTAPEYYAPEVHQHDVVST 
ATDMWSLGTLVYVLLSGINPFLAETNQQIIENIMNAEYTFDEEAFKEISIEAMDFVDRLLVKERKS 
RMTASEALQHPWLKQKIERVSTKVIRTLKHRRYYHTLIKKDLNMVVSAARISCGGAIRSQKGVSVA 
KVKVASIEIGPVSGQIMHAVGEEGGHVKYVCKIENYDQSTQVTWYFGVRQLENSEKYEITYEDGVA 
ILYVKDITKLDDGTYRCKVVNDYGEDSSYAELFVKGVREVYDYYCRRTMKKIKRRTDTMRLLERPP 
EFTLPLYNKTAYVGENVRFGVTITVHPEPHVTWYKSGQKIKPGDNDKKYTFESDKGLYQLTINSVT 
TDDDAEYTVVARNKYGEDSCKAKLTVTLHPSSGSGGDSLEFIASKLASGLRGSHHHHHH 
 
 
Abbreviations 
AFM – atomic force microscopy; SMFS – single-molecule force spectroscopy; Cys – 
Cysteine; SA/A – (Strept)avidin; ST – Strep-Tactin; monoST – monovalent Strep-Tactin; 
tetraST – tetravalent Strep-Tactin; SII – Strep-tag II;  ITC – isothermal titration 
calorimetry; GFP – Green Fluorescent Protein; PEG – Polyethylenglycol 
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